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ABSTRACT
The Jiuquan Tombs: Re-ordering Art and Ideas on China’s Frontier
Heather Clydesdale
The Jiuquan tombs, on the western frontier of China and dated to the third and early
fourth centuries, deploy architecture, paintings, and burial goods to redefine space and express
new concepts in mortuary art. Constructed over a period of about fifty years, the consistent
rendering of distinct areas across these eleven tombs reflects a consensus in the expectations
related to commemorating the dead and the division of souls in the burial process.
Aboveground features show that powerful families in Jiuquan disregarded imperial edicts
for austere burials. Underground, each tomb features a “screen wall” that rearranges spatial
compositions to situate the celestial realm in an iconic position near the bottom of a tall tower.
The front chambers are presented as courtyards under an open sky, surrounded by an estate,
farms, pastures and wildernesses. Here, tomb occupants are not portrayed in a grand cosmic
setting or lauded as Confucian archetypes; instead they are dynamic agents at the center of the
action. Pastoral peoples are displayed within a context of harmonious co-existence and cultural
exchange. These images combine to reflect an optimistic outlook that ignores the upheavals in
the Chinese heartland. By contrast, the rear chambers show a retreat to traditional styles and
subject matters, creating a stillness that reinforces the solemnity of laying the corpse to rest.
Jiuquan’s geographic location and topography made it both stable and prosperous while
precipitating contact with migrants from the Chinese heartland, the northern steppes, and the
Western Regions. The vibrancy and originality of the tombs at Jiuquan, as well as what they
reveal about changes in beliefs, increase appreciation for the role of peripheral zones in shaping
Chinese art and history.
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coffin lid.
5.26 Juan bo bundles of silk, coffin interior from Xincheng M6.
6.1 Schematic drawing of Dingjiazha M5.
6.2 King Father of the East, east slope of ceiling, front chamber of Dingjiazha M5.
6.3 White deer and winged figure, south slope of ceiling, front chamber of Dingjiazha M5.
6.4 Nude woman making offering under a tree with monster, south wall of front chamber,
Dingjiazha M5.
6.5 Sogdian (?) farmers with plow and harrow, front chamber of Dingjiazha M5.
6.6 Farmer stacking grain with rooster and hens behind, front chamber of Dingjiazha M5.
6.7 Farmer stacking grain while hungry rooster and hens look on, north wall of Xigoucun M5.
6.8 Central pagoda pillar and side niches, Mogao cave 254.
6.9 Paintings and niches, Mogao cave 275.
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Glossary of Architectural Terms

Bricks
Stretcher: laid on side, narrow face exposed
Header: laid on side, short end exposed
Soldier: standing vertically, narrow face exposed

Shiner: laid horizontally, large face exposed

Sailor: standing vertically, large face exposed

Brick Patterns
Running bond: seams staggered from one layer to next

Rowlock: a series of soldiered bricks

Jade belt: alternating registers of stretcher bricks and soldier bricks that frame shiner bricks
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Renzi xing: herringbone pattern

Other
Acroteria (chiwen): decorative flange on a roof ridge
Diese: construction method resulting in staggered profile

Fudou: “overturned dipper,” frustum or truncated pyramid

Ge: tall pavilion
Que: watchtower
Screen walls (zhaobi, zhaoqiang): decorative façade on one wall of a tianjing
Tianjing: airshaft

Tianmen: celestial door
Zaojing: inset caisson at top of fudou, often with a decorative tile
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Chronology of Dynastic China

Shang dynasty ca. 1600-ca. 1100 BCE
Zhou dynasty ca. 1100-256 BCE
Western Zhou ca. 1100-771 BCE

Eastern Zhou 770-256 BCE
Spring and Autumn period 770-ca. 470 BCE
Warring States period ca. 470-221 BCE

Qin dynasty 221-206 BCE
Han dynasty 206-220 BCE
Western Han 206-9 BCE

Xin dynasty 9-23 CE

Eastern Han 25-220 CE
Six Dynasties 221-589 (named for the succession of dynasties with capitals at Jiankang)
Sui dynasty 589-618
Tang dynasty 618-907
Liao (Khitan) dynasty 916-1125
Five Dynasties period 907-60
Song dynasty 960-1279
Northern Song 960-1127

Southern Song 1127-1279

Yuan dynasty 1279-1368
Ming dynasty 1368-1644
Qing dynasty 1644-1911
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Chronology of the Six Dynasties Period (220-589)

Three Kingdoms 220-65
Wu 220-80 (southeastern China)*

Wei 220-65 (northern China)
Shu Han 221-63 (southwestern China)

Jin dynasty 265-317
Western Jin 265-317 (unifies China)

Eastern Jin (see Southern Dynasties, below)

Sixteen Kingdoms
Former Zhao 赵 304-29 (Xiongnu)

Later Zhao 赵 319-51 (Jie)

Former Qin 秦 351-84 (Di)

Later Qin 秦 384-417 (Qiang)

Western Qin 秦 385-431 (Xianbei)

Xia 夏 407-31 (Xiongnu)

Cheng Han 成汉 304-47 (Di)

Former Yan 燕 349-70 (Xianbei)

Later Yan 燕 384-409 (Xianbei)

Southern Yan 燕 400-410 (Xianbei)

Northern Yan 燕 409-36 (Han)

Former Liang 凉 313-76 (Han)

Later Liang 凉 386-403 (Di)

Southern Liang 凉 397-414 (Xianbei)

Northern Liang 凉 397-439 (Xiongnu)

Western Liang 凉 400-21 (Han)

Northern Dynasties 386-581
Northern Wei 386-535

Eastern Wei 534-50

Western Wei (535-57)

Northern Qi 550-77

Northern Zhou 557-81

*

Capital at Jiankang
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Southern Dynasties 317-589
Eastern Jin 318-420*
Liu-Song 420-79*
Southern Qi 479-502*
Liang 502-57*
Chen 557-89*

*

Capital at Jiankang
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Introduction: Jiuquan at a Crossroads

In terms of geography and chronology, the tombs located at Jiuquan 酒泉 dating to the
third and early fourth centuries appear peripheral, but in fact they played an innovative role in
the history of China’s mortuary art and architecture. They are in present-day Gansu 甘肃
province, clustered at the western terminus of the Great Wall in the Hexi Corridor (Hexi Zoulang
河西走廊) on what was traditionally the northwest frontier of China (fig. I.1). Although they are
relics of the Wei-Jin 魏晋 period (220-317 CE), a time of disunity and turmoil overshadowed by
the mighty Han 汉 dynasty (206 BCE -220 CE) that preceded it, the relationships between
architecture, burial goods, and paintings in these tombs suggest that the Jiuquan tombs drew
upon diverse artistic influences and applied them in new ways.
Geography and historical circumstance were key factors in Jiuquan’s artistic and cultural
development. The Hexi Corridor is a natural bridge connecting the Chinese heartland
(Zhongyuan 中原) to both Central Asia and the eastern Eurasian Steppe.1 Here, topography
forced the convergence of a network of trade routes that today are referred to as the “Silk Roads”
(fig. I.2). Far from the centers of conflict during the Wei-Jin period, Jiuquan became a
destination for waves of refugees from the Chinese heartland, immigrants and travelers from
western kingdoms, and pastoral tribes that flowed in from the grasslands to the north and
1

Zhongyuan literally means “Central Plain” in Chinese, but generally refers to a broader region
encompassing the middle basin of the Yellow River (Huanghe 黄河) and adjacent areas,
including the present-day provinces of Henan 河南, Ningxia 宁夏, Shaanxi 陕西, Shanxi 山西,
Hebei 河北, and Shandong 山东. Based on Albert E. Dien, Six Dynasties Civilization (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2007), 80.

1

southwest. These populations brought together myriad influences, infusing Confucian principles
and ways of governance with Daoist folk beliefs from the east, Buddhist teachings from South
Asia, and cultural influences from the northern steppes and kingdoms in Central Asia. The
Jiuquan tombs capture this syncretism, juxtaposing artistic tradition and experimentation.
Approaching the Jiuquan Tombs
This study focuses on two groups of large-scale burials in the immediate region of Jiuquan
that represent the most complex and fully realized program of artistic approaches in third and
early fourth century burials in the Hexi Corridor. One group is on the outskirts of central
Jiuquan, the other lies within the present-day municipal boundaries of Jiayuguan 嘉峪关.
Scholars often refer to the latter group as the “Jiayuguan tombs.” However, the city centers of
Jiuquan and Jiayuguan are only twenty kilometers apart, and the tomb sites themselves, one at
Xigoucun 西沟村 to the northwest of Jiuquan and the other at Xincheng 新城 to the southeast
of Jiayuguan, are actually separated by just five kilometers. Their proximity, coupled with the
fact that the tombs all display similar features, is why I combine them. I refer to them generally
as the “Jiuquan tombs” because the city of Jiayuguan was under the jurisdiction of Jiuquan
prefecture (Jiuquanjun 酒泉郡) during the Han dynasty and subsequent Wei-Jin period.
The tombs were dated by archaeologists according to fragmentary inscriptions and based
on coins and ceramic styles found among the burial goods.2 Xigoucun has three large-scale
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Zhao Wucheng and Ma Jianhua, "Gansu Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao," Wenwu,
no. 7 (1996): 36; Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan
bihua mu fajue baogao (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1985), 71-74.
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tombs, designated M5, M6, and M7 (table 1).3 Xincheng has eight such tombs: M1-M8 (table
2). Because there are numerous other tomb excavations in the environs of Jiuquan and
Jiayuguan, I identify specific tombs by site name along with their excavation number: Xigoucun
M6 and Xincheng M6, for instance. Unlike other excavations in the area, these eleven tombs
have been extensively documented in excavation reports and some are accessible for onsite
research. While they have all suffered some degree of damage, they are in good overall condition
and allow for detailed comparisons of dominant as well as incidental themes and imagery.4
The Jiuquan tombs were built for local magnate families (haozi 毫子) and people of the
educated gentry (shi 士) class,5 some of whom were probably low-ranking officials and may
have even been officials with the rank of taishou 太守, a prefectural governor.6 The tombs are
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Chinese archaeological reports assign numbers to tombs based on the sequence of excavations
at a particular site. The “M” stands for mu 墓 “tomb.”
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Other excavations of Wei-Jin tombs in the Jiuquan area do not have comprehensive published
reports, are more basic, or are not open for viewing.
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Patricia Ebrey argues that the distinguishing feature of what many call the “elite” in the late
Han dynasty was education, as opposed to service as a government official or family wealth and
local power (though often these were related). Men with education shared a common culture and
class identity, but this neither automatically resulted in nor necessitated personal wealth or
influence. This class of people is most accurately defined as shi, rather than “haozi” or
“scholars” (rusheng 儒生). "Toward a Better Understanding of the Later Han Upper Class," in
State and Society in Early Medieval China, ed. Albert E. Dien (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1991), 50-60. In the following chapters, I address how magnate families were influential
in Jiuquan in the late Han dynasty and Wei-Jin period, and how they began to fuse with the
educated gentry class.
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Zhao Wucheng and Ma Jianhua, "Gansu Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao," 37;
Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue
baogao, 74-76. E Jun, Zheng Binglin, and Gao Guoxiang, Gansu chu tu Wei Jin Tang mu bihua
(Lanzhou: Lanzhou daxue chubanshe, 2009), 11. Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua
(Jiuquan: Zhongguo qingnian, 1998), 8.
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best known for the hundreds of colorful paintings that decorate the brick walls of their
underground chambers, but these are only one element of a larger whole that encompasses
architecture, paintings, carved decorations, burial goods, inscription, and ritual. For this reason,
three tombs that do not have brick paintings, Xigoucun M6 and Xincheng M2 and M8, are
included in this project. The Jiuquan tombs were the direct successors to burial traditions
codified in the Han dynasty and based on the fundamental principle that architecture, burial
goods, and decoration work in concert not to passively reflect harmony and prosperity but to
exert influence over intangible forces that balance and link the living to the dead and the
terrestrial to celestial realms.7 In the Jiuquan tombs, the architecture, painting, and carved
decorations remain substantially intact and therefore form the bulk of the material upon which
my discussion is based.
Situated in the gravel expanse of the Gobi (Gebi 戈壁) Desert, close to the fertile oasis of
Jiuquan, the aboveground features of the tombs are modest: packed sand and dirt mounds that are
among thousands of tumuli scattered across the desert or standing amid expanding farmland (fig.
I.3). Many of the Jiuquan tombs are paired or grouped and surrounded by modest enclosures also
made of packed sand and dirt. The far more elaborate underground structures were constructed
of fired grey bricks (qinghui zhuan 青灰砖), most measuring about thirty-four centimeters in
length, seventeen centimeters in width and five centimeters in height.8 Like building blocks,
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For the relationship between people and the cosmic order, as well as the role tombs and burial
goods play in guiding cosmic harmony, see Michael Loewe, Ways to Paradise: The Chinese
Quest for Immortality (London; Boston: Allen & Unwin, 1979), 3-4 and 82-85.
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These measurements were noted as being uniform for all eight tombs in the Xincheng tomb
report. Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu
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these basic shapes were arranged in various ways to create patterns and were often carved into
rough designs that evoked the complex structures of traditional wooden architecture (fig. I.4).
Entry to each tomb is through a long, narrow corridor (mudao 墓道) that leads deep
underground and ends in a small vestibule with a tall airshaft (tianjing 天井) that almost
reaching to the surface above. The façade of the opposing wall is decorated as a tall tower using
simply carved and painted bricks depicting architectural features as well as guardians and strange
beasts (fig. I.5). Called a “screen wall” (zhaobi 照壁), each has a centrally placed miniature door
made of bricks situated part way up the shaft. In many of the tombs, this door is flanked by two
hybrid figures: one with the head of a chicken, the other with the head of an ox. At the base of
each screen wall, a small, arched corridor (yongdao 俑道) leads to the tomb chambers, which
are aligned along the same axis as the corridor (fig. I.6).
Most of the tombs have two chambers and a some have three (fig. I.7). All of the chambers
are connected with short passageways that are identical to the one connecting the vestibule and
front chamber. The front chambers have recessed floors with a platform running along one or
more walls and frustum ceilings that resemble a truncated pyramid, called “fudou” 覆斗
(“overturned dipper”; fig. I.8). Middle chambers also have fudou ceilings, but the architectural
plan is relatively plain with few, if any, side chambers (ershi 耳室) and niches (kan 龛).
Although the front and middle chambers have a complex program that includes architectural
features (side chambers, niches on the walls, and rudimentary brick representations of eaves) and

fajue baogao, 11. Wedge-shaped or triangular bricks were used in arches, corners, or other
irregular spaces. Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 96.
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burial goods (ceramic and metal vessels, mirrors, and figurines), the hundreds of paintings on
individual bricks are the most striking feature (figs. I.9 and I.10).
The paintings in the front and middle chambers depict a wide array of people engaged in
specific activities that describe life in the Hexi Corridor. Citadels dot the landscape, tomb
occupants ride horses or play instruments, mounted hunters chase prey, peasants stop to greet
each other on the roadside, butchers slaughter pigs, and servants present platters and bowls of
food (figs. I.11- I.16). Of particular interest are the many pictures of various pastoral groups that
were relocating from the steppes to the north and west, and even some depictions of people from
the Western Regions (Xi Yu 西域) in present-day Xinjiang 新疆 province and Central Asia. The
paintings are made even livelier by the brushwork that, though minimal, captures cursory events
and fleeting emotions. Surprisingly, there are very few auspicious or apotropaic images; in fact,
most tombs have none at all in their front and middle chambers.
In contrast to the front and middle chambers, the architecture and paintings in the rear
chamber are spartan, producing a sobering effect. The low, barrel-vaulted ceiling is unlike the
lofty fudou in the other chambers, and architectural details are minimal. The few paintings are
confined to the rear wall and they depict superficial emblems of wealth and status: silk, bundles
of books, or personal ornaments, all rendered in dense brushstrokes (fig. I.17). This is where the
corpses were laid to rest in heavy wooden coffins, some of which were recovered in excavations.
Burial goods found in this chamber are mostly traditional and intended to protect either the
deceased or the family members and attendants to the burial.
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The Jiuquan tombs all follow the same progression through these discrete spaces, utilizing
architecture, burial goods, and paintings (augmented occasionally with inscriptions) to establish
a distinctive style and energy. Examining the relationships between media in each space reveals
how each part of the tomb performed a specific function in the burial.
Ordering Life and Afterlife in the Tomb
Mortuary art is central to the study of early Chinese history not only because corpses were
entombed with a range of art and artifacts—architectural formations, wall paintings, stone
carvings, ceramics, texts, bronzes, jades, silks, and cash—but because the purpose of the burial
was to maintain social order among the living and provide for the deceased in the afterlife. Both
goals were thought to contribute to the proper maintenance of the cosmic order.9 As a result,
tombs from early China not only preserve historical objects, they offer insights into daily life,
political and social systems, as well as eschatological abstractions.
The proliferation of tombs of similar scale in the Eastern Han period (25-220 CE)10 was a
consequence of the growth of a class of educated gentry, rigorously trained in the Confucian
classics and often aspiring to serve as officials in the expanding government bureaucracy.
Whether planning for themselves or for family members, patrons engaged artisans in tomb
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These concepts have also found form in European Medieval tombs. T. S. R. Boase, Death in
the Middle Ages: Mortality, Judgment, and Remembrance (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1972), 1957.
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The Han dynasty was split into two periods known as the Western Han (206 BCE -9 CE) and
the Eastern Han (25-220 CE), demarcated by a brief loss of power from 9-23 CE, and so-named
for the move of the capital from Chang’an 长安 to Luoyang 洛阳.
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design and construction.11 Together they followed certain conventions, placing the dead within
an auspicious cosmic scheme while broadcasting Confucian virtues in hopes of advancing their
career prospects.12 Imagery promoted archetypes that defined and publicized morals and
exemplary behavior for both men and women to emulate in life.13 Burial rituals, facilitated by
architecture and decoration, affirmed or reordered roles and relationships (e.g., the elder son
assuming the role of head of the family, or a wife as a widow) in the wake of the tomb
occupant’s death.
Multi-chambered tombs originated in the Eastern Zhou 周 period (770-256 BCE), but grew
in scale and importance in the early Eastern Han period when aboveground shrines that were part
of larger burial complexes replaced lineage temples as sites for ancestor worship (fig. I.18). This
resulted in the transfer of rites from ancestral temples, which celebrated the clan, to the tomb,
which recognized individuals and families; and it invigorated gravesites as animated centers for
social, political, and religious activities.14
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The contributions of both patron and artisan in tomb design in the Eastern Han period are the
focus of the chapter, “Voices of Funerary Monuments” in Wu Hung, The Wu Liang Shrine: The
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For the importance of moral (as opposed to monetary) wealth in the Han dynasty and how
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Political Expression in Early China (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1991), 85-97. Using
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This change was precipitated by the spread of Confucianism and growing emphasis on
demonstrations of filial piety through burials, but was first initiated by Emperor Ming 明 (r. 5875 CE), who ordered a halt to temple sacrifice and officially moved rites to the imperial tombs.
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Ideas of immortality took various forms in early Chinese thought. Over the course of the
Han dynasty, they developed from attempts to avoid death and promote longevity to a quest for
post-mortem transcendence and transformation into an immortal.15 The tomb played a central
role in this later conception and became a place of transit and repose for the deceased. The
question remains, however: how did people envision the souls or spirits that endured after death?
Conventional interpretations of Han dynasty texts and burial art attest that by the second century
BCE

there emerged a concept of binary souls, each with divergent destinations in the afterlife.16

The hun 魂, a spiritual force associated with yang 阳 and qi 气 (“primal energy” or, literally,
“breath”), was endowed with the freedom to take flight and travel on its own accord, vacating the
body and ascending to the heavens after death. The second soul, the po 魄, an animating force
associated with yin 阴 and xing 形 (“form”), remained close to the corpse in the grave.17

Monumentality in Early Chinese Art and Architecture (Stanford: Stanford University Press,
1995), 77-142, especially 20-21.
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"'O Soul, Come Back!' A Study in The Changing Conceptions of the Soul and Afterlife in
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These characterizations are based on descriptions in the The Book of Rites (Li Ji 礼记) and
are frequently cited by scholars in their endeavors to grasp the nature of souls. A succinct but
nuanced explanation of the passages in the Book of Rites and various translations as well as
interpretations can be found in Kenneth E. Brashier, "Han Thanatology and the Division of
Souls," Early China 21 (1996): 127-30.
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For scholars of early Chinese burial art, this dualistic interpretation of the hun and po has
provided a convenient lexicon and offered a base for speculation about the function of mortuary
imagery and implements that presumably facilitated the transport of the hun to heaven and the
tranquility of the po in the tomb.18 More recently, however, this orderly interpretation has been
upended by new findings and theories, some of which challenge the notion that the hun and po
had opposing destinations and instead suggest that the tomb was a site for their unification.19
Other interpretations posit that, when it comes to mainstream burial practices (as opposed to
theoretical musings) the hun and po may have in fact been believed to be a unified hunpo that
settled with the body in the grave.20
Another pneuma, the shen 神 (“spirit”), was also believed to be a beneficiary of mortuary
art, sometimes in aboveground shrines that were common in Eastern Han cemeteries, though
certain textual evidence points to the hun as the resident of the shrine and recipient of ancestral
offerings.21 Like the hun, the shen was affiliated with qi and reportedly could take flight and
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peregrinate. Shen is recognized as a more ancient concept and is sometimes interpreted as “more
rarified” than the hun, and evocative of a unitary soul that eventually absorbed qualities of the
both the hun and po or may have subsumed them altogether.22
The complexity of textual and material evidence, not to mention the enigmatic concepts
themselves, makes it impossible to neatly encapsulate or broadly generalize about how people in
early China conceived of souls and spirits. The only solid ground upon which experts agree is
that concepts surrounding the hun, po, and shen were nebulous, multi-layered, and morphed
across region, time period, and social class.23 Perhaps because the scholarly terrain has become
more uncertain (though more fascinating) over the last two decades, it seems as though art
historians are increasingly reluctant to directly discuss hun, po, and shen.24 It is true that labeling
entities as hun, po, or shen is problematic when the evidence is entirely visual and not textual,
but mortuary art, whether dating from the Han dynasty, the Wei-Jin period, or later, plays a role
in understanding both numina and tomb art because a crucial function of the burial program was
to appropriately separate or bind, transport or intern souls and spirits to ensure the peace of both
the dead and the living. For this reason, I attempt to establish a neutral vocabulary to talk about
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souls and spirits in the Jiuquan tombs in the absence of their being named.25 Since the artistic
program of the Jiuquan tombs clearly facilitates a distinct action at each juncture, I use these as
my basis of terminology.26
The form and decoration of the screen wall suggests that it is a conduit, most likely for a
safe journey to paradise and immortality, and so I call the entity to which this is directed an
“ascending soul.” The chambers, meanwhile, recreate the deceased’s home and possessions in
miniature form to provide necessities such as water, food, protection, and money, as well as
delights including servants, banquets, entertainment, and luxury items. These appear to be
directed at an entity that will linger in the tomb, and so I call it a “dwelling soul.” The concerns
of the rear chamber of the Jiuquan tombs, meanwhile, stress absolution and protection for the
living, and leniency for the deceased from the bureaucrats who preside over the underworld.
Since this soul or spirit is destined for realms even deeper than the tomb, I refer to it as a
“descending soul.” These three terms do not mean that tomb builders and patrons at Jiuquan
necessarily conceived of souls and spirits as three separate entities; textual historians have
demonstrated that there was a great deal of suffusion, amalgamation, and equivocation in such
matters and tomb art may reflect this as well. Yet this approach makes it possible to probe the
functions of the art as they relate to the dead.
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In addition to illuminating changing eschatological ideas, key departures from Han dynasty
designs demonstrate that the Jiuquan tombs are not faded imitations of a golden age of mortuary
art. Instead, they show that essential ideals surrounding familial prestige, social order, and
history had significantly changed and required new modes of visual expression. Given the
number of tombs at Jiuquan, the most efficient way to analyze them, along with the ideas about
death and life captured in the art, is to analyze each space in the tombs in a separate chapter,
beginning with the above ground burial site, followed by the descent down the corridor to the
vestibule with the screen wall, progressing through the front and middle chambers, and to the
rear chamber.
“Chapter I. Locating the Tombs” places the tombs in their geographic context on the
outskirts of Jiuquan and the Hexi Corridor. The topography surrounding Jiuquan determined the
sites of graveyards, which were built close to communities and on fringe areas where oasis meets
desert. While the absence of aboveground shrines would superficially suggest that burials of this
time period were restrained in comparison to Han dynasty precedents (as was the case in the
Chinese heartland), the archaeological record shows that in the Hexi Corridor, aboveground and
belowground features became more complex, with family groupings and enclosures in the
former, and multi-chambered tombs with distinctive features in the latter. Comparing the tombs
at Jiuquan with other burials in the Hexi Corridor shows that two locations in the region, Jiuquan
and Dunhuang 敦煌, emerged as cultural and artistic centers, likely due to the influence of
magnate families.
“Chapter II. Descent and Ascent” traces the journey down the long, narrow tomb corridors
(some extending more than thirty meters) to the screen wall in the airshaft. An investigation of
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iconography shows that the figures on the screen wall derive from minor Daoist attendants and
guardians common in eastern China, and these identify the miniature doorway as a gateway to
paradise or heaven. The most extraordinary feature of these walls, however, is the reorganization
of spatial relationships that allows them to perform two functions: ushering an ascending soul
through a door to an empyrean realm and remaining visually accessible to a viewer standing at
the bottom. Given that Han dynasty representations of heaven were placed on the ceilings of
tombs and shrines, positioning heaven near the bottom of the screen wall represents a significant
innovation. Placing it at the top, as seen in other screen walls along the Hexi Corridor, means
that the celestial realm is out of view in the dark airshaft. By comparing the Jiuquan tombs'
screen walls with others located in the Hexi Corridor, I outline the process of experimentation
that was undertaken before the consistent program emerged at Jiuquan. I connect this
development to the compositional design, seen in Buddhist votive pagodas and central pillars of
cave temples that appeared throughout the Hexi Corridor in the late fourth and fifth centuries,
which was eventually transmitted through Buddhist art to the Chinese heartland.
“Chapter III. Mapping the Inner Courtyard and Outer Region,” details how the front and
middle chambers use architecture, burial goods, and painting to juxtapose exterior and interior
spaces, and to position the deceased in time and place, enticing what I call a dwelling soul to
sojourn in the safe and comfortable confines of the tomb. A recessed floor with a model well
made of ceramic pieces, a low platform around the periphery of the room, and eaves with
acroteria below a fudou ceiling capped with a caisson (zaojing 藻井) symbolizing the sky,
suggest that the front chamber represented the enclosed courtyard of the occupant’s manor. On
the walls, certain architectural features depict buildings of the manor, while paintings show
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activities taking place in the surrounding estate as well as distant scenes of mounted excursions,
fortresses, and yurts in leafy groves. Like the rearrangement of pictorial space on the screen
walls, the relative positions of architecture and paintings across the room present a logical
scheme that creates a foreground (buildings of the estate), a middle ground (farmland and
pastures), and far distance (forests); all of which are part of the Jiuquan environs and Hexi
Corridor region.
“Chapter IV. Positioning the Occupants in a New World Order” analyzes the tomb
paintings and explains how they position the occupants in near and distant spaces to express
concepts of virtue, prestige, accomplishment, and cultural identity that differ radically from their
counterparts in the Han dynasty. No longer is Confucian virtue the way to order the world;
instead the occupants are celebrated for both their military puissance and their restraint in
applying it. Prescribed roles for women that had been prevalent in the Han dynasty are
challenged, and individuals are commemorated for qualities that can be described as personal
rather than archetypal. All of the tombs depict people from different tribes and regions, typecast
by clothing, facial features, surroundings and activity. Collectively, these suggest that the people
who built the tombs envisioned the ideal world as one in which the distinctions between
ethnicities and customs were blurred (fig. I.19).
Examining the paintings closely, the brushwork is quick and agile, resulting in images that
are candid but insightful and able to capture the grandeur of a mounted gentleman and the serene
grace of a lady walking (fig. I.20). This naturalistic approach was a departure from archaic styles
carved in stone and even the stately wall paintings that were favored in the Eastern Han period
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(figs. I.21and I.22).27 Instead, the Jiuquan painters and patrons adopted a spare and calligraphic
technique that was well suited to depicting images of daily life. While such everyday subject
matter sometimes decorated the tombs of the educated gentry during the Eastern Han period, at
Jiuquan the animated and spontaneous brushstrokes marked a departure from the past.28
“Chapter V. Return to Tradition” discusses how the art of the rear chambers draws upon
Han dynasty conventions. These rectangular rooms were built with low vaulted ceilings and,
except for the rear panel, the walls are free of paintings. Even on the flat rear wall, images are
few and rudimentary, emphasizing stockpiles of commodities and impersonal status symbols,
such as rows of bound silk and lacquered treasure boxes, all crudely rendered.
Three wooden coffins survive largely intact from Xincheng. The imagery on two inner lids
from a side-by-side burial of a husband and wife in M1 shows a resurgence of primordial beliefs
and ancient myths, manifested in carefully rendered curving lines reminiscent of earlier Han
dynasty models. These include the Eight Trigrams (Ba Guam 八卦) and the heavenly pair Fuxi
伏羲 and Nüwa 女娲, their human heads and torsos atop sinuous snake tails undulating through
clouds. Another coffin lid from M6 was adorned with paintings of the Queen Mother of the West
(Xi Wang Mu 西王母), a Daoist deity that rose to cult status over the Han dynasty, and her
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partner, the King Father of the East (Dong Wang Gong 东王公). Burial goods in this chamber
also tend to be formulaic in nature, seeking protection and lenience for a descending soul as it
journeys to the underworld.
Nowhere else in the Jiuquan tombs was Daoist folk imagery so explicit. In fact, the absence
of the most prominent Daoist immortals (such as the Queen Mother of the West) and well-known
attendants in the front areas of the tombs suggest concurrent impulses to seek out new conduits
to immortality (seen in the screen walls, which rely on minor figures from the Daoist pantheon)
and to focus on the present and not the past (seen in the front chambers). When it came to laying
the corpse to rest, however, ancient observances prevailed, and orthodox spirits were called upon
to surround and protect the deceased as well as safeguard the living.29
In “Chapter VI. The Significance of the Jiuquan Tombs” I trace the historical forces that
laid the foundation for innovation at Jiuquan in the Wei-Jin period. I also explore how the tomb
structure in different areas works as a synthesized whole to convey or detain the ascending,
dwelling, and descending souls in the burial process. The structural and stylistic similarities of
the Jiuquan tombs are remarkable, but so too is the sudden disappearance from tombs in the early
fourth century of such extraordinary features (the soaring screen wall with a celestial doorway,
the front chamber that depicts the region and the occupants as actors within it, and the rear
chamber that looks to the past for assurance). The change in mortuary art is evident in a fifth
century tomb at Dingjiazha 丁家闸, also in the Jiuquan environs, which evinces a return to a
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tomb program based on Han dynasty models, even though individual elements clearly derive
from the Wei-Jin tombs at Xigoucun and Xincheng. I discuss why the Wei-Jin tomb program at
Jiuquan was supplanted in the fourth century and how the artistic innovations of these tombs, in
particular compositional structures, would go on to shape potent genres in Chinese art.
Defining a Period of Disunion
Understanding the Jiuquan tombs requires a basic understanding of the turbulent period
after the Han dynasty. Called the Six Dynasties (Liu Chao 六朝; 220-589), it is named for the
number of powers that established capitals at Jiankang 建康 (modern-day Nanjing 南京) after
the Han dynasty and until the reunification and stabilization of China by the Sui 随 (589-618)
and Tang 唐 (618-907) dynasties.
The Han dynasty did not so much fall as disintegrate. Weak sovereigns, corrupt courtiers,
ambitious warlords, insurgent peasants, and marauding nomads all contributed to the dissolution
of power over the course of several decades. By the time the last Han emperor officially
abdicated in 220, the empire had already been partitioned into a triumvirate of regional powers
known as the Three Kingdoms (San Guo 三国, 220-280). The kingdom of Wei 魏 governed
the expanse of northern China, including the Hexi Corridor, while the kingdom of Shu 蜀 held
the mountainous southwest, and the kingdom of Wu 吴 governed the river-laced region in the
Southeast (fig. I.23). The foundation for the Wei had been laid by a chancellor of the Han
dynasty and de facto warlord, Cao Cao 曹操 (155-220), who usurped imperial power but failed
in his bid to unite China under his rule. Cao Cao died the same year as the Han dynasty came to
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an end, and his son Cao Pi 曹丕 (187-226) founded the Wei dynasty and approached governing
with a legalistic mindset.
In 265 political control was wrested from the Wei kingdom by Sima Yan 司马炎 (236290). His grandfather, Sima Yi 司马懿 (179-251), had risen within the Wei political apparatus
and forged strategic alliances, emulating the strategy that Cao Cao had employed to contrive the
downfall of the Han dynasty.30 In 280, Sima Yan succeeded in unifying China under one
dynasty, the Jin 晋 (317-420), but from the outset he was obliged to reward princes who had
supported his coup by granting them an unusual degree of regional power. This undermined
Sima Yan and his successors’ authority, effectively crippling the regime’s response to ongoing
local conflicts and peasant rebellions. In 311 the capital city of Luoyang 洛阳 was sacked and
the emperor captured (and later executed) by the Xiongnu 匈奴, pastoral tribes from the northern
steppes who had long been an adversary of the Han dynasty. In 316 the city of Chang’an 长安
succumbed to Xiongnu invaders and the Jin court was joined by massive numbers of refugees as
it retreated south of the Yangzi River (Changjiang 长江) to establish a new capital at
Jiankang.31 This event marks the separation of the Jin dynasty into the Western Jin (265-317)
and the Eastern Jin (317-420) periods.
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Both Cao Cao and Sima Yi were posthumously granted the title of emperor by their heirs: Cao
Cao as the Wei Wu Emperor (Wei Wudi 魏武帝) and Sima Yi as the Xuan Emperor (Xuandi
宣帝).
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Thomas J. Barfield, The Perilous Frontier: Nomadic Empires and China (Cambridge, Mass:
Blackwell, 1989), 101.
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“Wei-Jin” is a shorthand reference to this initial period of the Six Dynasties when northern
China was governed by the Wei kingdom and Western Jin dynasty from 220 until 317. Though
the term is not often used in English, it is common in Chinese scholarship and is useful when
discussing the Jiuquan tombs because their construction spans the time period and falls within
the territory of control for both governments. Both the Wei kingdom and Western Jin rulers for
the most part preserved the administrative districts and political structure of the Han dynasty
government, and both eras were marked by internecine wars, bloodshed, and strife in the Chinese
heartland.
After 317 power in northern China was fragmented and passed in rapid sequence among
numerous powers, earning the period the moniker of “Sixteen Kingdoms” (Shiliuguo 十六国),
until northern China was conquered by the Tuoba Xianbei 拓跋鲜卑, who founded the Northern
Wei 魏 dynasty (386-534) and made two major historical contributions: by adopting the
established administrative structure and running the government with the help of the Han
Chinese educated gentry, the Northern Wei stabilized the region, and its rulers formally adopted
Buddhism as a state religion. Trickling in through the Hexi Corridor in the Han dynasty,
Buddhism slowly established roots in Chinese thought and belief, eventually blossoming under
the patronage of certain regents in the Sixteen Kingdoms. Under the Northern Wei’s
sponsorship, which included the construction of spectacular cave-temple complexes, the belief
system rapidly spread across the Chinese heartland.
Eventually, the Northern Wei split into the Eastern Wei (534-50) and Western Wei (53557), which were supplanted by the Northern Qi 齐 (550-77) and Northern Zhou 周 (557-81),
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respectively, until the Sui dynasty unified China in 589. Because the division between northern
and southern China persisted from the fall of the Eastern Jin until reunification under the Sui,
this period is also sometimes referred to as the Northern and Southern Dynasties (386-589). And,
because northern China was subjected to repeated invasions, it is remembered more elegiacally
in later histories as the time when “five barbarian tribes threw China into chaos” (wu hu luan
Hua 五胡乱华).32
Uncovering the Six Dynasties: Methodologies in History
The rapid changes and widespread fragmentation that distinguish the Six Dynasties present
logistical challenges to historians. Consequently, my analysis of the Jiuquan tombs follows some
well-established principles.33 The first is the central role of material culture and archaeological
findings in understanding the time period. My investigation of the artistic developments in the
Jiuquan tombs draws extensively on comparisons with other archaeological sites at Qijiawan 祁
家湾 and Foyemiaowan 佛爷庙湾 in the Dunhuang area (at the northwestern end of the Hexi
Corridor), and at Luotuocheng 骆驼城 outside of Gaotai 高台 (also in the Hexi Corridor and
southeast of Jiuquan). These sites, along with others in the region, provide key comparisons that
make it possible to mark the development of artistic approaches in the Jiuquan tombs. The
second is the acute degree of localization. Given the continual flux and exceptional
32

A Tang dynasty text says, "The Confucian style was promoted by the old country of Han. All
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barbarians who threw China into chaos." My translation. Du You (735-812), Tong dian, ed.
Wang Wenjin, Jiao dian ben, di 1 ban. ed., vol. 5 (Beijing: Zhonghua shu ju, 1988), 4785.
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heterogeneity, generalizations across time and place can easily lead to dubitable conclusions. The
third hallmark of the Six Dynasties, and one that is especially relevant to the Jiuquan tombs, is
the prominent role of pastoral tribes in shaping Chinese culture.34
The majority ethnic group in China is today called the Han 汉 (indicating the seminal
cultural importance of the Han dynasty), but at the time they referred to themselves as Hua 华
and China as Huaxia 华夏. They called non-Chinese yi 夷 ("foreigners") or hu 胡
("barbarians"). In the Han dynasty, Han Chinese distinguished themselves through cultural
attributes including language, Confucian social and political systems, and the observance of
ritual, all of which were built upon the foundation of an agricultural economy.35 A key strategic
objective of the Han dynasty government throughout its four centuries of rule was to maintain a
clear separation between Han Chinese and the pastoral tribes to the north, going so far as to build
long defensive walls on China's northern border and refusing to engage in trade except under
exacting (and often self-defeating) terms.36 Barred from trading even in border regions, pastoral
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Dien notes that historians often explain the Sinification of pastoral groups and others without
duly considering their contributions to Chinese culture. Ibid., 13. For more on this topic in the
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tribes formed confederacies with the aim of exploiting China, either by raiding or exacting
favorable treaty terms.37
As the Han dynasty’s power waned in the third century, the government increasingly
depended upon the Southern Xiongnu tribes that roamed along China’s northern frontier or
settled along and within the borders to serve as a bulwark against the increasingly strong and
ambitious Xianbei tribes further north. Military leaders recruited the Xiongnu and other tribes to
serve in their armies and militias, but as the dynasty weakened, these mercenaries were poised to
take advantage of the ensuing upheaval.
Many tribes were active in the Hexi Corridor during the Six Dynasties; in addition to the
Xiongnu and Xianbei, who themselves were divided into numerous sub-groups, these included
the Rong 戎, Qiang 羌, Di 氐, Wuhuan 乌桓, and Wusun 乌孙. They were mobile and
repeatedly morphed, their confederacies coalescing and dissolving, and tribes splintering,
merging, clashing or uniting. Their histories and cultures have increasingly become topics of
research for present-day Chinese scholars, especially those living and working in outlying
provinces where ancient pastoral groups and modern-day ethnic minorities are part of the fabric
of local history, art, and culture.38
The art of the Jiuquan tombs, especially the paintings, provide rich evidence of the cultural
and ethnic diversity found in the Hexi Corridor. People from distinct tribes and kingdoms are
37
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Writing of art in the Six Dynasties, Craig Clunas notes that previously accepted cultural
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shown playing music, hunting from horseback, and even practicing agriculture and sericulture
(figs. 1.24 and I.25). These images provide otherwise unavailable information about daily life
and customs for people who did not write about themselves and whose material culture has all
but disappeared.39 This kind of portrayal of ethnic relations on the frontier is in sharp contrast to
official histories that highlight uprisings, subjugations, and kidnappings. Instead, the images
depict harmonious, if hierarchical, relationships between Han Chinese and pastoral peoples and
present fresh information about the role of interchange in Chinese culture and history.
Connecting Images to Ideas: Methodologies in Early Chinese Art History
The Jiuquan tombs are part of the tradition of early Chinese burials, but they also presage
artistic forms that emerge later, especially in Buddhist art. My analysis of the Jiuquan tombs
draws upon works and approaches developed in these two well-studied fields. Two works of Han
dynasty funerary art, M1 at Mawangdui 马王堆 dating to the Western Han period (206 BCE-9
CE)

and the funerary shrine of Wu Liang 武梁 dating to 151 CE, depict terrestrial and celestial

realms by arranging them vertically. Both have been the subject of extensive research by Wu
Hung 巫鸿 and other art historians.40 Discovered in Hunan 湖南 province, the Mawangdui
burial of Lady Dai 軚 yielded a series of four nesting wooden coffins with paintings of the
celestial realm, and a T-shaped silk banner believed to map the cosmos and chart Lady Dai’s
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A small number of Xianbei burials have been excavated in recent years in the Hexi Corridor
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progression through it in life, burial, and after death (fig. 1.26). The Wu Liang shrine in
Shandong also places its namesake within a cosmic scheme, represented in stone carvings on the
shrine’s walls, gables, and ceilings (fig. 1.27). As touchstones of Han dynasty art and
embodiments of beliefs surrounding life and death, this tomb and shrine are helpful as points of
comparison in my examination of the cosmic structure and thanatological scheme presented in
the Jiuquan tombs.
In his extensive contributions to the study of early Chinese art, Wu Hung has advocated
seeking out “internal classifications,” the original meanings inherent in the relationships defined
by architecture, painting, burial goods, inscriptions, and ritual, and argues for connecting these to
the beliefs they promulgated and the social bonds they perpetuated.41 This is the basis for my
approach to the Jiuquan tombs. Details from other Han dynasty tombs also show how images and
beliefs were brought to Jiuquan by refugees from eastern China. Because distinctive iconography
and styles seen in Han dynasty tombs in Shandong province, Holingol (Helinge’er 和林格尔) in
Inner Mongolia (Nei Menggu 内蒙古), and Sichuan 四川 province make notable appearances
in the Jiuquan tombs, these are also helpful in decoding meanings and tracing how beliefs and
artistic representations disseminate and morph across time, space, cultures, and social classes. In
this endeavor, the scholarship of Stanley K. Abe guides my examination of how art and ritual
shaped lives and belief systems of people outside of the centers of power because of social status
or geographic location.42 Additionally, Abe’s study of the function of the central pillar of fifth
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century Buddhist cave temples provides a model for analyzing how space facilitates ritual.43 My
dissertation is also indebted to Zheng Yan’s writings on paintings of the Six Dynasties and
Annette Juliano’s scholarship on the influence of the Silk Roads in Chinese artistic traditions in
Gansu and Ningxia provinces during the Six Dynasties.44
Rethinking the Frontier
Today, there is a concerted initiative on behalf of the Chinese government to expand
infrastructure in the western provinces (and thereby raise living standards, solidify territorial
claims, and tap natural resources), which has resulted in the construction of pipelines, high-speed
railways, and airports—projects that in turn are leading to new archaeological discoveries at an
unprecedented pace. This is significant because, until recently, there were very few examples of
painting or other art from the Wei-Jin period, a fact that certainly led to the period’s peripheral
status in the study of art history.45 Now, however, academic research, preservation of sites, and
the display of artifacts have been supported and expanded by government funding for
scholarship, curatorial staff, climate-controlled storage facilities, and new museums, including
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one that will open in 2016 in Jiuquan. New findings are challenging the view of the Wei-Jin art
as somewhat prosaic or banal.46
As archaeology and scholarship attempt to keep pace with new excavations, however, there
remains important work to be done, most notably in piecing together the broader art historical
picture. Although the tombs at Jiuquan were excavated in the 1980s and 1990s, and despite the
fact that they reveal a coherent pattern of innovation, the tombs have not been comprehensively
analyzed. Understanding the Jiuquan tombs is crucial in order to contextualize ongoing
excavations in the Hexi Corridor and understand chronological and regional developments. They
highlight the transmission of Han dynasty traditions, but also their adaptation and transfiguration.
More broadly, the Jiuquan tombs show that China’s peripheral zones were not necessarily
bastions of a Han Chinese culture that by default originated in central China and emanated
outwards. Instead, these areas acted as vibrant junctures that melded, shaped, and transmitted
artistic and cultural influences.
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Chapter I. Locating the Tombs

Thousands of tumuli lie scattered across a sixty square kilometer area in the Gobi Desert
between the oases of Jiuquan and Jiayuguan (fig. 1.1).1 Dating from the Han through Tang
dynasties and amassed from gravel, earth, and sand, they rise to a height of between one and
three meters above tombs that are constructed below the surface. What has not been vandalized
or razed to make way for development sits unadorned and blends into the surrounding landscape
(fig. 1.2). While admittedly these are visually unremarkable, the tumuli and remnants of other
aboveground features are related to the tombs below and yield valuable clues about changes in
the Hexi Corridor in the third century and in particular the factors that propelled Jiuquan’s
metamorphosis from frontier outpost to cultural entrepôt during the Wei-Jin period.
This chapter focuses on burials at Xigoucun and Xincheng and explains how they were
positioned in relation to their surroundings and arranged in family formations. There is a
correlation at these sites between the appearance of family structures above ground and artistic
innovation in the underground tombs because it was the economic and political rise of magnate
families coupled with the Hexi Corridor’s remote location that resulted in a high degree of local
autonomy and prosperity in the third century. Both phenomena suggest that being on the frontier

1

In the 1970s this was called the Guoyuan tomb area, named after nearby Guoyuanxiang 果园
乡, but because the site straddles the municipal borders of Jiuquan and Jiayuguan, it is now
treated as two districts. Significant portions of the area have undergone agricultural, residential,
or commercial development since the 1960s, when it was estimated that there were two thousand
tumuli. Fan Xiaodong and Zhang Jianpin, "Jiuquan Guoyuan mu qun ji qi wenhua neihan shu
lüe," Sizhou zhi lu, no. 22 (2012): 68. In addition to the Wei-Jin tombs of Xigoucun and
Xincheng, this area is the location of the Sixteen Kingdoms tomb of Dingjiazha M5, famous for
its large wall paintings (see Chapter VI, below), and Tang dynasty tombs decorated with stamped
bricks.
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and far from the centers of power and conflict in the third century spared Jiuquan from
backlashes against ostentatious burials that spread among the ruling and educated gentry classes
in the Chinese heartland.
Comparing the Jiuquan tombs with other third century burials along the Hexi Corridor
reveals a pattern of development on this frontier during the transition from the Han dynasty to
the Wei-Jin period. Looking east, tombs do not evince the same combination of features above
ground, and their underground structures do not show a clear trend towards larger and more
complex burials; nor do they display the uniformity of program and style seen at Jiuquan. In
addition, some burials east and west indicate a strong Xianbei presence in areas outside of
Jiuquan by the late third century. Wei-Jin burial grounds at Dunhuang, meanwhile, show that this
settlement at the western end of the Hexi Corridor developed its own distinctive style and
program. In short, the archaeological record in the Hexi Corridor points to the emergence of
Jiuquan and Dunhuang as artistic centers during the third century and documents the geographic
and historical factors that influenced their ascendance.
Jiuquan Burial Grounds
Tomb builders at Jiuquan took advantage of the juxtaposition of oasis and desert to situate
graves near the town. The proximity of such dissonant ecosystems facilitated regular sacrificial
offerings to the dead and presented other practical advantages. The ground under the Gobi Desert
could be excavated to great depths, making it difficult for thieves to tunnel in, and the arid desert
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environment preserved the tomb as well as its burial goods so that they could serve the occupant
in the afterlife.2
This area between Jiuquan and Jiayuguan was used as a graveyard beginning in the Han
dynasty, and it has been estimated that there were about one thousand Han dynasty tombs around
Jiuquan. Compared to their Wei-Jin counterparts, Han dynasty burials were strewn across a
wider territory and display less refined ornamentation and inconsistent programs.3 The common
feature on the surface, however, was the tumulus. In the Han dynasty as well as Wei-Jin period,
it was proportionate to the burial chambers (or pit) beneath, and tombs with a ramped corridor
had a ridge running along its length.4 Even though aboveground funerary sculptures and
architecture fashioned out of stone came into vogue in other parts of China over the course of the
Eastern Han period and were popular in southern China throughout the Six Dynasties, around
Jiuquan people used materials that were locally abundant.5
Xigoucun
The Xigoucun excavation report includes accounts of seven Wei-Jin burials: a simple pit
tomb, M1; three two-chamber tombs (called lü 吕, for the character that the floor plan
resembles) designated M2, M3, and M4—all of which lack paintings on the brick walls; and
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three large scale tombs M5, M6, and M7.6 The report refers to the dispersion of the tombs,
however it is not detailed and lacks maps. It states that the medium-scale tombs, M2, M3, and
M4, were built in parallel formation with entrances to the east. This common alignment, along
with the fact that they were separated by only a few meters, indicates that they are a family
burial.7 The mounds of the large-scale tombs M5, M6, and M7 were visible during the
excavation, though M7’s had collapsed.8 The entrances of M5 and M7 face south, while M6 is
oriented to the east. With the exception of M5, all of the tombs were sealed after excavation and
are no longer accessible. At M5, a grave enclosure (fenjuan 坟圈) made of sand and gravel
packed into a low wall is described in the report, but its total circumference, shape, and entryway
were no longer discernible.9
Remnants of M5’s enclosure are still visible today, though vegetable fields have
encroached upon the immediate area (fig. 1.3). The tumulus of M5, as well as that of a twochambered adjoining tomb, is visible. Piled earth extends from both mounds, tracing the contour
of ramped corridors below and converging before arriving at a recently built, small brick
building that protects the entrance to the tombs (fig. 1.4.)10 Below ground, M5 has threechambers with brick paintings and was found to contain a single male occupant. A side corridor
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and Ma Jianhua, "Gansu Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao."
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branches off from the main passage and leads to the adjoining tomb, which has paintings on the
brick walls and housed the corpses of a husband and wife in the rear chamber as well as a male
and female in the side chambers.11 As for the third large-scale tomb, M7, the ground above had
remnants of an enclosure, but most of it had already been destroyed in the area’s conversion to
farmland.12
Xincheng
Five kilometers northwest, beyond a row of cypress trees lining the edge of the Gobi
Desert, the mound of Xincheng M6 can be seen in an area that has been cordoned off as a
museum and cultural site administered by the city of Jiayuguan (fig. 1.5). The other Xincheng
tombs lie outside of this area, either under fields or in the desert, and have been permanently
sealed. The exception is Xincheng M5, which has been reconstructed at the Gansu Provincial
Museum (Gansusheng bowuguan 甘肃省博物馆).
The eight excavated Xincheng tombs follow a trajectory running from the southeast
where they are densely clustered, to the northwest where they are more widely disseminated (fig.
1.6). As at Xigoucun, some of the tombs were built in pairs and only several meters apart within
a shared grave enclosure. M1 and M2 form a pair, while M3 and M5 are together about four
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hundred meters to the northwest. M4 and M6 are the only solitary tombs and each had remnants
of a grave enclosure when excavated. M4 is just thirty meters north of M5, while M6 was a
further eight hundred meters north and slightly west. M7 and M8 were another five hundred
meters northwest of M6. All of the tomb entrances are oriented to the north but slightly offset to
the west. The areas to the west are dotted with numerous smaller tombs (fig. 1.7).13
The Xincheng excavation report describes mounds over the chambers as well as narrow
lengths of packed gravel and sand stretching over corridors similar to those at Xigoucun and they
still visible today at M6 (fig. 1.8).14 Being farther out in the desert, the enclosures are better
preserved than those at Xigoucun and appear to follow a square outline (fig. 1.9). Shallow
ditches around the outer perimeter of the grave enclosure divert water and protect the tombs from
the desert’s strong summer rainfalls.15 The Xincheng enclosures face east, perpendicular to the
tomb entrances and some feature fragments of low walls made of mounded gravel that formed a
pathway extending from the enclosure’s opening, making a modest spirit road (shendao 神道)
that facilitated the ritual cortège to the gravesites.16 Originally built to lead to a funerary park for
imperial burials in the Western Han period, spirit roads became integral components of imperial,
noble, and gentry burials by the Eastern Han period.17 A description of funeral preparations from
13
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the Hou Hanshu 后汉书 designates the making of a spirit road as the first step in construction,
enjoining: “When making a great burial ground, open a spirit road.”18
A spirit road and other aboveground features, some large in scale, were catalogued in the
1977 excavation of three other Wei-Jin tombs a couple of kilometers to the west of Xincheng.
These share a grave enclosure around an expansive area measuring 78.2 meters east to west and
77.5 meters north to south. Of the gravel wall, 7.0 meters of thickness and 0.4 meters of height
remained. An opening in the wall, an entryway, measured fourteen meters wide and faced east
like entryways of enclosures around the neighboring Xincheng tombs.19
The largest of these tombs, M9, was dated to the Wei-Jin period and built in the eastern
part of the enclosure close to the south wall. Traces of piled gravel and stone were still visible on
the surface above the corridor at the time of excavation. The tomb follows the same layout as
those at Xigoucun and Xincheng and has a screen wall with carved bricks above the entrance and
two chambers. The chambers differ from those at Xigoucun and Xincheng, however, in three
ways: the rear chamber is larger than the front, both chambers have fudou ceilings, and instead of
adorning the tomb with paintings of landscapes and figures on bricks, the walls are covered with
decorative geometric patterns formed with two shades of white bricks (fig. 1.10).20
Aboveground features distinguish this set of tombs. Vestiges of symmetrical, square
earthen mounds flank the enclosure’s entrance and may have served as platforms for models of
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watchtowers (que 阕) that commonly bordered spirit roads in the rest of China during the Han
dynasty (fig. 1.11). Evidence of a spirit road was bolstered by low walls of piled gravel 0.5
meters wide and 0.3 meters high extending 128 meters from the entrance. Within the enclosure,
on the west side and directly opposite the entrance, the report describes a massive sacrificial
platform made of gravel and stone stretching 17.3 meters long and 8.0 meters wide and standing
0.4 meters high.21 The sheer scale of this spirit road and platform shows that they were designed
to impress as well as to facilitate large gatherings and public displays of ritual. While this was
routine for Han dynasty tombs elsewhere in China, it is surprising to see in third century burials
because aboveground structures, along with extravagant burials and lavish tombs, were
eschewed in the Chinese heartland as symptoms of the moral degeneracy and economic excesses
that were blamed for political chaos and societal decline in the waning years of the Han dynasty.
This sudden rejection of longstanding traditions was in part impelled by populist
iconoclasm and economic deprivation as people disavowed constructing or preserving
aboveground shrines and spirit roads, many of which were dismantled and destroyed.22 It was
also imperially ordained. In 205 the then-chancellor, Cao Cao, issued a prohibition against
shrines, complicated mortuary rituals, and an excess of mingqi 明器 (statuary of wood, metal,
or earthenware that accompanied the deceased to the tomb for use in the afterlife).23 When Cao
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Cao himself died in 220 his wishes for a modest funeral and frugal burial were observed.24 His
son Cao Pi, who ruled under the name Wei Wendi 魏文帝 (r. 220-227), renounced the use of
stone statuary for his tomb and railed generally against overindulgent burials.25 Shortly
thereafter the forefather of the Jin dynasty, Sima Yi, even spurned the inclusion of a mound at his
burial site.26
Changing ideas of moral rectitude, standards of propriety, and fiscal practicality had
framed ongoing debates surrounding the appropriate degree of lavishness versus simplicity in
burials throughout the Han dynasty, and many of the same arguments were applied in the WeiJin, but now fear of exposing the frailty of the regime almost certainly laid beneath the rulers’
proscription against profligacy in tombs and aboveground structures.27 Splendid burials, after
all, were a mark of imperial power and, given the economic straights and drain of constant
warfare on coffers, sovereigns may have been justifiably concerned about their ability to fund
massive and opulent tombs. The archaeological record in the Chinese heartland confirms that
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most of the population followed suit and retreated from sumptuously decorated, multi-chambered
tombs in the last decades of the Han dynasty and throughout the Wei-Jin period.28
The absence of stone funerary statues and buildings at Jiuquan can be misconstrued as
evidence that people in the Hexi Corridor complied with imperial ordinances, however the
Jiuquan tombs in fact represent a departure from trends in the Chinese heartland in that their
structures are actually more elaborate and show greater organization than nearby tombs dating
from the Han dynasty.29 The appearance in the Wei-Jin of enclosures around tombs in parallel
arrangement suggests that certain families were consolidating power. Moreover, when
underground structures are considered, the Wei-Jin tombs around Jiuquan are more elaborate
than their predecessors, while those in the Chinese heartland are more austere.
By contrast, looking at Han dynasty tombs around Jiuquan, it is difficult to tell whether
clusters are formal groupings or merely common graveyards for military tenant-farmers (mintian
民田 or bingtun 兵屯) who worked the land under what was called the tuntian 屯田system.30
The original intent of tuntian was to provide grain for government envoys traveling to the
Western Regions in hopes of forging alliances against the Xiongnu tribes of the northern steppes,
but the program expanded under twin goals of colonizing the frontier and supplying armies to
defend the borders.31 The trend seen in Han dynasty and Wei-Jin graveyards of Jiuquan lend
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archaeological support to what the historical record describes: while powerful families began
moving from the Chinese heartland and settling in the Hexi Corridor at the end of the late
Western Han period, they did not become fully entrenched and emerge as a regional force until
the agricultural economy became more developed in the third century.32
To what extent was this phenomenon specific to Jiuquan rather than a regional trend? The
answer lies in a comparison of the Jiuquan tombs to other burials in the Hexi Corridor. Wei-Jin
tombs have been found to the east of Jiuquan at Gaotai and Wuwei 武威 as well as to the west
at Yumen 玉门 and Dunhuang. Reviewing the archaeological record from these locations sheds
light on development along the Hexi Corridor and illuminates Jiuquan’s unique role (fig. 1.12).
Reading the Archaeological Record in the Hexi Corridor
Stretching nearly one thousand kilometers southeast from Wuwei and northwest just
beyond Dunhuang to Yumenguan 玉门关 (“Jade Gate Pass”), the narrow passageway of the
Hexi Corridor is squeezed between the harsh climates of the massive Qinghai-Tibet Plateau
(Qingzang gaoyuan 青藏高原) to the southwest and the Gobi Desert to the northeast. A rain
shadow cast by the Himalayas standing on the southern edge of the plateau is responsible for the
arid climate of the Gobi Desert, which extends east across the northern border of China (fig.
1.13). Runoff from the Qilian 祁连 mountain range, the escarpment of the Qinghai-Tibet
Plateau, together with rivers from smaller ranges along the corridor feed a series of oases that dot
the base of the range like an archipelago of green islands in a yellow sea. These share the same
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environmental features and climate as Jiuquan and, since the Han dynasty, have been connected
along the same trajectory of Han Chinese military expansion, settlement, and trade.
The concentration of activity coupled with a dry climate and historical lack of large
population centers and industrial development means that the archeological record in the Hexi
Corridor is abundant, providing a breadth of data difficult to match elsewhere in China. It allows
for close inspection of the placement and construction of graveyards and their relationship to
structures belowground. This enables conclusions about the Wei-Jin tombs to be drawn, general
characteristics and circumstances of formation to be defined, and the transmission of mortuary
art forms on the frontier to be outlined.
Relying on the archaeological record, however, has inherent limitations. First, the
excavations to date are not a representative sampling of the vast pool of sites. They were often
identified by chance, commonly in the course of construction projects, though at least one tomb
was discovered after local police arrested modern-day tomb raiders attempting to sell its painted
bricks on the black market.33 At the same time, the climate as well as delayed development of
the area have preserved ancient sites to a remarkable degree, making it possible for
archaeologists to select some sites for excavation based on size or the fact that they are part of an
organized groups. Once sites receive attention, a cursory examination of a large number of
mounds determines which ones will be subject to thorough excavations. This means that, while
the archaeological record does not reflect a scientific sampling, it is also not entirely random.
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Of the excavated sites, many have detailed reports that measure, describe, catalogue, and
diagram architecture, decoration, and burial goods. Over the last decade archaeologists have
been increasingly diligent in describing aboveground structures and formations of tombs, but
information in earlier reports is inconsistent. Since aboveground formations (like their
underground structures) are vulnerable to vandalism, theft, and the elements, and because of the
recent expansion of residential, commercial, agricultural, and industrial zones, the archaeological
report is often the last chance to preserve information about these tombs before they are
permanently erased.
The Eastern Hexi Corridor
Excavations of large Wei-Jin burials are not numerous in the eastern Hexi Corridor (fig.
1.14). Tombs at Gaotai and Wuwei in the style of those at Jiuquan have been discovered but are
generally less ornate. A small number of tombs are elaborate, but these appear singly; so far there
is no evidence to show that they formed a unified style.
Gaotai
In 1994 three Wei-Jin tombs were found outside of Gaotai, about 150 kilometers
southeast of Jiuquan and not far from the walls of the ancient city of Luotuocheng. Their mounds
stood around 1.5 meters in height at the time of excavation and, although the separation between
tombs was only about five meters, evidence of grave enclosures was not visible even though the
surface of the Gobi Desert is particularly flat in this area. One of the tombs has three brick
chambers similar in size to those found at Jiuquan, but there are neither niches nor side chambers
and the bricks used to construct the chambers were dried, not fired at as Jiuquan (1.15). Many are
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painted in a style similar to the bricks at Jiuquan, but the figurative rendering is elementary and
the brushwork is coarse (fig. 1.16).34
A 2001 excavation of four more tombs at Luotuocheng yielded similar findings. One twochambered brick tomb, M1, was dated to the Wei-Jin because it was stylistically similar in
construction and decoration to the Jiuquan tombs. Its mound had a remaining height of 1.2
meters and was found grouped with two small, single-chamber dugout tombs (M3 and M4) that,
based on the style of pottery inside, were determined to date to the Sixteen Kingdoms. It also has
a screen wall, front chamber with one niche and fudou ceiling, and rear chamber with barrel vault
ceiling (fig. 1.17). The tomb is similar in construction to those at Jiuquan, but the front chamber
is significantly smaller. A second brick tomb and with three chambers, M2, is situated a short
distance to the northwest, but was reported to have sealing earth tamped into a rectangular shape
and an enclosure. The other two tombs are smaller and later in date.35
Three Western Jin tombs farther out in the desert at Digengpo 地更破 also had earthen
mounds, though their exteriors were damaged. The tombs opened to the east, but deliberate
groupings and enclosures were not noted in the report.36 Additionally, the underground
chambers represent a clear departure from those at Jiuquan. While comparable in size and
structure and composed of the standard elements (sloping corridor, screen wall in an airshaft
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above the tomb entrance, front chamber with one or two side chambers, a rear chamber, and
small connecting corridors) all were dug out of the earth and displayed a high level of detail
including columns, brackets, struts, and rafters that were carved in a sophisticated imitation of
timber architecture (figs. 1.18 and 1.19).37
Another five tombs excavated in 2007 at Digengpo and dated to the Western Jin period
presented remains of a grave enclosure built of earth around burial mounds. The tombs followed
the same structure as those excavated at Jiuquan. Instead of paintings on individual bricks as at
Jiuquan and Luotuocheng, however, the interior of one was decorated with large wall paintings,
some of which show males with shaved temples (kunfa 髡发), a style matching descriptions of
the Xiufa Xianbei recorded in the Hou Hanshu (fig. 1.20).38
Wuwei
Only a limited number of tombs dating to the Wei-Jin period have been excavated at
Wuwei near the eastern end of the Hexi Corridor. One at Jinshaxiang 金沙乡 is dated to the
Western Jin period, opens to the east, and has a double-chambered brick tomb with a fudou
ceiling. It incorporates many features seen in the tombs at Jiuquan, including a corridor (of
undetermined length), tomb door, front chamber that is larger than those at Jiuquan and a rear
chamber of comparable dimensions; yet it lacked a screen wall, side chambers, and the narrow
“pinched waist” corridor that separates chambers at Jiuquan (fig. 1.21). Like the tomb just to the
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west of Xincheng, the Jinshaxiang tomb arranged two-toned bricks to create decorative
geometric patterns on the walls and ceilings (fig. 1.22). The tomb opened to the east, but the
report does not describe the appearance of features on the surface.39
Two sets of Western Jin and Sixteen Kingdoms tombs from Hantanpo 旱滩坡,
approximately twenty kilometers west of Wuwei at the foot of the Qilian Mountains, yielded
mostly dugout cave tombs and a few brick chamber tombs, some with screen walls made of
brick. Above the sealing earth, large and smooth rocks were carefully stacked—something not
seen around Jiuquan but which is believed to be characteristic of Xianbei burials.40 Lacking
inscriptions, Xianbei burials are usually dated to the Western Jin period or Sixteen Kingdoms
because large numbers of Xianbei did not begin flooding into the Hexi Corridor until the late
third and early fourth century as one of numerous tribes challenging Western Jin power on the
frontier.41
What is apparent from this survey of Wei-Jin excavations in the eastern Hexi Corridor is
that there was no center of funerary art demonstrating the architectural or decorative consistency
and innovation seen at Jiuquan during the Wei-Jin period. Only tombs near Luotuocheng in
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Gaotai incorporate the same structural and stylistic elements seen in the Jiuquan tombs, however
the lack of enclosures, dried-brick construction, and less skillful paintings, suggest that these
tombs were derivative versions of those at Jiuquan.
Moreover, disparate tomb styles at both Gaotai and Wuwei, including some non-Han
Chinese burials, were found in close proximity to one another, leading to the conclusion that a
standard style did not emerge around any community in the eastern Hexi Corridor. This contrasts
with the consistent and singular style that was prominent at Jiuquan. The evidence of Xianbei (in
large pictorial depictions or burials capped with an arrangement of stones) corroborates textual
evidence of an influx of Xianbei into the Hexi Corridor beginning in the Western Jin period.42
What is perhaps most striking about the archaeological record in the southeastern Hexi Corridor
is that the small number of Wei-Jin tombs contrasts with an abundance of Han dynasty tombs.
Han Dynasty Tombs
The thousands of Western and Eastern Han period tombs in the eastern part of the Hexi
Corridor are more widely dispersed than tombs dated to later eras. Some burial sites are scattered
as far out as seventy kilometers around Wuwei and many have been found not in the Gobi Desert
but at the base of the Qilian Mountains.43 At Mojuzi 磨咀子, nestled next to the foothills of the
Qilian Mountains, seventy such tombs ranging in date from the Western to the middle of the
Eastern Han period were given preliminary excavations. Most consisted of a ramped corridor and
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a single dugout catacomb chamber housing husband-and-wife burials. Of these only one, dating
to the late Eastern Han period, had a double chamber.44
Discoveries of large-scale Han dynasty tombs have been rare in the Hexi Corridor and
most have a dugout construction. One, however, at Leitai 雷台 near Wuwei, had chamber
dimensions comparable to the large Wei-Jin tombs at Jiuquan and was likewise constructed of
brick. Dated to the late second or early third century, it belonged to a Han dynasty general and
was discovered in the course of a 1969 excavation of a colossal Ming 明 dynasty (1368-1644)
tamped earthen platform. The platform completely encased the tomb mound, but archaeologists
were able to discern differences in soil and determined that the original mound had been a
prodigious six meters in height. Like other tomb mounds near Jiuquan and Jiayuguan, the size of
the hummock corresponded to the proportions of the underground structure.
The tomb had a long corridor (thirty meters) opening to the east, but the screen wall was
short (one meter in height above the tomb entrance) and undecorated. Three underground
chambers, aligned from east to west, were similar in area to those at Jiuquan, but the ceilings in
the chambers were higher (4.5 meters). The overall length of the tomb, 19.2 meters from the
front entrance to the back wall of the rear chamber, far surpassed that seen in the Jiuquan tombs
owing to elongated corridors linking the chambers (fig. 1.23). No evidence of a clan burial or
grave circle was noted in the excavation report.45 Geometric brick decorations closely resemble
those seen at a Western Jin tomb found nearby at Jinshaxiang and at M9 just west of Xincheng,
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linking those incidental Wei-Jin styles to a Han dynasty precedent (fig. 1.24). Along with the
two-chambered tomb at Mojuzi and another one outside of Zhangye 张掖, the Leitai tomb
remains one of only a few examples of multi-chambered Han dynasty tombs in the Hexi
Corridor. Unlike Han dynasty tombs elsewhere in China very few of these incorporated pictorial
décor.46 Numerous Han dynasty tombs have been found around Zhangye, but like those around
Jiuquan and other areas of the Hexi Corridor, there is insufficient evidence to establish that these
were family burials as opposed to informal clusters of burials for soldiers or military tenantfarmers and their families who settled on the frontier as part of the tuntian program.47
To examine a definitive Han dynasty precedent of a deliberate family grouping, it is
necessary to look east outside of the Hexi Corridor but in the same larger region of what was
called Guanzhong 关中(“Between the Passes”), which encompasses what is now Gansu and
western Shaanxi provinces. Here, the Yang 杨 clan tombs at Tongguan Diaoqiao 潼关吊桥 are
arranged along parallel axes facing south and enclosed by a low wall (fig. 1.25). The first tomb
of the group was likely built during the late Eastern Han period for Yang Zhen 震 who served as
taiwei 太尉, a high government official, and who died in 166. Later tombs were constructed for
his grandsons who died in 185 and 226. The sealing earth over the tombs was molded into a
variety of shapes: rounded, round with a flattened top, and square with flattened top. There were
also traces of a sacrificial hall.48
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The Tongguan Diaoqiao burial site, with its multi-generational family formation and
aboveground structures, was typical of Han dynasty burials elsewhere in China.49 It is all the
more interesting therefore that, according to the archaeological record, this formation was not
established in the Hexi Corridor until the Wei-Jin period. Its appearance coincides with the
consistent positioning of Wei-Jin and later tombs at the juncture of desert and oasis, whereas Han
dynasty tombs had been widely dispersed so that some were near settlements and others were
deep in the desert or even situated close to the Qilian Mountains. These trends are related and are
also evident further west in the Hexi Corridor.
The Western Hexi Corridor
The many excavations around Yumen and Dunhuang in the western Hexi Corridor along
with the ancient burial grounds of Astana (Asitana 阿斯塔纳), further west and in present-day
Xinjiang, suggest how family formations and placement of graveyards as well as architectural
and artistic styles were formed and transmitted (fig. 1.26).
Yumen
Several burial sites have been excavated between Jiuquan and the city of Yumen, one
hundred and fifty kilometers to the northwest, and these share some of the characteristics seen in
burials at Wuwei and Gaotai, such as surface formations and underground architecture similar to
the Jiuquan tombs but smaller in scale and more muted in design and ornamentation. In addition,
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these tombs at Yumen are mixed in with or proximate to tombs of entirely different construction,
including some that have been identified as Xianbei.
Twenty-four tombs were excavated at Jinjiliang 金鸡梁, which is equidistant between
the cities of Yumen and Jiuquan. The tombs are in the desert, adjacent to an oasis fed by the
Baiyang 白杨 River that once flowed north from the Qilian Mountains, and share the same
orientation opening to the west, offset slightly to the north. All had a hummock-shaped burial
mound of varying size (circumferences ranging between 0.6 and 7.7 meters, and heights between
0.5 and 1.7 meters). While a few were isolated, most were in groupings of between three and five
tombs. There were no traces of any enclosures around individual tombs or groups of tombs, but
the parallel formations and clusters indicate that these nonetheless are family burials (fig. 1.27).50
Within these groups there are three types of tomb construction. The most elaborate
encompasses ten tombs, which are positioned towards the south and are closely modeled on the
tombs at Jiuquan, using brick construction to form a ramped corridor, entrance with a screen wall
above, and two chambers linked by short and constricted passageways (fig.1.28). In addition, the
pattern of bricks known as “jade belt” (yu dai 玉带) is the same as at the Jiuquan tombs. This
pattern is made of alternating registers of stretcher bricks (bricks laid on their side, narrow face
out) and soldier bricks (bricks standing on end, narrow face out) that frame shiner bricks (bricks
laid horizontally, large face out).
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lacked paintings and carvings, and there were no side chambers. Paintings on brick were found
but only in the front chambers despite the fact that the jade-belt construction in the rear chamber
would have lent itself to such ornamentation.52 Coupled with the fact that these tombs have been
dated (though not definitively) to the end of the Former Liang dynasty, these differences lead to
the conclusion that the Jinjiliang tombs were modeled after the Jiuquan tombs.53 Tombs of the
second type are in the middle of the groups and combined brick and stone construction to form
small, chambered tombs with rough, uneven ceilings (fig. 1.29). Eleven tombs exemplify the
third type, are positioned to the north and characterized by earth-dug construction and steep,
uneven corridors leading to small single chambers with misshapen ceilings (fig. 1.30).54
Similar instances of blended and dugout construction, but combined with Xianbei
influences, can be found four kilometers north at Mahuanghe 蚂蟥河, where three tombs with
burial mounds covered with large cobblestones were discovered adjacent to a river. Their single
chambers, each with one occupant, were dug out of earth, but the floors were paved with
cobblestones (fig. 1.31). The corpse was laid out within an inset trapezoidal pit and placed upon
four wooden planks bound together in the shape of the character, “井” (jing). A niche dug near
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the head of the corpse contained funerary goods not typical of Han Chinese burials.
Archaeologists determined these were Xianbei burials dating from the late Western Jin period.55
A number of Xianbei tombs incorporating stone slab construction were also found at nearby
Baituliang 白土良 and range from vertical pits-tombs to ones with ramped corridors leading to
a single chamber (fig. 1.32). Like some of the Jinjiliang tombs, these were dated to the early
Sixteen Kingdoms.56
Twenty kilometers northwest of Yumen, five tombs from a burial ground near
Guanzhuang 官庄 and dated to the late Western Jin period or early Sixteen Kingdoms have
ramped corridors opening to the east and leading to a vestibule and a single, dugout chamber
with a fudou-like ceiling (fig. 1.33). While the architecture is similar to Han Chinese burials, the
ceramic burial goods found in side chambers have wide mouths, constricted necks, and full
bellies covered with pinched patterns that are believed to exhibit Xianbei influences.57
Generally speaking, the Han Chinese tombs around Yumen from the late Western Jin
period through the Sixteen Kingdoms are situated in the desert, orientated consistently to the
north, and marked with earthen tumuli. Even though they were probably built later, these large
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Because of the strong Xianbei influences in the ceramics, however, it was subsequently
determined that the tombs likely date to around the time of Xianbei rebellions at the end of the
Western Jin period. Wu Hong, Wang Ce, and Mao Duanlin, "Hexi muzang zhong di Xianbei
yinsu," 76-78.
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For the excavation report, see Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, "Gansu Yumen
Mahuanghe muqun fajue baogao," Wenwu yu kaogu, no. 6 (2005). For cultural blending among
Han Chinese and Xianbei, see Wu Hong, Wang Ce, and Mao Duanlin, "Hexi muzang zhong di
Xianbei yinsu," 78-80.
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tombs at Jinjiliang rely stylistically on the Jiuquan tombs. Although arranged in family
groupings, they lack enclosures that were a feature of Jiuquan burials and display a range of
construction methods, even among tombs within a single group. Nearby excavations revealed
that there was a significant Xianbei presence in the Yumen area. At Jiuquan, meanwhile, pastoral
tribes are merely depicted in the tombs, and thus far Xianbei or other burials with distinctive
styles have not been reported in the immediate environs. This leads to the conclusion that the
Xianbei inhabited areas around Yumen, while Jiuquan remained a Han Chinese stronghold in the
Western Jin period and later.
Dunhuang: Qijiawan and Foyemiaowan
At Dunhuang, four hundred kilometers northwest of Jiuquan, tens of thousands of grave
mounds are scattered across the Gobi Desert to the west, south, and east of the city (fig. 1.34).58
Excavations at two graveyards, Qijiawan, three kilometers to the west of Dunhuang, and
Foyemiaowan, ten kilometers to the east, have yielded large caches of tombs, and these reveal
interesting comparisons with the Jiuquan tombs.
Qijiawan has tombs from the Han dynasty, Six Dynasties, as well as the Tang, Song 宋
(960-1279) and Yuan 元 (1279-1368) dynasties (fig. 1.35).59 A 1985 archaeological report
mapped the location of more than one hundred tomb mounds and found that their dispersion
followed a chronological pattern with Han dynasty tombs to the east, Western Jin tombs
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Sun Guozhang and Ma Shichang, "Dunhuang Jin mu," Kaogu, no. 3 (1974): 3. The report
(probably figuratively) speaks of the number of tombs to the east and towards Foyemiaowan as
being in the tens of thousands; but mounds extend to the west, south, and north as well.
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Dai Chunyang, Zhang Long, and Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Qijiawan:
Xi Jin Shiliuguo muzang fajue baogao, 149.
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immediately to the west, and Northern Wei and later tombs situated farther away from the
settlement to the west and north.60 The report catalogued nineteen tombs from the Western Jin
period and Sixteen Kingdoms, dating the earliest to 276 and the latest to 420.61
These tombs vary in size and orientation. Most entrances face east, but in some the
orientation is reversed so the entrance opens to the west. A handful of tombs open to the south.
Burials are arranged in organized groups, aligned on the same axis and with earliest tombs to the
left (fig. 1.36). Many groups have intact grave enclosures made of gravel piled into low mounds
and arranged around an average area of forty square meters (fig. 1.37).62 The entrances of these
enclosures all face south and are flanked on both sides by low mounds of packed gravel, between
0.2 and 0.4 meters in height and 0.4 and 0.7 meters in width, forming a spirit road of about ten
meters in length.63 While these aboveground features are similar to tombs around Jiuquan, the
underground structures and décor showed important differences.
Tombs are accessed either through vertical shafts next to the chamber or via ramped
corridors, many of which feature tianjing airshafts placed midway along the corridor rather than
at the tomb entrance, as they are at Jiuquan. Such tombs also have screen walls faced with adobe
bricks in large tombs and left bare and earthen in medium-scale tombs. The tomb chambers
themselves, numbering between one and two, are not constructed of brick but are catacombs dug
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A number of tombs were dated based on inscriptions painted on small ceramic jars and placed
at head or foot of the corpse, which then enabled other tombs to be dated by the stylistic
attributes of architecture and burial goods. For more on these jars and their significance in the
burial program, see Chapter V, below. Ibid., 172.
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out of the earth (fig. 1.38). Compared to the dugout tombs at Yumen, these are more carefully
constructed and approximate the shapes and angles of the brick-chambered tombs at Jiuquan.
Their square chambers have fudou ceilings and lack paintings and carved ornamentation.
The second Dunhuang site of Foyemiaowan is a few kilometers east of the city, around
and within the grounds of what is now the airport. Here the Gobi Desert is flat and bereft of
vegetation except for scattered clumps of grass, making it easy to identify tomb mounds above
chambers, ridges above corridors, and gravel grave enclosures. Foyemiaowan has been a focus of
archaeological investigation since the 1940s and has many tombs dating from the Wei-Jin period
through the Tang dynasty (fig. 1.39).64
In 1960 six tombs were excavated in the eastern section of the site. The report records
that they faced west and were within an enclosure opening to the south (fig. 1.40). Another five
tombs, all single-chambered with side chambers and niches, were excavated in 1970. The
corridors opened to the east, and the tombs sat within a square grave enclosure measuring sixtyseven by sixty-nine meters (fig. 1.41). The enclosure around these tombs was about one meter in
height, and opened to the north, in contrast to those recorded at Qijiawan and elsewhere at
Foyemiaowan. The mound of the largest tomb, M5, had a circumference measuring fourteen
meters, and a height of 1.7 meters. The tomb corridor measured nineteen meters in length
(significantly shorter than the large tombs at Jiuquan), and may have been formed in part as a
ladder rather than a ramp. The angles and forms of the dugout chamber were more makeshift
than those at nearby Qijiawan and measured roughly three meters square with a fudou ceiling
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that reached 2.4 meters in height (fig. 1.42). Based on coins among the burial goods, these tombs
have been dated to the late Western Jin or early Sixteen Kingdoms.65
The occupants of tombs in this eastern quadrant of Foyemiaowan probably held a lower
social status than people buried in the western section where tombs have tall, ornamented screen
walls and brick chambers with paintings (fig. 1.43).66 Three groupings of burials (with five,
seven, and three tombs, respectively) near the airport, as well as one further west containing two
tombs, had mounds almost identical to those at Jiuquan (fig. 1.44). The ones at the airport had
intact grave enclosures of comparable dimensions, about 1.5 meters wide and between 0.4 and
0.7 meters in height, and encompassed a similarly sized area, approximately one hundred meters
east to west and ninety-five meters north to south, with entrances facing south (fig. 1.45). The
presence of spirit roads was not recorded.
Corridors opened toward the west and measured around twenty meters in length, and
reached a depth of about eight meters, putting them in range, but at the low-end, of the Jiuquan
tombs (see second column of tables 1 and 2). Standard architectural elements included ramped
corridors, screen walls, single or double-chambers, the areas of which were about the same size
as front chambers at Jiuquan but were lower in height. Some had one or more large side
chambers (figs. 1.46 and 1.47).67
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One tomb, M118, blended methods of construction, using brick for the screen wall and tile for
the chamber floors, while the rest of the chamber was dug out from earth. Gansusheng wenwu
kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin huaxiang zhuanmu, ed. Dai Chunyang
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For a chart of dimensions of some of the Foyemiaowan tombs, see Dai Chunyang, Zhang
Long, and Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Qijiawan: Xi Jin Shiliuguo muzang
fajue baogao, 119-20.
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The Western Jin and Sixteen Kingdoms tombs at Qijiawan and Dunhuang exhibit many
similarities with the Wei-Jin tombs around Jiuquan. Both burial sites are located within large
areas that feature tombs dating from a broad time period and marked by plain but visible mounds
made of sand and gravel from the Gobi. Like Jiuquan, the enclosures surrounding Western Jin
tombs around Dunhuang show a strong propensity towards family formations, indicating not
only that people were attentive to ritual, but that Dunhuang was also a bastion for families who
found tomb building to be an endeavor worthy of their wealth and attention. Both sites show
differentiation of social status, with tombs ranging from vertical pits to ones with ramped
corridors leading to either dugout chambers or single and double brick-chambered tombs.
Numerous elements are common to the large tombs at Jiuquan and Dunhuang, including
screen walls, multiple chambers, and ornamentation fashioned from carved and painted bricks.
At Dunhuang, however, it is practical to divide the tombs into two types. One encompasses
dugout tombs with minimally ornamented architecture, and the other is constructed of brickchambered architecture ornamented with paintings. Both are likely grounded in varying social
and economic status, and are perhaps comparable to the medium-sized brick-chambered tombs
around Jiuquan.
Although the painted-brick chambered tombs in the east section of Foyemiaowan share
architectural elements and stylistic features with the Jiuquan tombs, there are salient differences
that preclude classifying them under a common type. First, the architecture at Jiuquan is more
complex in format, with more chambers, connecting corridors, and symmetrical side chambers.
Second, as will be discussed in greater detail in subsequent chapters, the carved and painted
ornamentation in tombs at each site is organized differently due to what appears to be distinct
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goals in the burial program. At Foyemiaowan, for instance, the screen wall is elaborate, while
paintings on the chamber walls are fewer in number and lack a clear program (fig. 1.48).
In addition to showing concrete similarities and differences, comparing the Jiuquan
tombs with those around Dunhuang allows for an examination of one of the more mysterious
aspects of the Jiuquan tombs: the geomantic principles of fengshui 风水 that governed the siting
and orientation of tombs and their enclosures in the Hexi Corridor. The art of fengshui is
abstruse, and it is not possible to pinpoint how it was applied at Jiuquan and Dunhuang. Yet it is
worth cataloguing what is known in light of the fact that in early China fengshui was not only the
first step in building a tomb, it was one of the most crucial.
The objectives for fengshui in tomb building changed over the course of early Chinese
history. In the Eastern Zhou period the chief concern had been to protect the grave from thieves,
animals, and the elements.68 Over the course of the Han dynasty fengshui became systematized
and popularized, so that all levels of society practiced it.69 The stakes involved had escalated so
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The Lüshi Chunqiu 吕氏春秋, an encyclopedic text compiled in the third century BCE,
recounts, “People in ancient times concealed burials in the vast wilderness and deep mountains,
and they were safe. So that they would not announce their treasures, burials had to be concealed.
If burials were shallow, then foxes would dig them, if they were deep, then water would pool.
Therefore, burials should be on high foothills to avoid damage from foxes and moisture from
pools.” Quoted in Zhang Yanjun, "Fengshui sixiang yu Han Tang diling xuanzhi yanjiu," Lantai
shijie, no. 7 (2013): 156. My translation. For the original text, see the Ji sang 记丧 in Lü
Buwei, Lüshi chunqiu, Ju zhen fang Song ban. ed. (Shanghai: Zhonghua shu ju, 1936),
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xuetan 27, no. 6 (2007): 11.
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"Liang Jin shiqi zhi fengshui shu ji qi chuanbo," Zhongguo lishi dili luncong, no. 1 (1994). For
popularization, see Zhang Qiming, "Liang Han shiqi sangzang fengshui," 11.
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that positioning the tomb fortuitously (or failing to do so) was believed to determine the destiny
of living and future descendants, as illustrated in this account from the Hou Hanshu:
A man named An was seeking a site for the burial of his father. On the road he
came across a student of the Three Books (of divination) who pointed to a spot
and advised, “Bury him here, and your generation will become high nobles.” The
next moment the student vanished. An marveled and heeded his advice. Because
of this, his family prospered for many generations. An had countless descendants
and they were celebrated far and wide.70
Despite, or perhaps because of, ongoing turmoil in the Six Dynasties, fengshui continued
to be vibrant, attracting celebrated masters and numerous practitioners. From imperial matters
such as establishing a capital to ordinary affairs like building a home, fengshui was practiced
throughout China, even by pastoral groups such as the Xiongnu and Xianbei.71 Frontier zones
were no exception; one of the most famous fengshui masters of the Western Jin period, Suo Dan
索紞 (third century), hailed from Dunhuang and his specialty was the siting of tombs.72 While
fengshui was certainly an integral part of tomb building in the western Hexi Corridor, the
orientation of excavated tombs and their enclosures do not seem to follow a uniform pattern
other than observing the rule that tombs and enclosure entrances are always perpendicular to one
another (see table 3 for these particulars, and the ones that follow).
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Suo Dan is mentioned as one of the great masters of the Wei-Jin in ibid., 246. His brief
biography in the Jinshu specifically mentions his interest in tombs. Fang Xuanling, Jinshu, 10
vols., vol. 8 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1995), 2493-94.
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At Jiuquan, Xigoucun graves opened to the east or south. It is unclear in which direction
their enclosures opened. The Xincheng tombs faced north, and their enclosures opened to the
east. At Qijiawan, most tombs opened to the east, some to the west and a few to the north, but all
of the enclosures opened to the south. In the east section of Foyemiaowan, one set of six tombs
opened to the west and their shared enclosure opened to the south. Another set of five tombs
opened to the east and their enclosure opened to the north. The large, painted-brick tombs at
Foyemiaowan faced west and lay within enclosures opening to the south. Another principle, seen
at Yumen as well, is that within groups the first tomb determined the direction of all the others,
which were built on parallel lines of orientation. The initial alignment may have been fixed by
the help of astronomy and the Eight Trigrams of Daoism, but given the limited patterns of
orientation within each discrete area, it is more likely that the surrounding features of the
landscape were prime factors. Since tombs in somewhat close proximity (but not in the same
group) were not aligned along the same axis, fengshui was probably determined by subtler
features in the immediate Gobi Desert rather than more prominent but distant peaks of the Qilian
Mountains.
West Beyond the Hexi Corridor: Astana
The tombs at Astana, located outside the ancient city of Gaochang 高昌, are often compared to
others in the Hexi Corridor because of some shared features. One thousand kilometers west of
Jiuquan and near present-day Turpan (Tulufan 吐鲁番) in Xinjiang province, Gaochang was
considered part of the Western Regions until it was absorbed into the Han empire and settled by
Han Chinese farmer-soldiers dispatched by the imperial government in the first century BCE.
After the fall of the Han dynasty it continued to be a tributary to the rulers of the Wei kingdom
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and Jin dynasty, and in the fourth century it became a prefecture under the Former Liang dynasty.
Given Gaochang’s association with China during the Han dynasty, it is little surprise that
Han Chinese tombs dating from the third to the mid-seventh centuries were found at nearby
Astana. Like tombs in the Hexi Corridor, these were built in the Gobi Desert and marked by
gravel and dirt mounds. As at Qijiawan, there were two types of underground structures: those
with ramped corridors leading to square chambers with fudou ceilings and those with a vertical
shaft adjacent to a catacomb chamber with fudou ceiling. Yet crucial features that are consistent
at Jiuquan and Dunhuang, such as screen walls and brick construction, are not present at
Astana.73 Other features, including enclosures around individual graves or groups of graves,
ramped corridors, and multiple chambers, do not appear until the sixth century. By that time,
other elements of tomb structure, such as ceiling formation and wall shapes, had changed
significantly.74 This shows that even though the use of the Gobi Desert as gravesite and the
practice of constructing mounds over chambered tombs circulated out of the Hexi Corridor to the
Western Regions by the time of the Western Jin period and Sixteen Kingdoms, it was a
piecemeal process and not a wholesale transfer of a unified style or comprehensive burial
program.
From Military Frontier to Safe Haven
The rise of magnate families in the Hexi Corridor during the Wei-Jin period was part of a
larger movement away from centralized power and towards localized control across the former
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Han empire. As mentioned in the Introduction, burials in the Han dynasty served a public
purpose by increasing a family’s prestige and helping its members amass political currency by
demonstrating filial virtue through funerary and sacrificial rituals. If public observation of
funerary rituals was the goal, then performing such rites was both easier and more effective if
burials were close to the community. The local topography around the oases of the Hexi Corridor
offered the ideal conditions for this phenomenon, and the juxtaposition of desert and oasis
underscored in physical terms not only the separate dominions inhabited by the living and the
dead, but also the confluence of belief and society that was represented by tombs and burial
rituals.75
Parallel alignments of family graves buttressed or elevated the social position of
forebears and the newly deceased alike through association with a vibrant lineage. The size of
graves, proclaimed by the mound, and ridge of sand and gravel running above the length of the
corridor, determined hierarchies within groups and also between them, thus establishing the
status of the occupant or occupants in relation to the family and the community. Enclosures set
certain graves apart from the thousands of others in the desert, further distinguishing people by
social class and relationships. In the case of the aboveground structures at Jiuquan, all of this
information was readily grasped as people drew upon recognized traditions of the Han dynasty,
albeit with materials of little value. On the blank canvas of the Gobi Desert, even piles of sand
and gravel could communicate complex ideas of status and relationships. This, coupled with
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Ritual and Representation (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1996), 51.
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increasing numbers of large and elaborate structures underground, shows that Jiuquan (along
with Dunhuang) harbored formidable families with a certain amount of wealth, and that it
surpassed Zhangye and Wuwei as a cultural and economic center in the Wei-Jin period.
In the eastern Hexi Corridor around Zhangye and Wuwei, Han dynasty tombs had been
numerous and complex but they dwindled in number and shrunk in size during the Wei-Jin
period. Additionally, a uniform style failed to emerge in the eastern Hexi Corridor, and instead
the archaeological record shows a medley of styles among tombs, including those that have been
identified as Xianbei. The situation at Jiuquan was reversed. Here, large Wei-Jin tombs exhibit an
expansion of scale, refinement of ornamentation, surge in complexity, and the establishment of a
dominant, cohesive style that influenced selected burials at Yumen and Gaotai, and was related to
the Foyemiaowan style at Dunhuang. That the Jiuquan burials took the opposite tack from the
rest of the Chinese heartland, even though both were ruled first by the kingdom of Wei and later
the Jin, is a phenomenon essentially grounded in the geography of the Hexi Corridor.
Han imperial forces claimed the wedge of land between inhospitable high plateau and
barren desert because it was a strategic bastion from which to repel Xiongnu nomads, as well as
a launchpad for expansion of alliances and territory to the west. The rise of the Han dynasty
coincided with its exploitation by the Xiongnu, who moved their herds across the grasslands to
the north. Over the span of the dynasty, independent Xiongnu tribes formed confederations, the
sole purpose of which was to raid Han Chinese settlements or press for favorable treaties.
Imperial forces were at a disadvantage in asymmetrical warfare and when they initiated counterattacks, the Xiongnu would simply pack up and melt away into the deserts and grasslands.76
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and nomadic federations. Inner Asian Frontiers of China (Boston: Beacon Press, 1962). Thomas
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The Han dynasty counter-strategy vacillated between doubling down on efforts to
barricade its territory and appeasing the Xiongnu with gift exchanges and marriage alliances,
called “heqin” 和亲.77 The Hexi Corridor, a panhandle stemming from the homeland, played a
pivotal role in the central government’s attempts to gain leverage over the crisis. During the
Western Han period, Emperor Wu (Han Wudi 汉武帝, r. 141-87 BCE) upon failing to appease the
Xiongnu confederation with heqin carrots, wielded the martial stick. In 138 BCE and again in 123
BCE,

he dispatched the general Zhang Qian 张骞 (d. 113 BCE) to traverse the Hexi Corridor and

reach the Western Regions beyond Xiongnu territory to press for alliances with other nomadic
groups, the Yuezhi月氏and the Wusun.78 This was the initial thrust of a multi-pronged strategy
to colonize the frontier with conscripts who built and provided manpower for fortifications and
also farmed the land under the tuntian system.79
In both 121 and 111 BCE, Emperor Wu sent the general Huo Qubing 霍去病 (d. 117
BCE)

to the Hexi Corridor to again quell the Xiongnu. He succeeded by combining military might

Barfield’s more recent scholarship examines how Chinese imperial political and military
structures made it feasible for small tribes with undeveloped economies and no centralized
government or bureaucracy to pose a severe and sustained threat to China through history. The
Perilous Frontier: Nomadic Empires and China.
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with diplomatic dexterity. Legend has it that on one occasion the emperor sent a rare bottle of
fine spirits to Huo in the field to congratulate him on his victory in battle over the Xiongnu.
Wanting to share the liquor with his officers, Huo poured it into a nearby natural spring,
bestowing the surrounding city with the name it bears today: Jiuquan (“Liquor Spring”). Huo’s
successful expeditions coincided with the establishment and growth of a governmental structure
along the Hexi frontier.
The region was named Liangzhou 凉州 and in 121 BCE, both Jiuquan and Wuwei were
designated heads of prefectures (jun 郡).80 Jiuquan had command over nine counties. In the
year 111 BCE Wuwei was divided to add Zhangye as a third prefecture capital, and Jiuquan was
similarly partitioned so that Dunhuang could become the fourth. Along with vestiges in tombs,
the military growth in the Hexi Corridor can still be seen in the many remains of signal towers
and defensive walls with moats and trenches.81 These were part of an elaborate system that also
included stations, fortified manor houses, and administrative headquarters (figs. 1.49 and 1.50).
By the Eastern Han period, these mostly military colonies had evolved into mixed
military-civilian communities, and powerful families began to move in from the heartland, but it
was not until the Wei-Jin period that local magnate families emerged as a transformative force in
the Hexi Corridor, in part due the fact that imperial power was both weak and otherwise
occupied.82 Additionally, as populations in China’s heartland were wracked by rebellion,
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warfare, and famine in the third century, refugees sought sanctuary in south China and also on
the western frontier where the economy was prosperous. A description of the Hexi Corridor from
the Hanshu 汉书 may have depicted it as exotic outpost when it was written but amid the
turmoil after the fall of the dynasty, it must have seemed like a promised land:
West of Wuwei…the land is vast and people are few. The water and grass are
suitable for animal husbandry, and livestock in old Liangzhou is the most plentiful
under heaven…Officials and the people have mutual affection. Bandits are few;
there is an atmosphere of harmony and virtue compared to administrations in
China’s interior.83
In the Wei-Jin period, the sheltered oases of Liangzhou beckoned to refugees with the
means to seek sanctuary from warfare and famine. Great and wealthy families did not migrate
alone. They brought personal militaries, retainers, and followers seeking protection; and the
population of the Hexi Corridor swelled.84

You Chengmin, "Han dai Hexi di haoqiang daxing," Dunhuang jikan, no. 1 (1991); "Han Jin
shiqi Hexi daxing di tedian he lishi zuoyong."
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The last census of the Eastern Han period in the Hexi Corridor took place in 157 CE and
counted about forty thousand households (a figure that depends on an estimate of the number of
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people per household, the total population for this year was about one hundred and sixty
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The landscape around Jiuquan, the geography of the Hexi Corridor, and historical forces
all shaped the surface features of the Jiuquan tombs. As much as mounds, enclosures, que
towers, and spirit roads were on display, they also emphasized the separation of two worlds,
those of the living and the dead. The basic features above ground both belied and amplified the
concealment of the tomb below the surface.85 The contrast between surface and subterranean
was profound and, at Jiuquan, was emphasized by a sudden transition from an expansive
landscape filled with light to confinement and darkness upon entry into the narrow corridor
leading to the realm below.

of the Northern Wei dynasty. Li Qingling and Zhu Yongzhen, "Wei Jin Shiliuguo Beichao Xibei
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Chapter II. Descent and Ascent: Corridors and Screen Walls

In some, “height formed the mark of distinction. . . .In others, ornament formed the mark.”1
The Book of Rites (Li Ji 礼记) describes various ways in which ceremonial objects can
be set apart from everyday ones, listing height and ornament as two traits that distinguish ritual
buildings, implements, and statuary from their everyday counterparts. In the entry to the largescale tombs at Jiuquan, height and ornament are organized in new ways to transform the space of
the tomb and create specific experiences for the living as well as the dead.
The descent into any of the large Jiuquan tombs begins the same way it had in substantial
tombs of the Han dynasty, down a long, narrow corridor that is plain and unadorned. It ends at
the door to the tomb chamber, however, with a surprise: a soaring facade of carved brick (fig.
2.1). This screen wall is characterized by tall and narrow proportions, regimented design, ornate
decoration, and placement between the corridor and tomb chambers, all of which convey its
significance in the burial program.
Present in large Wei-Jin tombs throughout the Hexi Corridor, the screen wall is
constructed of bricks, many of which were painted or carved in rough approximation of figures
and architectural forms. Screen walls are positioned directly above the entrance to the chambers
of the tombs, and their iconography and composition indicate that they served a dual
metaphysical purpose. First, they uplifted mortal viewers with a promise of immortality and,

1

Li Chi: Book of Rites: An Encyclopedia of Ancient Ceremonial Usages, Religious Creeds, and
Social Institutions, trans. James Legge (Charleston: Forgotten, 2008), 231. Written in the
Western Han period, the Book of Rites described rituals from the eighth through fifth centuries
BCE.
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second, they opened a safe passageway for an ascending soul of the deceased to journey to the
celestial realm. The screen wall fulfilled these functions by solving an artistic conundrum: how
to promise celestial ascent while remaining accessible to the gaze of the earthly viewer and soul
of the deceased. The solution was to depart from traditional approaches of arranging the cosmos.
Such precedents organized celestial, terrestrial, and subterranean spheres in separate, vertical
zones with heaven at the top, the earthly realm in the middle, and the underworld at the bottom.
On the screen wall, the celestial realm w as positioned near the bottom of the structure but above
the arched passage leading to the chambers, making it superior but attainable.
This is one manifestation of what the art historian Wu Hung terms a “binary” mode of
visualization, a phenomenon of the Six Dynasties period in which artists and craftsmen sought to
simultaneously capture two disparate views in order to catalyze an immediate, dynamic
relationship between art and viewer.2 While the screen walls at Jiuquan share a unified approach
to proportion, organization, and ornamentation, screen walls elsewhere in the Hexi Corridor
show a high degree of experimentation as artisans grappled with how to identify the celestial
realm as such and still make it visible to a viewer standing at the bottom of the structure.
The artistic question of how to represent the celestial realm on the tower relates to the
screen wall’s metaphysical purpose: transporting a soul or spirit of the deceased to another
realm. How people at Jiuquan conceived of distinctions between the hun, po, and shen is not
definitively known; they did not write about it. This area of the tomb, however, is itself evidence
of what people believed, and analyzing the screen wall raises questions about whether or not the
emergence of this feature in the Hexi Corridor in the third century was influenced by changing
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Monumentality in Early Chinese Art and Architecture, 255-62.
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beliefs related to the spread of Buddhist thought. The screen walls pre-date Buddhist icons in
China and they disappear from tombs after the fourth century, but the technique of repositioning
the celestial realm towards the bottom of a tower-like structure would go on to be used in
Buddhist cave temples, both locally and throughout China, over the ensuing centuries.
The Corridors: Descending Underground
The Jiuquan tombs are accessed through long, ramped corridors. The abrupt loss of
daylight, change in atmospheric pressure, and drop in temperature intensifies the transition from
the world of the living to that of the dead. Such corridors were a standard feature of chambered
tombs, which became popular among the educated gentry in China beginning in the Eastern Han
period when they were built to accommodate multi-generational family burials. In the Han
dynasty and ensuing Wei-Jin period, the length and depth of corridors were indicative of the
status of the tomb occupants.3
Among the tombs at Xigoucun, M5’s corridor is the longest, thirty-seven meters, and
the deepest at twelve meters underground. M6 and M7 are twenty-four and eighteen meters in
length, with depths of eight and six meters. At Xincheng, the length of corridors ranges from
twenty-two meters in M5 to thirty meters in M6 (see table 1). All corridors are approximately
two meters in width with straight sides and barrel-vaulted ceilings, and are aligned along the
same axes as the chambers.
At the bottom of each corridor, the ramp levels out to create a small foyer in front of the
arched entry to the interior chambers. Of the three Xigoucun tomb floors, M5’s is the best
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Dien, Six Dynasties Civilization, 107.
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preserved and is still paved with square brick tiles decorated with patterns of flames-piercingjade-disks (huoyan chuan bi 火焰穿璧). At Xincheng, several styles of brick tiles are preserved,
and the excavation report speculates that tiles might have also been mounted on side walls
flanking the screen wall (figs. 2.2 and 2.3).4
Rising above the vestibule in all of the large Jiuquan tombs is a tianjing “sky well”
airshaft that thrusts upward nearly reaching the surface. Later in the Six Dynasties, as well as in
the Sui and Tang dynasties, tianjing would become standard in tombs with long corridors,
chiefly because digging one or more vertical shafts and connecting them with tunnels was less
laborious than excavating an enormous wedge of earth (fig. 2.4). In the Hexi Corridor, however,
the appearance of tianjing in the Wei-Jin period coincided with screen walls that climbed the
facade above the arched entrance to the corridors suggesting that the appeal of the tianjing was
initially vested not in convenience but in symbolism.5
A Change in Direction
In large tombs of the Han dynasty, the entry to the chambers was marked by an imposing
stone doorway at the bottom of the ramp leading to the chambers (fig. 2.5). In the Jiuquan tombs,
however, the entry to the chambers is a simple barrel vault with bricks arranged in multiple arcs

4

The report divides these tiles into four styles based on the complexity of the execution, but
they all follow the same design. Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, 5-7.
5

The appearance of tianjing in northwest China, as well as its widespread adoption in later
centuries, is well known. Its generic symbolism is that of a courtyard, around which residential
and palatial architecture was arranged. Dien, Six Dynasties Civilization, 80. However, the
association of the tianjing and screen wall has not been previously explored.
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above it. The main focus is the screen wall, which draws the viewer’s attention from the door
leading to the chambers and directs it upwards. The height and the consistency of motif and
composition among the three screen walls of Xigoucun M5, M6, and M7 and Xincheng M1, M3,
M6 and M7, suggest that this feature performed a central role in the burial.
Xigoucun Screen Walls: M5, M6, and M7
In Xigoucun M5, the arched entryway to the chambers covers most of the width of the
narrow wall (fig. 2.6). Stretcher bricks laid in a running bond (seams staggered from one layer to
the next) fill in the walls on either side of the arched entryway while, above, seven bands of
bricks fan out in successively gentler arcs and exaggerate the arch’s shape and size. Above, more
bricks in running bond combine with the wedge-shaped bricks on either side of the arch’s crest to
create a flat surface upon which to support the screen wall. Unlike its intact floor, M5’s screen
wall sustained heavy damage. Pieces of the facade have fallen and tunnels dug by tomb robbers
have destroyed key areas, but the overall structure and certain iconographic details were recorded
in the archaeological report and are still visible in situ today.6
Above the arch, on the east side, a carved-brick guardian wearing a red turban rests his
cheek on the palm of his hand (fig. 2.7). Another brick-carved guardian to the west props his
jowls between his two palms. The hats on the guardians may indicate their status as escorts to the
celestial realm. Such escorts are depicted in funerary contexts dating to the Western Han period
and appear on the Mawangdui banner as well as in a wall painting from the tomb of Bo Qianqiu
卜千秋. In the Mawangdui banner, they perch on the inverted T’s that separate the top section
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Zhao Wucheng and Ma Jianhua, "Gansu Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao," 7-9.
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from the middle; and in a banner from Mawangdui M3, figures ride on spotted deer (similar to
those in the banner from M1) and wear distinctive hats that identify them as able to travel
between realms and act as a guide for the deceased (fig. 2.8).7 Above, what may be an ascending
soul of the deceased is held aloft by a serpent-like creature coiled in a ring and hovering between
the moon, with its emblematic toad totem, and the sun, marked by a raven.8 In the Bo Qianqiu
wall painting, a man dressed in animal skins, donning a pointed hat and clutching a scepter (fig.
2.9) heralds an ascending soul of the deceased, shown on the next segment gliding in on the back
of a snake.9
Tunneling by thieves destroyed this layer and several above in the screen wall, yet an
intriguing ox-headed figure, standing in profile and wearing a robe, is still visible in the second
layer on the right. From his placement and profile position, he appears to be a guardian or
attendant. One might have expected to see a symmetrical counterpart and perhaps an indication

7

Jean M. James, "Identification in Han Funerary Art: By Their Hats and Garments You Shall
Know Them," Oriental Art 49, no. 1 (2003): 16-17.
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Some scholars have suggested the figure in the middle may be Nüwa or another immortal
being, but many raise the possibility that it represents the deceased herself in an ascent to the
celestial realm. Loewe, Ways to Paradise: The Chinese Quest for Immortality, 58-59; Yu, "'O
Soul, Come Back!' A Study in The Changing Conceptions of the Soul and Afterlife in PreBuddhist China," 368; Wu Hung, "Art in a Ritual Context: Rethinking Mawangdui," 12127.While it is unclear whether or not the banner was intended to actually convey the soul or spirit
of the deceased to heaven or to convince it to stay in the safety of the tomb by representing what
Wu Hung calls “a unified realm of the afterlife” (including an ascent to heaven), the organization
of realms into a vertical structure and multiple appearances of Lady Dai are generally accepted.
Ibid., 124 and 44.
9

Wu Hung cites the Bo Qianqiu wall painting as the earliest known depiction of the Queen
Mother of the West; she is shown accompanying the deceased. The Wu Liang Shrine: The
Ideology of Early Chinese Pictorial Art, 111-13.
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of what was being protected or hailed, but the entire section to the left was in ruins at the time of
excavation.
Higher up, the screen wall remains intact with carved bricks scalloped to resemble
dougong 斗拱 brackets, a prominent feature of traditional Chinese timber-framed architecture
made of a wood block and supporting arm. Here, they signify that the screen wall, although
constructed of brick, is intended to replicate a tall wooden structure. Flying guardians, also
carved in brick and accented with colored paints, appear next to the brackets, some of which
alternate with shiner bricks that form a surface for paintings. A white tiger can be seen painted
on the brick on the east side, but the colors have flaked off the brick on the west. The remaining
nine strata form a geometric pattern, systematically alternating brackets, guardians, and painted
bricks (some with tigers, some with unidentifiable subjects). In the uppermost five registers, the
program becomes increasingly simplified with plain bricks occasionally interspersed with carved
and painted ones. Only a few bricks of the fifteenth layer remain intact and the top third of the
façade is dilapidated.
By contrast, the screen wall in M6 was found to be in excellent condition and offered a
complete view of the composition and program.10 The arched entry, slightly off-center at the
bottom of the corridor, has nine arcs forming an imposing segue to the screen wall above (fig.
2.10). A series of running bond bricks create a horizontal base for a niche, which is inset with a
miniature door made of bricks and framed by soldiered bricks on the sides and stretcher bricks
above. To either side, midway between the door and the edge of the wall, stands a sailor brick
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Zhao Wucheng and Ma Jianhua, "Gansu Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao," 12-13.
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(like a shiner brick the large face is exposed, but the brick itself is vertical), each carved in relief
to depict an animal-headed guardian with prominent breasts and raised arms (fig. 2.11).
Another guardian occupies the center of the register above, and brackets on either side
appear to assist in his effort to hoist the story above. On this layer and in subsequently higher
ones, scalloped bricks in the shape of wooden brackets alternate with sailor bricks carved with
contorted guardians in relief. These strata of brackets and guardians in M6 are framed by rows of
stretcher bricks, some of which alternate with brick-sized spaces. This design probably portrayed
verandahs. Supported by brackets, these became popular in towers of the Eastern Han and WeiJin periods, as seen in an earthenware model of a tower with verandahs (fig. 2.12).11
A couple of registers above the dragons, the ornamentation is replaced by broad layers of
patterns created through various methods of brick laying. Three layers of circular header bricks
(laid so that the small end faces out) may have depicted the rounded ends of rafters. These were
topped by another three layers of bricks stacked at a slant to form a herringbone pattern (called
renzi xing 人字形, or “person-shaped character,” for the logograph it resembles), which perhaps
was chosen because the shape approximates the ridges of roof tiles. Nearing the surface, five
layers of brick in running bond mostly survive, as does a fragment of soldiered brick above it.
Since these are too high to have been visible from the base of the tower, their function may be
purely structural.
M7’s screen wall is smaller and more dilapidated than those in the other two large
Xigoucun tombs (fig. 2.13). Enough of it can be evaluated, however, to confirm that it adheres to
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Zhong Yuanzhao and Chen Yangzheng, History and Development of Ancient Chinese
Architecture (Beijing: Science Press, 1986), 68.
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the same scheme as M5 and M6. Like the other two screen walls, M7 has an arched entry at the
bottom of the corridor, but its mantle only consists of three courses of bricks instead of seven or
nine as seen in the other tombs, and just four layers of the screen wall survive. The first features
three shiner bricks arranged in the jade-belt pattern, but the original images have deteriorated and
cannot be identified. Above them, however, the crucial area in the center survives and this
houses a niche. Soldiered bricks form posts that support a brick lintel and, within this frame, two
sailor bricks painted with white tigers, the directional animal of the west, serve as door panels.
These are in the same relative location as the area that was marred by a thief tunnel in M5 and
are similar to the location of the brick door in M6.
The screen walls in these three Xigoucun tombs are remarkably consistent. All feature
arched entryways below, their shape and size emphasized by several bands of bricks. Above the
arches rises a tower of tall and narrow proportions that has architectural and figural elements
carved from brick and arranged in horizontal bands with motifs alternating between central and
peripheral positions. A niche with a miniature door, fashioned from bricks with painted designs,
is centered immediately above the arched entry to the chambers of M7 and M6. In M5, this
section is damaged, but one edge is intact and this depicts an ox-headed figure. Another
Xigoucun tomb, M2, is not as large, but during its excavation an incised brick depicting a frogbodied creature and another brick carved in the image of a fox-headed guardian were found,
suggesting that it too originally had a screen wall (fig. 2.14).12
Using the term “screen wall,” the 1996 archaeological report concluded that this unique
feature replicated the magnificence of a multi-storied tower, presumably one leading to a
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mansion that was occupied or aspired to by the deceased.13 If this were the case, the screen wall
would constitute a mingqi or “spirit utensil” in the form of a que watchtower. Mingqi often
replicated houses, towers, pigsties, latrines, granaries and other buildings. Given the prevalence
of mingqi after 50 CE, a trend that coincides with the rise of the educated gentry and merchant
classes

who hoped to continue to enjoy their prosperity in the afterlife, designating the screen

wall as a mingqi at first seems reasonable.14 On the other hand, the emphasis on architectural
and talismanic elements in the screen walls suggests that this structure connects the underworld
to the celestial world and is not directed at a dwelling soul, but in fact was intended to transport
an ascending soul to some sort of heaven or a paradise. To test this theory, I examine the
miniature doorway niche made of bricks and then look more closely at the screen walls, first at
Xincheng and then at sites farther afield in the Hexi Corridor.15
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Ibid., 36. The term “screen wall” (zhaobi) is interchangeable with zhaoqiang 照墙, and refers
to a wall obstructing an entrance and blocking views of sacred objects and areas. Wu Hung
explains that by using such a wall, “a temple created a temporal ritual sequence and heightened
religious feeling.” Wu Hung, Monumentality in Early Chinese Art and Architecture, 85-88.
Subsequent excavation reports use other terms for the feature (see note 16, below), but “screen
wall” is the most common.
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The report for the Xincheng tombs also posited that the screen walls represented the fortress
or manor of the deceased. Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, 10.For the shifting focus from an ascending soul to a
dwelling soul (often identified as the hun and po, respectively) see, James, A Guide to the Tomb
and Shrine Art of the Han Dynasty 206 B.C.-A.D. 220, 1-35.
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Due to more excavations of screen walls and increasing interest of scholars, similar theories
have been proposed, including ones relating to the hun and a gateway to heaven. Zheng Yan, Wei
Jin Nanbeichao bihua mu yanjiu, 157.
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Celestial Gateways
Xincheng Screen Walls
During excavation, the Xincheng screen walls were found to be in varying condition but
overall they are well preserved, and it is apparent that the program seen across the Xincheng
tombs is consistent with those at Xigoucun.16 All of the tombs have a vestibule under a tianjing
between the corridor and arched entryway to the chambers. Above the entry, successive bands
(numbering between five and seven) crown the arch, while stretcher bricks fill in the triangular
areas where the arcs meet the edge of the walls and create a foundation for the rest of the screen
wall structure that climbs the facade of the tianjing.
On all of the screen walls, a niche with a doorway constructed of brick and conforming to
the composition seen in Xigoucun M6 and M7 occupies the first layer above the baseline. In
Xincheng M1 the brick door panels had fallen to the floor and exposed a row of horizontally laid
bricks forming the back structure of the niche (fig. 2.15). To the right of the door area is a robed,
ox-headed figure standing in profile—just like the one seen in Xigoucun M5. Yet at Xincheng
M1 the whole area is intact, and to the left of the door the ox’s compeer is revealed: a chickenheaded figure. Large hexagonal shapes in the shape of que watchtowers cap the brick frames
surrounding each figure.
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The Xincheng tomb report does not call this feature a “screen wall,” but refers to it as a gate
tower (menlou 门楼). It speculates that this “kind of architecture symbolizes the mansion of the
tomb occupant in his former life. From the earthenware models of towers excavated from tombs
and analyzing wall paintings and records in ancient documents, a menlou was probably related to
a lookout tower (loulu 楼橹) to guard against and resist the enemy.” Gansusheng bowuguan,
Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, 4 and 10. My
translation.
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Like M1, the screen walls of Xincheng M3, M6, and M7 all have miniature doorways set
in niches above the arch and flanked by ox- and chicken-headed figures, though their exact
placement varies slightly. In M3, the ox is to the right (as it is in Xigoucun M5 and Xincheng
M1), while the chicken is to the left. Both stand elevated on shiner bricks that flank the door, but
the paintings on the bricks can no longer be identified (fig. 2.16). On M6, pairs of chicken- and
ox-headed figures stand on each side, with the ox adjacent to the door and the chicken closer to
the wall (figs. 2.17 and 2.18). M7 has one ox-headed and one chicken-headed figure, but their
positions are reversed so that the chicken is on the right and the ox on the left (fig. 2.19). From
this, one can surmise that while the hybrid figures can swap positions, they are always presented
as a symmetrical pair heralding a passage and often located within a que.
Additional features in M6 and M7 attest to the otherworldly quality of the tower. Above
the hybrids on M6, a carved sailor brick in the center of the screen wall depicts a guardian
holding his cheeks in his hands as he crouches between the open jaws of two carved-brick
dragon heads. This motif of dragons or other mysterious beasts confronting one another,
sometimes with a figure between them, recurs frequently in early Chinese ritual and funerary art,
for example in the upper section of the Mawangdui banner where two twisting dragons with
17

gaping mouths confront each other (fig. 2.8).

Although the brick dragons in M6 appear blocky

and lack the ferocity and dynamic energy of the dragons in the Mawangdui banner, the deep
relief of their drawn lips, exposed teeth, and almond-shaped eyes nevertheless imbues them with
a vitality that overwhelms the shallow relief figure situated between their jaws. On Xincheng
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M7, the only screen wall with chicken- and ox-headed figures not topped by a pair of hexagonal
que roofs, there are two open-mouthed dragons of similar style.
The feature that is common across all of the Jiuquan screen walls is the miniature door. It
is found in every screen wall, other than at Xigoucun M5 where the area is defaced. There,
however, an ox-headed figure remains. Given that such a figure stands sentry at all of the niche
doorways at Xincheng, it is reasonable to conclude that the damaged area originally encased a
similar miniature brick doorway. All of these miniature doorways are positioned within easy
reach of the viewer’s gaze. At Xincheng, the distinctive symmetrical shapes of the que on either
side of some of the doorways, the chicken- and ox-headed guardians standing in profile facing
the niche, and paintings of energetic and elegant white tigers on door panels at Xigoucun M7 and
Xincheng M5, all draw attention to this feature (fig. 2.20).18
What was the purpose and meaning of the doorway? The arched entry at the bottom of
the corridor is large enough to allow people to stoop and enter, and was positioned to facilitate
passage of the recumbent corpse and burial attendants. The miniature doorway, on the other
hand, is visually but not physically accessible. The ox- and chicken-headed figures as well as the
que gateways provide keys to its meaning.
Hybrid Attendants
Strange animals and mythical creatures had long been believed to be intermediaries
between celestial and earthly realms, and images of them adorn ritual art dating back to the
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A full description of Xincheng M5’s screen wall is not given in the report, probably because it
is damaged, though the paintings are still in good condition. Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, 10.
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Shang 商 dynasty (ca. 1600 BCE –ca. 1100 BCE). By the Han dynasty, hybrids could signify
immortals (xian 仙), spirits, or shamans who donned animal or bird masks and costumes and
may have been connected to the twelve divisions of the cosmos (later symbolized by the animals
of the zodiac).19 The formulaic presence of the chicken- and ox-headed figures at Jiuquan and
Jiayuguan indicate that these hybrids are fulfilling an explicit commission related to the
miniature door.
One of the earliest representations of the chicken- and ox-headed pair is from a collection
of carved pictorial stones that decorated a tomb near Xuzhou 徐州 in Shandong province and
dating to 86 CE (fig. 2.21).20 Despite the blurry quality of the rubbing, two robed figures, one
with a beak and the other with horns, can be seen standing on the right. These animal-headed
figures were marked with identifying cartouches that are no longer legible, and it is still
unknown if they represent shamans in costume or hybrid creatures.21 They attend to a figure
seated in the center wearing an elaborate headdress with three dangling prongs and believed to
be the Queen Mother of the West.22
The Queen Mother of the West rose from a plethora of immortals over the course of the
Han dynasty to become a powerful deity and object of devotion that could answer worldly
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The excavation report can be found in Xuzhou bowuguan, "Xuzhou faxian Han Yuanhe san
nian huaxiang shi," Wenwu 9 (1990).
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appeals and confer immortality. She is often depicted opposite or adjacent to her consort, the
King Father of the East, or surrounded by her motley crew of magical companions that include a
dancing toad, a hare pounding the elixir of immortality with a pestle (both the toad and the hare
were associated with the moon and therefore symbolized the yin force), a three-legged crow
(symbolizing the sun, and by extension the yang force), a nine-tailed fox, and a gallery of
guardians and suppliants.23
Multiple pictorial slabs from Shandong province and dating from the Eastern Han period
show the chicken-headed figure as an occasional equerry to the goddess. One, dated to the first
century CE, depicts the Queen Mother of the West in the top register and left of center, holding
court with her usual entourage (the toad, hare, raven, and nine-tailed fox) to the right (fig. 2.22).
Between the toad and hare floats a kneeling and robed chicken-headed figure with wings.24
Another pictorial stone shows the Queen Mother of the West sitting frontally and authoritatively
in the center while her attendants kneel on either side in profile (fig. 2.23). On the right is a
surprising figure that appears to be a person in a feathered costume with headdress and wings,
holding stalks of grain, a common offering to the deity.25 The familiar companions of the three23

For a study of the Queen Mother of the West based on common textual references and
iconography, see Loewe, Ways to Paradise: The Chinese Quest for Immortality, 86-126. Wu
Hung, because of the unreliable authorship and date of major texts that describe the Queen
Mother of the West, takes a different approach, using only sources with secure dates to chart the
changing concepts of the deity. Wu Hung, The Wu Liang Shrine: The Ideology of Early Chinese
Pictorial Art, 108-41.
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footed crow and nine-tailed fox stand behind him. On the far left, kneels a robed figure that
unquestionably has the head of a chicken.
The sporadic appearance of the chicken-headed figure, and the even more rare
appearance of the ox-headed one, has resulted in their being overlooked in scholarly descriptions
of the regular pantheon of the Queen Mother of the West. To this day, their origin and
symbolism remain elusive. It is possible, however, that they are named in this passage from the
Shanhai jing 山海经 that describes the Queen Mother of the West’s companions:
What beast does she have? His appearance is like a dog, but with leopard spots.
His horns are like an ox. His name is Jiao 狡, and his call is like a dog’s bark.
He normally appears in her realm with stalks of grain. What bird does she have?
His shape is like a pheasant and he is red. His name is Shengyu 胜遇. He eats
fish, sounds like “lu”, and normally appears with water.26
These characterizations are not perfect matches for the figures in the pictorial stones, but
the dog-like qualities of Jiao are reminiscent of the elongated muzzle seen on the ox-headed
figure in Xincheng M6 (2.18). The pheasant-like description of Shengyu may be related to the
feathered figure in the previous image. It is also possible that the figures have morphed since the
Shanhai jing’s compilation in the early Han dynasty.
Another kneeling and winged figure appears on a pictorial stone from the second century
(fig. 2.24). He levitates left of center, and while the outline of his head is not entirely clear (and
may even be a mask), his wings and posture resemble those of the floating chicken whose image
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appears between the toad and hare in the first-century pictorial stone discussed above. This
particular image is also important because the Queen Mother of the West is perched on a basinlike throne held aloft on a slender, curving stem. This perhaps is a manifestation of Kunlun昆仑,
a mythical mountain in the northwest that formed an axis mundi connecting heaven with earth
and that came to be conflated with the site of the deity’s immortal gardens in the Western
Paradise.27
The appeal of fantastical attendants in Shandong during the Eastern Han period and their
subsequent transmission to the Hexi Corridor in the Wei-Jin period are still being pieced
together, but findings in Shanxi province suggest that they were present in central China and that
their semblance became more uniform during these years. An ox-headed figure, carved in stone
and found in an early second century tomb at Lishimamao 离石马茂, wears robes and is
standing in profile with his right hand raised to grasp a staff (fig. 2.25). The oval curve of his two
horns, his bearing, and his narrow, drawn-out muzzle closely resembles a brick-carved figure
that was excavated from another Wei-Jin tomb in the environs of Jiuquan, at Dandunzitan 单敦
子滩 (fig. 2.26). Stylistically, it is a close match to the ox-headed sentry by the miniature
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doorways on the screen walls in Wei-Jin burials at Jiuquan and Jiayuguan and also found at
Nanhuazhen 南华镇, Gaotai (fig. 2.27).28
The rapid spread and transformation of these hybrid attendants was no doubt facilitated
by movements of refugees fleeing to the Hexi Corridor, as described in Chapter I. As the hybrid
figures were transmitted through depictions in works of art they inhabited new environments and
fulfilled different positions, from waiting upon the Queen Mother of the West (in Shandong
depictions), to appearing in her gardens (in Shanxi), to fusing into a pair flanking a door and
often located under a que gateway with the notable absence of the Queen Mother of the West and
her paradise (in the Hexi Corridor).29 The new presentation of these figures in the Hexi Corridor
suggests that they have taken on a changed meaning, one perhaps related to the repeated
presentation of the que-framed gateways that encloses the hybrid figures and brick door panels at
Xincheng M1, M3, and M6.
Framing a Passage
Que watchtowers derived from tall buildings that first appeared during the Eastern Zhou
period when structures were constructed atop massive platforms, endowing their occupants with
the ability to survey the world from a superior position.30 As these were reshaped into free
standing towers in the Han dynasty, they became more closely associated with power and
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grandeur, and were often depicted with phoenixes (fenghuang 凤凰) alighting on them as
auspicious omens (fig. 2.28).31 By the third century the meanings of que went well beyond their
function as watchtowers; they were linked with magnificence and heavenly influence. Cui Bao
崔豹 (active 290-306), writing in the Western Jin period, reflected on the description and
meaning of the que:
The que is for viewing. In ancient times, every gate had two watchtowers in the
front, and these showed that it was a palace entrance. Above it, one could reside
and climbing it, one could see far away. Hence it was called a watchtower….
Above, it was all vermillion and white; below, it was painted with clouds,
immortals and spirits, unusual birds and strange beasts to express the four
directions.”32
This description corresponds to the brick que in the Jiuquan screen walls in several ways.
Cui says that the watchtowers mark a palace entrance. The hexagonal bricks forming the heavily
tiled roofs on the Jiuquan screen walls stand apart from the geometrical pattern on the rest of the
structure. Remnants of red paint have been found on these shapes as well, which follows Cui’s
account of vermillion above. Cui mentions fantastic creatures and directional animals. Many of
the screen walls have remnants of paintings with such heavenly creatures, but the ones on
Xincheng M6 are the best preserved. Bricks painted with two of the directional animals, a dragon
and a vermillion bird representing east and south respectively, are positioned above the tower
(fig. 2.29). Red birds, perhaps meant to represent the auspicious birds that were thought to be
attracted to such buildings, are on the triangular bricks to the side of the hexagons. Other
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fantastical animals are painted on shiner bricks to the side of the que. One features a winged and
hoofed feilian 蜚廉, and the other has a qilin 麒麟 identified by hooves, a single horn, and a
lion-like head.
At Xincheng, the que gates likewise frame a momentous threshold, indicated by ox- and
chicken-headed attendants, painted white tigers (symbol of the west and so associated with the
Queen Mother of the West) on some of the door panels, and guardians wearing red turbans (fig.
2.30). Que gateways had long been thought to mark entry to a celestial realm. The Chuci 楚辞
poetry anthology of the Warring States (Zhan Guo 战国) period (ca. 470-221 BCE) contains
references to the Changhe 阊阖 gate.33 Later it was referred to more literally as tianmen 天门,
“celestial gate.” This second term was inscribed beside an engraved tower pictured on an Eastern
Han stone sarcophagus unearthed at Guitoushan 鬼头山 in Sichuan province (fig. 2.31). Not
only do que frame the tianmen in this image, but there is also a leaping tiger, perhaps indicating a
westerly destination. The similar context at Jiuquan suggests that the miniature doorway framed
by que at Xincheng and, by extension, the doorways without que in the screen walls at
Xigoucun, signified entry to an immortal and celestial realm.
Recreating the cosmos and describing the terrestrial and celestial realms as well as
conduits connecting them through pictorial schemes were long-standing pursuits in Chinese
funerary art. In the Han and subsequent dynasties, disparate realms were organized in pictorial
zones as can be seen in various media including the funerary banner at Mawangdui and the Wu
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Liang Shrine.34 On the Mawangdui banner, the cosmos is arranged in hierarchical tiers (fig.
2.32). The underworld is at the bottom and includes an atlas figure standing atop a leviathan,
lifting a platform of sacrificial offerings above his head. The terrestrial world with the sacrificial
vessels and a depiction of the deceased, is in the middle. The celestial domain, heralded by the
Changhe gate (depicted by two upside-down T’s), encompasses the top. Throughout, entwined
dragons connect the three spheres.35 Three centuries later, the universe was organized using a
similar vertical formula in stone at the shrine of an Eastern Han period official, Wu Liang (78151 CE).36 Terrestrial images (chiefly scenes of historical allegories) were carved on the walls of
the shrine, while the Queen Mother of the West and King Father of the East presided above in
the gables. Images of celestial omens, meanwhile, represented the heavens and were unfurled
across the ceiling panels (fig. 2.33).37
The absence of the Queen Mother of the West on the screen walls at Jiuquan and
Xincheng directs focus to the miniature doors. Unlike earlier cosmic representations, and
somewhat counter-intuitively, this celestial gateway was positioned at the bottom of the screen
34
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wall, not at the top. Likewise, auspicious beasts were concentrated near the miniature doorways.
Furthermore, while the atlas figure in the underworld of the Mawangdui banner is found near the
bottom, similar figures on the screen walls appear at higher levels. The program becomes
increasingly simplified in the higher reaches of the wall, dissolving into a succession of
guardians, brackets, verandas, and plain bricks. This leads to the conclusion that in the Jiuquan
screen walls, the sectors of the universe are inverted. Heaven is positioned near the bottom, while
transitional zones with caryatids and opposing dragons are in the middle, and the terrestrial zones
with plain architectural features are at the top (fig. 2.34).
Reimagining the Cosmos
In addition to manipulating time, the inverted composition of the screen wall shifted
space. By placing the gateway near the base, the tower became a kinetic axis mundi, connecting
the deep subterranean world to an empyrean one, and holding the viewer between two
antithetical spheres. Inversion of an axis mundi was not a new idea. Kunlun was supposedly in
the shape of an upside-down ziggurat and was sometimes thought to be the site of the Changhe
gate and the tianmen.38 In the tomb, inverting the screen wall transported the viewer
(metaphorically, in the case of the patron monitoring construction or the mourner entering the
tomb as part of a funerary parade) from the subterranean realm to the celestial gate. A depiction
of a gate could not achieve this alone: height was essential.
As observed at the beginning of this chapter, height and ornament endowed objects with
ritual significance. Height demanded an investment of technology and material. High-rise
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buildings had a long history in China, but came into wide use in the Han dynasty for technical,
practical, and symbolic reasons related to power and ritual. Until the Eastern Han period, tall
structures were elevated on platforms of rammed earth. With few surviving early wood
structures, architectural development in China has been reconstructed through paintings and
models, many of which were found in tombs, and textual sources. The historian Sima Qian 司马
迁 (c. 145-86 BCE), described a Qin 秦 dynasty (221-206 CE) pavilion called a ge 阁, which
was elevated on tall rammed-earth platforms and linked suspended walkways, allowing the elite
to survey the domain below:
mansions, elevated walks, and fenced pavilions succeeded one another, all
filled with beautiful women and bells and drums that Qin had taken from the
feudal rulers.39
This association of high pavilions with wealth, status and dominance were transferred to
tall freestanding buildings by the end of the Western Han period. At this time, sophisticated
mortise and tenon techniques were used to support multiple stories, each successively smaller
than the one below.40 As civil wars roiled much of China in the third century, the nobility
incorporated watchtowers into their increasingly fortified estates.41 In a poem written in 214
when the armies of his father, Cao Cao, were struggling to subdue and unify the country, Cao
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Zhi 曹植 (192-232) associated the watchtower with a reprieve from corporal suffering and
desire:
These soaring towers rise over a hundred feet,
I look through the lattice and lean on the balustrade.
The view stretches out for a thousand leagues around,
From dawn to dusk I watch the level plain.
So many sad hearts among these ardent knights,
Only the mean man cares for selfish pleasures.42
The Jiuquan tombs incorporate these layered meanings by combining height with
architectural ornamentation in the screen wall. Multiple stories of a tower are represented with
carved-brick brackets, verandahs, and other patterns in all the large-scale tombs of Xigoucun and
Xincheng. Brackets are the most frequently repeated architectural element (fig. 2.35). In most of
the tombs, horizontal bands interspersed with brackets are separated by a section of bricks
(between three and five layers) in running bond. Xincheng M1, M6, and M7 have registers of
header bricks interspersed with spaces to evoke verandahs, a technique also used in Xigoucun
M6 (fig. 2.36).
Xincheng M1’s screen wall also features the God of Thunder grasping a drum and mallet.
That image appears between the que towers and on top of the miniature door. Above him a pair
of opposing dragons bare their teeth (fig. 2.37). The tower continues to follow a pattern of
alternating carved-brick guardians figures, brackets and plain-faced bricks, many with remnants
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of paint from images that have since flaked off.43 One of the most curious images in the screen
walls, seen also in some of the front chambers, is a bovine figure in high relief, front legs held
aloft to expose full breasts and a swelling belly (fig. 2.38). The identity and meaning of this
figure is unknown, but it is clear that it is part of a careful organization of architectural and
figurative motifs that is intrinsic to the inversion of the screen wall.
The Rise and Decline of the Screen Wall
Screen walls from the late Eastern Han period tombs of the Yang clan burials near
Tongguan Diaoqiao (discussed in Chapter I) chronicle the struggle to visualize this new concept.
On all three of the screen walls from the tombs that have been published (out of the original
group of seven that were excavated), carved bricks emulate wooden architectural forms. In
contrast to their cruder counterparts around Jiuquan, these are refined and readily recognizable as
brackets, columns and lattice, but the relative positions and scale of the features is perplexing.
The screen wall of Tongguan Diaoqiao M2, believed to be the earliest tomb and the one
belonging to the family patriarch, incorporates carved columns and brackets (fig. 2.39.1).
Swathes of diamond-shaped patterns and rounded header bricks are similar to those seen in the
high reaches of the intact screen walls at Jiuquan. A framed niche resembling a doorway is
placed in the same location as the tianmen in the Jiuquan screen walls, along the midline just
above the arched entry leading to the chambers. The area above it sustained heavy damage, but a
pair of columns with brackets is still intact in the top section. The width of the screen wall
43
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broadens near the top, making the already stout structure appear even more compressed.44 Given
the lack of identifying imagery, it is difficult to recognize the door as a tianmen or to identify the
realm to which the columns belong.
By comparison, the proportions in the well-preserved screen wall of Tongguan Diaoqiao
M6 are severely distorted, yet this may have helped to clarify the representation of the cosmos to
the viewer. A colossal two-tier, four-armed bracket standing about eighty centimeters in height
dominated the area above the arch (fig. 2.39.2).45 The medial placement is startling because
brackets as a rule rested upon columns that framed bays and entryways. Here, the bracket
becomes an impediment, blocking the visual path of access to the tianmen. The bracket very
closely resembles those seen in a series of chambers at the late second century CE tomb at Yi’nan
沂南, which in the front and middle chambers of the tomb are believed to represent both Kunlun
and an axis mundi, connecting earth to heaven, and helping the deceased make the journey from
the underworld to the celestial realm (fig. 2.40).46 If this is the intention in the Tongguan
Diaoqiao tomb, however, it still obstructs the viewer’s line of sight and the potential ascent of a
soul to the tianmen, perched high above and surrounded by four graceful que. Even the elegance
of this top structure is undermined by its remoteness and by the weight of the gargantuan bracket
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below. Like M2, the structure is wider at the top than at the bottom, though here the crisp angles
make it appear deliberate.
Tongguan Diaoqiao M7 is similarly wide at the top and narrow at the bottom; however,
while the edges in M2 are haphazard and uneven, the regimented shape in M7 is similar to the
geometric tapering that was standard in real-life towers (though reversed).47 Also in M7, the
column is discarded, and the small que-framed tianmen is located close to the base of the
structure (fig. 2.39.3). Unlike the distant and superior complex in M6, the tianmen just above the
arch ensures that it is visible to the viewer standing at the bottom of the ramped corridor. This,
along with its central placement and the juxtaposition of the que’s vertical towers against strong
horizontal patterns (lattice diamond and round eaves), draws attention to the tianmen and makes
it the focal point despite its diminutive size.
Within the Hexi Corridor, the screen walls of Foyemiaowan near Dunhuang provide an
excellent point of comparison for the Jiuquan screen walls since they are roughly
contemporaneous and there are numerous surviving examples. Additionally, the Foyemiaowan
screen walls attempt to balance a cumbersome bracket in the lower section with a tianmen in the
upper reaches (fig. 2.41). Like Tongguan Diaoqiao M6, the bottom section of the Foyemiaowan
screen walls all feature a large bracket and column structure in center of the wall just above the
arch (fig. 2.42). One has the God of Thunder in the center and below him a clue about the
meaning of this outsized structure is embedded in the bracket: two small bricks, carved and
painted as a sheng 胜, the ornament with a circular center and two flanged wings that was the
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jade headdress of the Queen Mother of the West (fig. 2.43).48 Mentioned in the same passage of
the Shanhai jing that describes her hybrid attendants, the sheng was frequently included in Han
dynasty depictions of the Queen Mother of the West (fig. 2.44).49 Its inclusion on the column is
interesting because, like the chicken- and ox-headed attendants at the tianmen in the Jiuquan
screen walls, this feature (which is also positioned in the same location on the screen wall as the
tianmen at Jiuquan) is likewise a reference to the Queen Mother of the West even though she is
not depicted explicitly.
M133 is the only screen wall that is fully intact at Foyemiaowan, and (as seen in pictures
from the archaeological report) in the highest decorative register, just below the herringbone
pattern, it features two pairs of que framing a tianmen (fig. 2.45). The outer set of que enclose
human sentries in the places occupied by the chicken- and ox-headed figures at Xincheng (fig.
2.46). Just above the panels of the door, which are painted with the white tigers of the west as the
tianmen doors are at Jiuquan, the familiar hybrid chicken- and ox-headed guardians appear in
tiny form on either side of a lattice pattern (fig. 2.47). The placement of the tianmen at the top,
however, means that in a tall, dim airshaft (reaching 7.4 meters), it would be invisible to the
viewer standing at the bottom. It is conceivable that the additional celestial element, the columns
and brackets designated as heavenly by the sheng, were placed at the bottom of the screen wall
as a kind of ladder or guidepost to help an ascending soul scale the tower and reach the tianmen,
but the effect is lost on the viewer standing below in the vestibule.
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It is also possible that as in the Jiuquan screen walls, the Queen Mother of the West
herself is not depicted because her associated iconography was borrowed to assimilate new
concepts of the afterlife. This is substantiated by the fact that the Foyemiaowan screen walls
combine conventional Chinese symbols of immortality and paradise with novel ones. Above and
around the bracket and column, the screen wall is divided into a grid, framing paintings on shiner
bricks (fig. 2.48). Most of the paintings depict directional animals, immortal deer, two headed
birds, and other omens commonly associated with the celestial realm. Yet, most of the intact
screen walls also features a Han dynasty general and Gansu native who fought the Xiongnu, Li
Guang 李广 (d. 113 BCE), shooting an arrow from a galloping horse (fig. 2.49).50 Another
repeated motif is the legendary qin 琴 player Bo Ya 伯牙 and his attentive listener-companion
Zi Qi 子棋, who together embodied ideals of reciprocity in friendship and came to represent
immortality (fig. 2.50).51 Even more fascinating is the occasional depiction of a white elephant,
a symbol of Buddhism and an explicit connection between the screen wall and the new belief
system that was entering China (fig. 2.51).52
Additional screen walls have been found in tombs as far west as Qinghai 青海 and
Xinjiang, yet by far the greatest concentration was in the Wei-Jin tombs in the Hexi Corridor.53
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None adhere to a common program, however, or demonstrate a unified style to the extent seen at
each Jiuquan and Dunhuang.54 Moreover, screen walls were built for only a brief historical
period, flourishing in the Wei-Jin period, declining in the following decades when they became
shorter and undecorated, and disappearing altogether from tomb construction by the fifth
century. As a case in point, the tomb Dingjiazha M5 located about three kilometers from the
Xigoucun tombs and dated between the late fourth and mid-fifth centuries, has only a squat and
minimally decorated screen wall.55 The demise and ultimate disuse of a feature that is so
distinctive and prevalent in Wei-Jin tombs is intriguing, especially since the innovative
composition would persist in Buddhist cave temples.
Buddhist concepts (artistic and metaphysical) were inherently alien to Chinese people of
the Han dynasty, who interpreted and applied the foreign concepts by grafting them onto familiar
constructs, worldviews, cosmology, and art.56 Over the course of the Han dynasty, the cult of
immortality surrounding the Queen Mother of the West converged with Buddhism, which was
54
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first introduced to China in the second and first centuries BCE. This process took place in diverse
forums, but one of the most pivotal was the tomb. Carvings on the stone column from Yi’nan
show the blending of the two belief systems. Along the top register of the column are carvings of
the King Father of the East, a Buddha-like figure, the Queen Mother of the West, and another
Buddha-like figure. Below them is a menagerie of fantastic beasts. What is significant is that the
Buddha-like figures occupy the same uppermost plane as the Queen Mother of the West and
King Father of the East, and are shown frontally, not in profile, indicating equal iconic status
(fig. 2.52).57
Similarly, the Foyemiaowan tombs combine images associated with the Queen Mother of
the West (the sheng, the chicken- and ox-headed figures) with white elephants. While the
Jiuquan tombs do not incorporate Buddhist imagery such as elephants or lotus flowers, these
were used in other tombs in the area.58 As Buddhist motifs were adopted piecemeal into tombs
in the Hexi Corridor as well as other places in China, Buddhist practice and thought were
spreading throughout northern China and growing in Jiuquan during the Wei-Jin period. Before
the fall of the Han dynasty in 220, the average number of Buddhist texts translated into Chinese
was 2.5 per year. In the Wei-Jin period, it rose to 9.4 works annually. During this same time, the
number of Buddhist establishments in the two cities of Chang’an and Luoyang grew to one
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The lotus is in the Han dynasty tomb at Wuwei Leitai and at a Wei-Jin tomb near Jiuquan.
Gansusheng bowuguan, "Wuwei Leitai Han mu," 99.
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hundred eighty with clergy numbering more than three thousand.59 Jiuquan’s placement along
the Hexi Corridor made it a major thoroughfare for Buddhist ideas, and Dharmaraksa (Zhu Fahu
竺法护; c. 230-308), one of Buddhism’s most eminent and prolific translators, was active in both
Jiuquan and the Chinese heartland in the Western Jin period.60
That a Buddha is not seen in the Jiuquan tombs is not surprising; the earliest known
Buddhist icon in China is dated to 338, between thirty and one hundred years after the
construction of the tombs.61 Given the circulation of Buddhist ideas in the Hexi Corridor
however, it is intriguing that the Queen Mother of the West is absent from the screen walls at
Jiuquan and at Foyemiaowan, raising questions about the visual articulation of inherently
unfamiliar concepts introduced via Buddhism, and how these might have manifested on screen
walls by using the visual vocabulary of the cult of the Queen Mother of the West.
Erik Zürcher describes the third century as a time of “archaic translations” of Buddhist
texts, characterizing them as drawing upon stylistic and terminological features, rather than
imparting concepts or absorbing systems of thought and and practices.62 Perhaps this is the case
with the tianmen on the screen walls, or even the screen walls themselves, and they were meant
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Wright, Buddhism in Chinese History, 40-41.
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Dharmaraksa was born and reared in Dunhuang, and was of the Yuezhi ethnicity. Albert E.
Dien, "Encounters with Nomads," in Monks and Merchants: Silk Road Treasures from
Northwest China, ed. Annette L. Juliano and Judith A. Lerner (New York: Harry N. Abrams,
with the Asia Society, 2001), 61. He is credited with introducing Mahayana Buddhism through
his translations at least by 286. Wright, Buddhism in Chinese History, 35.
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This Buddhist icon is in the collection of the San Francisco Museum of Art.
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Erik Zürcher, "Buddhist Influence on Early Taoism: A Survey of Scriptural Evidence,"
T'oung Pao 66, no. 1/3 (1980): 86-98.
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to give form to new concepts of immortality that were fascinating but not yet understood. If so,
the most important aspect of the screen wall is not the use of chicken- and ox-headed figures
(which may have been chosen because they were not the most recognized among the entourage
of the Queen Mother of the West), but the innovative position of the tianmen low on the wall to
allow it to form a direct connection with the viewer. Earlier art forms in China, even when
depicting an deity such as the Queen Mother of the West in an iconic form, had not experimented
with height on the scale of the screen walls. Images on tympanums in tombs or in shrines are still
visible to viewers in a way that they are not in a dark airshaft. In order to represent the cosmos
using both height and ornament, a different organization was necessary.
Even though a survey of screen wall décor in the Hexi Corridor reveals that a cohesive
compositional design using an iconic placement of the miniature door coalesced at Jiuquan, this
does not mean that the idea sprang from thin air. The basic formula had already matured in
works of Indian Buddhist art and may have provided models (fig. 2.53). A stupa casing from
Andhar Pradesh, India, the iconic figure of the historical Buddha stands in a doorway positioned
near the base of the structure. Relative to the kneeling disciples below and standing acolytes on
either side, however, the Buddha is elevated.63 This spatial plan was transmitted from India
through Central Asia and to China, as seen in the development of cave temples along the Silk
Roads in the fourth through eighth centuries, but portable votive pieces may have reached China
in the Han dynasty or Wei-Jin period and influenced the composition of screen walls. It is
possible that the technique seen on the Jiuquan screen walls was the result of a convergence of
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Denise Patry. Leidy, The Art of Buddhism: An Introduction to its History and Meaning
(Boston: Shambhala, 2008), 27-29.
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Buddhist influence with Chinese precedents. After all, Cui Bao’s description of a que
watchtower discussed earlier in this chapter, states that the tops of the towers are “all vermillion
and white” while “below, it was painted with clouds, immortals and spirits, unusual birds and
strange beasts to express the four directions,” suggesting that, at the very least, people in China
had begun experimenting with bringing the heavenly realm within view when decorating tall
towers.
While the screen wall fell out of use in the early Sixteen Kingdoms, the compositional
device of inversion continued to be used in Buddhist devotional imagery in Jiuquan, as seen in
portable stone votive sutras and pagoda pillars carved during the Northern Liang dynasty (398489). A Xiongnu power, the Northern Liang established its capital at Guzang 姑臧 (modernday Wuwei), and Buddhist thought and art flourished under its royal patronage. In the votive
stupa from Jiuquan, Buddhas occupy a succession of niches in the middle strata, above inscribed
texts but below spires that represent the top of the stupa, which is congruent with the location
occupied by the tianmen in the screen walls (fig. 2.54). In the votive stupa, carving the icon in
the middle tier makes practical sense because the picture plane is larger. On the votive pagoda,
however, there is no compelling aesthetic reason not to have the icon at the apex, except that the
placement aligns with other devotional images, such as those in Buddhist cave temples like the
Mogao cave temples (Mogao shiku 莫高石窟) outside of Dunhuang, where icons are placed in
the central pillar and slightly elevated so that they can perform their roles of connecting with
devotees practicing circumambulation and visualization (fig. 2.55).64
64

The central pillar and surrounding art in cave temples were not passive adornments; they
activated specific religious rituals such as visualization, circumambulation, prayer, and
meditation. Abe, "Art and Practice in a Fifth-Century Chinese Buddhist Cave Temple."
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Historical events ensured that the inversion technique spread quickly from the Hexi
Corridor to the Chinese heartland. In 439, after a prolonged siege on Jiuquan, the Tuoba Xianbei
that had founded the Northern Wei dynasty conquered the Northern Liang and forcibly
transported most of the population more than one thousand seven hundred miles to their capital
city of Pingcheng 平城. Monks and craftsmen were part of the relocation, and they conveyed
doctrine, religious items, and art to the Chinese heartland. A few decades later, many were
conscripted by the Northern Wei rulers to begin work on a massive complex of Buddhist cave
temples just outside of Pingcheng at Yungang 云岗.65 At Yungang, as at Dunhuang, the
principal deities were not positioned in the highest reaches of the temple. A combination of size
and central placement ensured that icons were visible to the devotee (fig. 2.56).
Certain architectural features that were originally used in screen walls also appeared at
Dunhuang and Yungang, and even further afield at the Kizil (Kezi’erxiang 克孜尔乡) caves in
Xinjiang.66 These include situating icons of Bodhisattvas above eaves and within que gateways,
accompanied by standing sentries in the position where the chicken- and ox-headed figures were
seen in the Jiuquan screen walls (fig. 2.57). In addition, the miniature door at times appeared and
morphed into a clerestory aperture, conveying images of redemption from the chamber beyond
(fig. 2.58). Ultimately, the screen walls in the Jiuquan tombs provided a creative solution to the
compositional dilemma presented by the need to represent the celestial realm as both elevated
65

For the direct influence of the Northern Liang on the Northern Wei caves at Yungang, see
Alexander Coburn Soper, "Northern Liang and Northern Wei in Kansu," Artibus Asiae 21
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For how balconies separate heaven and earth in Northern Wei caves at Kizil caves, see Angela
F. Howard, "In Support of a New Chronology for the Kizil Mural Paintings," Archives of Asian
Art 44 (1991): 74.
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and attainable. The formula continued to be utilized and developed outside of the tomb and in
Buddhist cave temples where they propelled believers toward the divine.
Parting Ways: The Tianmen and Arched Entry to the Chambers
Returning to the vestibule in front of the screen wall in the Jiuquan tombs, it is apparent
that this is a critical junction in the tomb and that the tianmen is intended as a passageway for an
ascending soul. The entry’s placement under the screen wall underscores its importance in the
tomb program, as do the curved bands of bricks that magnify the arch’s size in each of the
Jiuquan tombs. To an upright person, this passageway is navigable, but constricted and awkward.
Perhaps this was to remind mourners that they were merely attendants and that their stay in the
chambers was to be temporary. The height and shape of the arched entry, however, easily
accommodates a recumbent body, accentuating its role as the passage to the chambers and final
resting place of the corpse.
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Chapter III. Mapping the Inner Courtyard and Outer Region

In each of the tombs, the short passageway leading from the vestibule at the foot of the
screen wall into the front chamber is narrow and constricted, compelling visitors to enter singlefile and hunched over.1 As they emerge from the corridor, they step down onto a lowered floor
and, above, the ceiling rises into a fudou shape that reaches a height of more than three meters
(fig. 3.1). The sudden expansion of vertical space is startling. Around the sides of the room, the
careful arrangement of brick architecture, burial goods, and paintings map a space that far
exceeds the confines of the surrounding walls and establishes a realm that encompasses the
central courtyard and surrounding manor of the deceased, distant farms and pastures of an estate,
and even unpopulated wilderness areas.2 The architecture and paintings are in fair condition, but
most burial goods have eroded or been disturbed, damaged, or stolen. Few pieces survive of what
originally would have been requisite props, implements, and provisions for the afterlife. What
can be elicited from the remaining goods, however, reveals how they contributed to the original
program.

1

In the Xincheng tombs, the measurements (in centimeters) for the passageway leading to the
front chamber are as follows: length: 68 in the case of M2, but in the other seven tombs it ranges
from 100 to 120; height 112 to 126; width: 90 to 96. Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, 18. The dimensions in the
Xigoucun tombs are comparable.
2

Wu Hung notes that, in describing tomb architecture, scholars commonly overlook the fact that
“an underground chamber frequently ‘reverses’ an aboveground model through transforming
exterior surfaces into an interior space.” The Art of the Yellow Springs: Understanding Chinese
Tombs, 14 and 49.
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The space created in the front chambers of the tombs expands both vertically and laterally.
The architecture of the floor and ceiling, along with certain burial goods, establish a vertical
course that defines the first chamber not as the reception hall of the deceased, as is commonly
supposed, but as an outdoor courtyard with the sky above.3 At the same time, varying
formations of brick that frame the paintings on the four walls, coupled with what can be assumed
to be the original placement of burial goods, extend the space laterally to include halls and
sleeping quarters, peripheral areas of the estate essential to its function, and the surrounding
farmland, grasslands, and wilderness. Some tombs have a middle chamber, and these focus
primarily on the social status and material wealth of the tomb occupants.
Providing for the comfort and safety of a dwelling soul was a central concern of Han
dynasty burials. Tomb interiors sought to re-create what the occupants may have enjoyed in life,
but in sanitized and idealized form, and this is quite clearly the purpose of the front and middle
chambers at Jiuquan. The focus of this chapter is how architecture, burial goods, and paintings
work in concert to define space in the front and middle chambers. The significance of these
artistic models, how they relate to beliefs about life and death and why new ways of
conceptualizing and representing space originated at Jiuquan in the Wei-Jin period, are discussed
in Chapter IV.

3

The excavation report concludes that the chambers represent the manor of the deceased.
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, 17.
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Vertical Space: Floor and Ceiling
In the front chambers, the vertical relationship between the floor and ceiling is established
by architectural features and certain burial goods, which together define the central space of the
room as a courtyard. The floors in the front chambers of the tombs are recessed, and there is a
raised platform along one or more walls (fig. 3.2). In many tombs, there is evidence of a model
water well embedded in the recessed floor. Above, the upper sections of walls appear to
represent a roof ridge and accompanying decorations, while an inset caisson the apex of the
ceiling symbolizes heaven.
The front chambers of all of the multi-chambered tombs at Xigoucun and Xincheng have
floors set about thirty centimeters below the rest of the tomb. Like the floors at the base of the
screen walls and other chambers, these are paved with square brick tiles decorated in relief with
“flame-piercing-jade disk,” a celestial and auspicious design (fig. 3.3). Some of the tiles feature
abstract spade-like decorations while the sides of others are decorated with images of the four
directional animals. A narrow platform, tiled in the same manner as the floor, runs the length of
the rear wall in all the tombs and, in some tombs, extends along one or both side walls to form a
U- or L-shape.
Recessed floors appear in only a few Wei-Jin tombs outside of Jiuquan and, with the
exception of musing that the gain in height facilitated certain rituals, their significance has been
overlooked.4 In combination with other elements on the floor and ceiling, they appear to
represent the front courtyard of a manor. For millennia, the courtyard was the building block of
4

A vague reference to a ritual function is made in Dien, Six Dynasties Civilization, 126.
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public and residential architecture.5 The open spaces were bound by timber-framed structures
mounted upon elevated bases (jieji 阶基), not unlike the raised platform in the front chamber of
each of the Jiuquan tombs (fig. 3.4).6
This floor structure, which is consistent in the first chambers of Jiuquan tombs, is also seen
at the Digengpo tomb near Gaotai, discussed in Chapter I. The Digengpo tomb recreated
architectural structures in remarkable detail using carved earth. The floor of the front chamber is
lower than the corridors and rear chamber, though the difference is not as marked as in the
Jiuquan tombs. The gentler transition between the front chamber and other parts of the Digengpo
tomb may be due to the fact that the front chamber at Digengpo represents both exterior and
interior space, as indicated by the detailed portico with columns supporting a combination of
brackets, tie beams, and architrave (fig. 3.5). This illustrates an entryway that leads to a highly
detailed recreation of a hall with gabled roof, interior columns, inverted v-shaped braces (cha
shou 叉手), longitudinal brackets (linggong 令栱), purlins (ping tuan 平槫), rafters (chuan 椽)
and tie beam (zhu tou fang 柱头方; fig. 3.6). Recessed floors with platforms, similar to those in
the Jiuquan tombs, also appear in the nearby Luotuocheng chambered brick tombs that seem to
be modeled on the Jiuquan tombs. M1 has a platform around all four sides of the front chamber.
M2 has an unusual four-chamber layout. A rectangular room with barrel vault ceiling is on either

5

In the same way that a spirit road is formed by a pair of que towers on either side, the
courtyard is an essential element of Chinese architecture that is defined by what surrounds it.
6

Such courtyards date back to the early Shang 商 dynasty (ca. 1600-ca. 1100 BCE). Fu and
Weng, "Survey: Chinese Traditional Architecture," 15.
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end, and two square chambers with fudou ceilings and recessed floors with platforms on one side
are in the middle (fig. 3.7).7
The recessed-floor-with-platform structure is not seen at Foyemiaowan, where most of the
tombs have level flooring throughout, though M133, a two-chambered tomb, has a floor pattern
that does not conform to either model. In this tomb, the entry passageway and front chamber are
lower than the rear passageway and chamber (fig. 3.8). Many of the single-chambered tombs at
Foyemiaowan do have a raised platform along the rear wall; however, they are fundamentally
different in form and in function compared to those seen at Jiuquan. The platforms are low, run
only along the center section of the rear wall (not along its entire length), and were flanked by
twin coffins of the husband and wife tomb occupants (fig. 3.9). Above them, the wall is painted
with a curtained canopy, indicating that the platform is an altar for offerings (gongtai 供台) and
the canopy encloses a “spirit seat” to be occupied by a dwelling soul of the deceased (fig. 3.10).
In the two-chambered tomb, M133, the spirit seat is set in a niche on a side wall (presumably
because the presence of a rear chamber prevented it from being positioned on the rear wall), but
the other features (in particular the height and depth of the platform, as well as the painted

7

The recessed floor is not mentioned in the report from the 1994 excavation, but was seen in
M1 by the author in a site visit in March 2015. The 2001 excavation report also describes
recessed floors and platforms in both tombs. Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo and
bowuguan, "Gansu Gaotaixian Luotuocheng muzang di fajue," 45-46. Regarding M2’s unusual
structure, the report speculates that the platform in the center rooms is a coffin platform, but
notes no remnants of a coffin were found. Given the fudou ceilings in the two central chambers
and the barrel vault ceilings in the two rooms that form the tomb’s extremities, I believe the tomb
represents an unusual face-to-face structure: the two square rooms in the center are modeled on
the front chambers of the Jiuquan tombs, and the coffins were in the outer chambers, which were
modeled on rear chambers at Jiuquan. The platform was probably intended to border a courtyard,
and was put on the side to avoid an awkward transition to the next room, but it is possible it is a
“spirit seat” like those at Foyemiaowan, as discussed below.
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curtain pavilion on the wall behind) remain the same as in the other tombs (fig. 3.11). Such spirit
seats were common in small and medium-sized chamber graves of the Han dynasty.8
There are fewer Han dynasty precedents for the Jiuquan tomb combination of recessed
floor and raised platform, but those that exist conform to the overall design of a courtyard. One is
a tomb dated to 151 CE and found at Cangshan 苍山, Shandong province. Like the Jiuquan
tombs, only the floor in the front chamber is recessed (fig. 3.12). The room is accessed through
two bays, defined by carved-brick columns that resemble a gateway to a courtyard. Additionally,
a narrow platform runs along the back and two sides of the room in the shape of the character “
凹” (ao).9
A tomb of carved limestone at Changli 昌梨 reservoir in Jiangsu 江苏 province and
dated to the late second century also exhibits a lowered floor. Like the Cangshan tomb, it has a
carved gateway entry coupled with a column planted in the center of the room that divides the
space into two sections: front to back and side to side (fig. 3.13).10 The column’s octagonal shaft
is carved with auspicious designs that include figures wearing long robes and paying obeisance,
birds with impressive plumage, and lozenge patterns (fig. 3.14). As discussed in Chapter II,
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Wu Hung, The Art of the Yellow Springs: Understanding Chinese Tombs, 68. Similar painted
canopies that include portraits of the tomb occupants have been found at the Dingjiazha tombs at
Jiuquan and at several locations on the Korean Peninsula. Ibid., 38 and 70-73. For specifics on
the gongtai at Foyemiaowan, see Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang
Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin huaxiang zhuanmu, 9 and 35.
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Zhang Qihai, "Shandong Cangshan Yuanjia yuan nian huaxiang shi mu," Kaogu 2 (1975): 125.
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The date of the tomb is 105 CE at the earliest, but because of stylistic features of burial goods,
it was determined to date from the end of the second century and the late Eastern Han period.
Nanjing bowuguan, "Changli shuiku Han mu qun fajue jianbao," Wenwu 12 (1957): 36 and 40.
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pillars with elaborate imagery may have acted as an axis mundi and positioned the center of the
tomb propitiously within the cosmos.11 Since columns were common within building interiors,
however, their presence alone does not suggest an exterior space, but when combined with a gate
structure in front or positioned on or near a platform around a recessed floor, they can indicate an
exterior setting or a transition from exterior to interior.
The recessed floors and raised platforms found in the front chamber of the Jiuquan tombs
are suggestive of a courtyard, but without columns and porticos. The construction at Jiuquan
lacks the level of detail seen at Digengpo, Cangshan, and Changli that makes it easy to
distinguish exterior from interior spaces, but another feature, water wells, is an important clue
that a courtyard, not the interior of a hall or other building, is what is being represented. Wells
were a common mingqi in Han dynasty tombs (fig. 3.15). Those found in the Jiuquan tombs are
distinctive, however, because instead of freestanding models, they were constructed of basic
ceramic elements and embedded into the recessed floor (3.16).
The well of Xigoucun M5 was found in the southeast corner of the front chamber (fig.
3.17). It was fashioned by burying a ceramic urn (weng 瓮) and placing a square tile with flamepiercing-jade-disk design over the jar’s exposed mouth. The tile had a large hole cut in the center
and, on top of this, a small ceramic jar was placed. Xigoucun M7 had a well of nearly identical
position and fabrication (figs. 3.18 and 3.19). The buried urns that acted as underground wells in

11

See Chapter IV, “Cosmology and the Journey to the Sacred Center in the Yi’nan Tomb” in
Thompson, "The Yi'nan Tomb: Narrative and Ritual in Pictorial Art of the Eastern Han (25-220
CE)," 152-84. Thompson argues that the pair of columns in the front and middle chamber of the
Yi’nan tomb act as two sections of a single axis mundi, with the front one being earthly and the
middle celestial. Also see note 46 in Chapter II, above.
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M5 and M7 both have a broad mouth, defined lip area, constricted neck and generous shoulders.
The areas above the shoulders are burnished and the belly of the urns are ornamented with fine
rope and bow marks. Both vessels are comparable in size, measuring about forty-five centimeters
tall.12 Additionally, M7’s urn was found to contain a diminutive bucket made of bronze (fig.
3.20). The bucket, which is stands a mere four centimeters high, has a tubular body that swells
slightly around the belly. There are two holes along the rim into which rings holding a bridgeshaped handle are inserted.
In M6, the two-chambered tomb without paintings, a complete well was not found, but a
large ceramic jar was discovered half-buried in the gravel of the southeast corner (fig. 3.21).13
Although the overall shape of the vessel in M6 is similar to the well receptacles in M5 and M7,
its decorative pattern featured scallops and bowstrings in relief (fig. 3.22). This vessel was also
significantly larger than the two at M5 and M7, measuring seventy-two centimeters tall.14
Several wells were either recorded or described in the course of the Xincheng excavations,
though some were in fragments while others may have been destroyed.15 In Xincheng M1, an
urn with a shape and scallop-and-bowstring design similar to the one in Xigoucun M6 was found
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The excavation report grouped both well vessels under one style and determined that they
were typical examples of Han dynasty ceramics. Zhao Wucheng and Ma Jianhua, "Gansu
Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao," 14 and 36.
13

The archaeological report explains that the state of burial goods in M6 was in disarray due to
disturbance by thieves. Ibid., 13.
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Because of the decorations, this vessel was classified under a different style than the wells in
M5 and M7. Ibid., 14-15.

15

Disparity in the degree of preservation across the eight tombs makes it difficult to confirm
that wells existed in all of the tombs.
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inserted into the floor at the southeast corner of the first chamber, next to the platform (fig. 3.23).
Xincheng M6 had a well positioned east of the center of the room, also next to the platform
along the east wall (fig. 3.24). Made of earthenware, its style is distinctive. It has a square mouth
with two small holes in the lip, a flat foot, and a body that is undecorated except for three
characters, “wang a chu” 王阿初. A second ceramic vessel that was identified as a well and also
found in the front chamber of M6 has a peculiar form with a flat foot, wide bottom, tapered
middle and square mouth (fig. 3.25). On the lip are two symmetrical holes that probably
accommodated a handle.16
Three well fragments were found on the floor of M7 (one was in the vestibule and the other
two near the northwest corner of the front chamber), but their original shape and position,
including whether they had been implanted in the floor, remain unclear. A second urn was
discovered in the southeast corner next to the platform at the rear of the room (fig. 3.26). It was
buried under the floor and crowned by a tile with a square opening cut out of it, similar to the
urns capped by tiles with holes found in Xigoucun M5 and M7. The northeast corner of M8, an
unpainted tomb, also had a buried urn, but the details of its shape and position were not recorded.
The capping of these vessels with square tiles that have round openings mimics the
common shape of wells in which a square frame topped a round base. Such shapes are seen not
only in Han dynasty mingqi, but also are illustrated in a painting on a brick in one of the Jiuquan
tombs (fig. 3.27). It shows a servant pulling a rope attached to the well, preparing to draw water
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It measures twenty-two centimeters in height. Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui,
and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, 38.
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and fill a waiting urn behind him, and is strategically placed on the east side of the south corner
of Xigoucun M7 directly above the position of the earthenware well embedded in the recessed
floor (fig. 3.28). The small jars on top of the tiles and the bucket seen in the Xigoucun tombs
probably illustrated the vessels used to scoop up water from the receptacle. Wells were a staple
feature of the courtyard in a residence, and their presence in the tomb floor signifies that the
space was to be interpreted as such, but additional evidence that the front chambers represent
courtyards can be seen in the ceiling structure.
In Xigoucun M5, the final stratum of the wall as it begins its transition to the ceiling is
made of soldiered bricks, and carved animal heads with blunt snouts, their lips drawn to bare
square teeth, thrust diagonally from the corners and into the room (fig. 3.29). The bricks in a
rowlock formation (a series of soldiered bricks) evoke the vertical pattern formed by tiles
crowning the ridge of a building, and the ferocity of the animal heads is similar to the chiwen 鸱
吻 sea-monster acroteria, ornaments flanging from the two ends of the ridge on top of the roof
that had first become widespread during the Han dynasty and then developed into new forms
during the Six Dynasties (fig. 3.30).17 Xigoucun M6 and M7 have comparatively straightforward
architectural designs and separate the top stratum of jade belt with a broad swath of running
bond. The soldiered brick and animal head structure is consistent, however, in the Xincheng
tombs, where it is seen in M1, M4, M5, M6, M7, and M8 (fig. 3.31).18
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Dien, Six Dynasties Civilization, 50.
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The presence of the carved animal heads cannot be confirmed in M2 and M3, but the latter
has a band of soldiered bricks.
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Above this section, the ceiling tapers into a fudou-shape in all the tombs (fig. 3.32). While
the term fudou literally means “over-turned dipper” its nearest equivalent in English is a frustum,
and is best described as a truncated pyramid. This type of ceiling essentially transforms a barrel
vault into a four-sided structure converging around a square at the apex. Although common in
tombs of this period, the symbolism surrounding it is not entirely clear. Some scholars suggest
that it resembles the interior ceiling structure of a hall with a hip-roof (wudianding 廡殿顶) or
hip-and-gable roof (xieshanding 歇山顶), but an in-depth study on fudou-shaped funerary
epitaphs links the shape to heaven and the alignment of celestial and terrestrial cosmic forces, as
well as to the development of the more resilient cloister vault (qionglong 穹窿) ceiling that
became common in later tombs of the Six Dynasties.19 The type of fudou used in the Jiuquan
tombs, in which the courses of brick building up the ceiling are aligned with the walls below,
creating diagonal joints extending from the corners, was common in the Han dynasty, and the
precise method used in the Jiuquan tombs is called diese 叠涩, which results in a stepped profile
(fig. 3.33).
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The architectural associations are explained in Dien, Six Dynasties Civilization, 60. An
examination of the meaning of fudou in epitaphs and the relation to tomb ceiling structure can be
found in Zhao Chao, "Shi, qionglongding mushi yu fudouxing muzhi--jian tan gudai muzang
zhong 'xiang tian di' di sixiang," Wenwu, no. 5 (1999): 73-75. Fudou-shaped ceilings were also
appropriated in the construction of Buddhist cave temples in following centuries. See Nancy
Shatzman Steinhardt, "From Koguryō to Gansu and Xinjiang: Funerary and Worship Space in
North Asia, Fourth to Seventh Centuries," in Between Han and Tang: Cultural and Artistic
Interaction in a Transformative Period, ed. Wu Hung (Wenwu, 2001), 184-86.
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In the Western Jin period, another type of ceiling structure, the cross joint (siyuxuanjinshi 四
隅券近室) became popular, this one with cross joints extending from the middle of each wall.
Zhong Yuanzhao and Chen Yangzheng, History and Development of Ancient Chinese
Architecture, 185; Dien, Six Dynasties Civilization, 79.
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At the pinnacle of the ceiling, the bricks frame a small square inset caisson called a
zaojing.21 In Xigoucun M6, this square area is filled in with a row of five plain bricks and
Xigoucun M7’s zaojing likewise has plain bricks but in a different formation with a partial brick
filling the center. The zaojing in Xigoucun M5 is adorned with a decorative element: a tile with
the flame-piercing-jade-disk pattern in relief.22 These zaojing stem from Han dynasty tomb
traditions and capped fudou ceilings because they signified a portal linking earth and heaven.23
In ensuing centuries, including within the Hexi Corridor, lotus flowers became a popular motif
for zaojing in tombs and Buddhist cave temples, and are even seen in the rear chamber of the
Eastern Han tomb at Wuwei Leitai (fig. 3.34). The fact that a lotus appears in another nearby
Wei-Jin tomb at Jiuquan, this one at Geda Shitan 疙瘩石滩, as well as the Western Jin tombs at
Foyemiaowan, means they would have been known as a motif in the Xigoucun and Xincheng
tombs (fig. 3.35). However, at all of the Jiuquan tombs, the artists or patrons chose either plain
bricks or a more traditional flame-piercing-jade motif, which also is found at Xincheng M6, M7,
and M8 (fig. 3.36).
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Zaojing is the most common term for the caisson in archaeological journals and books, but
other terms include longjing 龙井 and qijing 绮井. At times people writing in English use
tianjing but technically this refers to the “sky well” airshaft in tomb corridors, as described in
Chapter II.
22

It is not clear whether the zaojing in Xincheng M7 is decorated or plain brick.

23

For an examination of the discourse surrounding the zaojing in poetry and other texts in the
Han dynasty, the interpretation of the feature in the Foyemiaowan and Dingjiazha tombs, and its
subsequent transmission to Buddhist cave temples in the Hexi Corridor, see Beningson, 31-40,
139-44, and 163-76. The transmission of ceiling structures from Han tombs to early Six
Dynasties tombs in the Hexi Corridor and to later Koguryō kingdom tombs on the Korean
Peninsula is traced in Steinhardt, "Between Han and Tang: Cultural and Artistic Interaction in a
Transformative Period."
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Several of the zaojing at Jiuquan were found to have a pair of bronze hooks for hanging a
mirror, and two such mirrors were found in the Xincheng tombs, one in M4 and one in M8 (figs.
3.37 and 3.38). The border of the one from M4 has a sawtooth design, but the center has eroded.
M8’s mirror, meanwhile, is better preserved and has a legible inscription: “Wei zhi san gong” 位
至三公, commemorating the achievement of one of the three highest ranks of imperial court
officials. This kind of dedication seems to have been common in the Western Jin period and is
similar to a number of others that were found on mirrors excavated from tombs around
Luoyang.24
Bronze mirrors, the faces of which were burnished to a high sheen while the backs were
covered in auspicious designs encircling a knob that could be threaded, were valued everyday
objects. The inscription on the one excavated from M8 indicates that it was a commemorative
possession of the male occupant. It may originally have been intended as such and placed among
the occupants’ personal possessions or even in a coffin. Regardless, if these or other mirrors
were hung from the hooks in the zaojing they would have taken on a new significance within the
tomb, perhaps to ward off malevolent forces or as a symbol of longevity.25 Whatever the
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Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue
baogao, 33, see note 1 for information on the inscription.
25

Mirrors as symbols of longevity derive from their durable material, but such associations are
also dependent on their position within the tomb. Kenneth E. Brashier, "Longevity like Metal
and Stone: The Role of the Mirror in Han Burials," T'oung Pao 81, no. 4/5 (1995): 205, 14-29.
Mirrors have been found on corpses dating as early as 2000 BCE in the Shang dynasty and
proliferated in burials in the Eastern Zhou period. This tradition continued in the Hexi Corridor;
a mirror was found buried with a corpse at Foyemiaowan M37. Gansusheng wenwu kaogu
yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin huaxiang zhuanmu, 21. Mirrors were also believed
to ward off malign agents. Annette Juliano, "Possible Origins of the Chinese Mirror," Source:
Notes in the History of Art 4, no. 2/3 (1985). In the context of the ceiling, the protective capacity
of the mirrors seem a more logical match, while mirrors buried with corpses seem more likely to
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meaning, and perhaps because they could be blunt statements of wealth as well as enigmatic
talismans, mirrors became especially prevalent in northern burials in the late second century
through the Western Jin period.26
Lateral Space: Walls, Side Chambers, and Niches
In addition to establishing vertical connections between architecture and burial goods on
the floor and ceiling, the Jiuquan tombs made creative use of lateral space. Around the sides of
the front chamber architectural elements (walls, side chambers, and niches) work in concert with
burial goods and paintings to define the space as one that expands horizontally to encompass
main halls and multi-story buildings encircling the courtyard, the peripheral sheds and
storerooms of the surrounding estate, and the countryside and distant wilderness beyond. The
walls in the painted-brick tombs are slightly bowed, as was typical in post-Han dynasty tombs.27
Across the front chambers in the Jiuquan tombs, the walls follow the same general scheme with
three main sections (fig. 3.39). The first is a base of two to three layers of stretcher bricks in
running bond topped by a band of soldiered bricks in rowlock formation and around the recessed
parts of the floor up to with the height of the platform. The second section of the wall is the main
surface area, formed by a repeating pattern of three rows of stretcher bricks in running bond

be associated with longevity, but enduring symbols also commonly layer and embrace multiple
meanings. A
26

They have been found in nearly half of excavations. Dien, Six Dynasties Civilization, 262.
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Annette L. Juliano, Teng-Hsien: An Important Six Dynasties Tomb, vol. 37, Artibus Asiae.
Supplementum (Artibus Asiae Publishers, 1980), 18. Juliano, writing in 1980, placed the
introduction of bowed walls in the Western Jin period, but subsequent excavations, including
those of the Jiuquan tombs, have pushed the date of these features slightly earlier into the Wei
kingdom.
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topped with a jade belt configuration, all of which encircle the room.28 Many of the pairs of
soldier bricks that frame the shiner bricks with paintings are colored red and are joined by
paintings of intersecting diagonal lines with circular whorls or are decorated with clouds, birds,
and lion heads, all of which probably indicate architectural decorations (fig. 3.40). The third and
topmost section comprises one layer of jade belt that is separated from those below, either by a
wide belt of bricks in running bond or by one or more rows of header bricks that are cantilevered
so they extend partway into the room.
This wall configuration efficiently advances twin objectives of accommodating
architectural variations and emphasizing paintings. The jade belt creates scores of individual
planes for colored images and frames them so that, despite their small size, they are not
overshadowed by architectural features. The visual rhythm of the jade belt pattern remains
visually cohesive even when interrupted by side chambers and niches, the size and positions of
which vary from tomb to tomb.
The expansion of lateral space in the wall sections of the tombs is achieved through a
multi-layered web of associations between architecture, burial goods, and paintings. To analyze
these, I first look at the wall layout in tombs at Xigoucun and Xincheng and examine the use of
architecture and paintings on each wall. Since few burial goods remain and it is not possible to
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Tombs that have can be confirmed to have this structure are Xigoucun M5 and M7, as well as
Xincheng M3, M5, M6, and M7. Xigoucun M6, the unpainted tomb, has a different wall
structure, which will be discussed below. Based on photos of the partial walls, Xincheng M1
most likely follows the pattern. Because there are no diagrams of the cross section nor photos of
the complete walls in the partially excavated and subsequently sealed tombs of Xincheng M4 as
well as the unpainted tombs of M2 and M8, their wall structure cannot be determined with
certainty.
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reconstruct their full role in the tomb, I group such findings where relevant. Additionally,
Xigoucun M5 as well as Xincheng M3, M6, and M7 have middle chambers. Accessed through
an arched passageway similar to and positioned opposite the entry passageway, these chambers
are on the same level as the rest of the tomb and have a fudou that is usually lower than the
ceiling in the front chamber. Within these middle chambers, the vertical space is ambiguous.
Without a recessed floor, it is difficult to see the space as a courtyard. Some tombs, like
Xigoucun M5 and Xincheng M7, include the band of rowlock and animal heads, while others
lack one or both features. Given this, and considering the themes painted on the walls, the middle
chambers can be viewed an extension of lateral space.
Xigoucun Tombs
The front chamber of Xigoucun M5 has a large side chamber occupying the center of the
east wall, while the entrance to the middle chamber is positioned on the north wall.29 A small
niche with brick door panel is set into the west wall (fig. 3.41). Although the physical space of
the room is compact, it becomes expansive through the coordination of architecture and
paintings, which are often organized around side chambers and niches.30
The top stratum of jade belt is distinguished by an unusual formation of header bricks that
separates it from the rest of the wall below. These bricks are cantilevered, their ends forming an
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It measures 0.8 meters high, 1.0 meters long, and 1.8 meters wide.

30

The excavation report gives detailed descriptions of the subjects and layouts of paintings,
though not all have published pictures. For descriptions of paintings in the front chamber of M5,
see Zhao Wucheng and Ma Jianhua, "Gansu Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao," 2527.
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overhang that encircles the room, much like eaves (yan 檐) that are a key component of
traditional timber-framed architecture (fig. 3.42).31 A second layer of eaves is above the jade
belt, separating it from the band of soldiered bricks and carved-brick animal heads that mark the
transition to the ceiling (diagram 1.1). Together, these elements indicate that the courtyard is
surrounded by single-story halls with double eaves, similar to those depicted in later cave
paintings at Dunhuang (fig. 3.43).
On the east wall (to the visitor’s right upon entering the tomb), paintings between the eaves
render serene landscapes: a yurt nestling within a grove and a bird gliding above trees (diagram
1.1; fig. 3.44). Between these, soldiered and sailor bricks are painted with intersecting diagonal
lines and whorl patterns indicative of architectural patterns. Below the eaves, the paintings on the
main wall surface are arranged around the arched entry to the side chamber and detail domestic
pleasure and abundance. Kitchen shelves are stocked, vinegar ferments, three ladies dance with
fans, and a bevy of pheasants scurry purposefully across the yard (figs. 3.45 and 3.46).32
The north wall, opposite the entrance, accommodates the passageway leading to the middle
chamber (diagram 1.2). The imagery in this top layer is celestial and auspicious, depicting two of
the directional animals, the dragon and tiger, though the latter is red, not white as a is customary
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Photos or legible renderings of the interior of Xigoucun M5 are non-existent, but the header
bricks acting as eaves can be seen in pictures of the Xincheng tombs. Refer to the bottom of figs.
3.31, below the animal head, as well as figs. 3.99, on the walls flanking the upper part of the
arch.
32

Such pheasants, perhaps descendants of those pictured, are still common in the tomb environs.
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for a directional feline (fig. 3.47).33 The position of the animals around the door to the middle
chamber may also advise a dwelling soul that this tomb is well situated in the cosmos; straying
from it may be foolhardy. On the main section of the wall below the second set of eaves, there
are only six bricks, which are arranged in three rows around the entry to the passageway. Two
bricks on the east side depict women, and the others show farming: men and women sowing
seeds, piles of grain, and a man sweeping dirt over seeds. One brick on the bottom row shows a
man with a herding stick.
Continuing to the west wall, the space between the two sets of eaves is filled with brickcarved columns and dougong brackets (diagram 1.3). Between them, painted bricks meld vertical
and lateral space by placing painted bricks depicting clouds and constellations alongside bricks
showing birds flying though leafy mountain forests and people in yurts (fig. 3.48). In contrast to
the familiar comforts of the east wall, the west wall shows scenes of agriculture and pastoralism.
The images on the main wall encircle the niche made of bricks in similar fashion to the tianmen
in the screen walls. Soldiered bricks with mitered corners form the jambs and stretcher bricks the
lintel. Two unpainted sailor bricks stand in the niche and act as door panels, one of which is
pushed in, so the door looks ajar (fig. 3.49). The paintings that are not damaged on this wall
show herds of horses galloping and oxen pulling ploughs or drawing a covered cart (figs. 3.50
and 3.51). The cart, called a ziping 辎軿, was a popular mode of transport for all but the highest
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The pairing with the dragon, seems to confirm that it is a directional animal and not an
ordinary tiger or one associated with Buddhist stories.
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officials in the Six Dynasties.34 Along the bottom of the wall, an entire register of five bricks
depicts herds of goats (fig. 3.52). The south wall leads out of the tomb, and only three of the
original five brick paintings are legible (diagram 1.4). One shows pheasants, and the others, in
the top register, illustrate yurts among forests. It is evident that the walls of Xigoucun M5
encompass a number of distinct spaces that extend from kitchens and yards of the estate to farms
and pastures that may have belonged to the tomb occupant to the wildernesses beyond (and the
heavens in a small number of paintings). Although in reproductions, it is natural to focus on the
paintings as individual pictures, in situ they create a compositional program that places the far
distance in the top sections of the wall, and the functions of the estate in the lower reaches.35
Xigoucun M5 also has a middle chamber that is an extension of lateral space, and which
highlights the abundance enjoyed by the deceased (fig. 3.41). The paintings indicate that the
function of the middle chamber is to express prosperity and pleasure within the confines of the
estate (diagram 1.5). Slats of bamboo (jiandu 简牍) gathered into scrolls to form books (shuji 书
籍), treasure boxes (lianhe 奁盒), and bolts of rolled silk show the wealth of the deceased (fig.
3.53). Women dance with fans, storerooms burst with provisions, oxen plow the landholdings,
and servants tend to the male and female tomb occupants.36
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For the popularity of the ziping in the post-Han era, see Dien, Six Dynasties Civilization, 37172.
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Zhao Wucheng and Ma Jianhua, "Gansu Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao," 37.
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Sadly, the images of the two occupants are damaged and there are no published photographs.
Ibid., 28.
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Xigoucun M7 conceives of space slightly differently, perhaps because it lacks a middle
chamber and so it incorporates halls for entertaining and banqueting, as well as kitchens and
yards of the estate, into a single chamber. The room is about the same size as M5 and it too has a
side chamber extending off the east wall. This is positioned towards the back of the room,
elevated midway up the wall and accessed through a small arched corridor (figs. 3.54 and
3.17).37 The upper walls of M7 lack alcoves and eaves, though the top band of jade belt is
separated from the rest of the wall by a thick strip of running bond. As in M5, the paintings in the
top stratum show distant scenes: an isolated fortress and serene forests with birds, but there are
no directional animals or other auspicious or celestial imagery (fig. 3.55).38
On the east wall, below the scenes of landscapes, there are lively depictions of people
entertaining guests (diagram 2.1). One woman sings while another accompanies her on the
ruanxian 阮咸, a circular lute related to the pipa 琵琶 that became popular in the Six Dynasties
(fig. 3.56).39 The music sets the tone for the dancers with fans on the adjacent bricks, which are
followed by serving women bearing trays (pan 槃) of food. On the far end of the sequence, a
woman kneels before a fire, cooking (fig. 3.57). The scenes on the next row are separated by the
entrance to the side chamber. On the left, a young nomad, identified by his parted hair worn
loose and short tunic with tight sleeves over narrow pants, grips a staff and tends to his flock of
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The entry to the side chamber is only 0.5 meters high and 0.7 meters wide, and its cavity is
compact compared to than that in M5: 0.6 meters high, 0.8 meters long, and 0.6 meters wide.
38

The catalogue of paintings in M7’s front chamber can be found in Zhao Wucheng and Ma
Jianhua, "Gansu Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao," 31-36.
39

The ruanxian may have been introduced from the Western Kingdoms. Zhongguo Sichou zhi
Lu cidian, ed. Xue Li (Urumqi: Xinjiang Renmin chubanshe, 1994), 513.
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goats (fig. 3.58). The bricks on the right are connected to the music, dancing, and feasting in the
row above and show the behind-the-scenes labor (kneading dough, cooking food, and carrying
water) necessary for the elegant soiree (fig. 3.59).
Below, the tomb occupants and their guests take in the many delights. Two females (one of
whom is believed to portray the occupant, probably the one on the right) engage in animated
conversation and gesture expressively with their hands. On the brick next to them, the male
occupant plays the ruanxian while his guest plays a zither, either a guqin 古琴 or perhaps a
zheng 筝 (fig. 3.60).40 On the next brick, the male occupant perches on a ta 榻 couch and
receives a man wearing a white turban and kneeling with his palms pressed together in a gesture
of respect (fig. 3.61). The final stratum of jade belt shows the efforts required to pull off an
elegant gathering. A servant tends a fire below a range; the carcass of a stout pig is cooked on a
slab; two women with sleeves rolled to the elbows plunge their hands into basins, one washing a
chicken carcass, the other kneading dough; and a butcher holds the reigns of a reluctant cow with
one hand and swings an iron mace with the other, preparing to strike the beast a death blow (fig.
3.62).
On the north wall, the top row continues with the scenes of birds and forests while, below,
paintings frame the passageway to the rear chamber (diagram 2.2). On the east side, paintings
show scenes that are close to the estate: a Han Chinese girl, her hair combed in a bun, yanks on a
rope tethered to a goat, which stubbornly digs his hooves into the ground (fig. 3.63). Below,
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The excavation report identifies figures on these bricks as the tomb occupants. "Gansu
Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao," 32. I believe in the case of both the male and
female the one on the right is likely to be the occupant since that is the more vaunted position.
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rows of jars on a shelf distill vinegar that drips through holes into a wide basin (pan 盘; fig.
3.64). The west side of the north wall ventures to scenes outside the purview of the estate: a rider
on a white spotted horse gallops past a nomadic woman with parted hair cascading over her
shoulders and carrying an urn on her back (fig. 3.65). On the brick below, oxen pull carts, rest in
the grass, or drag plows through fields.
If the east wall shows the production and consumption of sensory delights, the west wall is
a stage for adventures and excursions (diagram 2.3). Below the eaves, bronze ding 鼎 tripods
steam in front of yurts, oxen pull or rest next to carts, and a commoner in a white pillbox-type
hat and holding a staff approaches a citadel, marked as such by an inscription: “wushe” 坞舍
(fig. 3.66). The man’s short robe with lapel crossing to the right and a hem of contrasting color,
along with trousers gathered at the ankles, was typical of commoners and is seen in many of the
paintings. The last brick shows a male peasant, driving an ox-pulled cart and holding a sickle,
stopping to chat with a female peasant holding a pitchfork (fig. 3.67). The third register similarly
focuses on farming and ox carts, but the fourth register spotlights the husband-and-wife tomb
occupants and their entourage as they make an inspection tour.
The occupants lead the cavalcade in the first brick of the sequence. The male is astride a
galloping grey mount in the lead, while a horsewoman on a white steed dappled with red spots
follows close behind (fig. 3.68). The man shoulders a spear from which dangles a zhuwei 麈尾
(a deer tail whisk, or chowry), signifying his status. His clothes, a short white robe with full
sleeves over trousers, are likely kuxi 裤褶, a kind of Han Chinese outfit that became popular in
the early Six Dynasties, was worn on mounted military campaigns and was adopted by
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officials.41 The woman, whose hair is arranged in a loose chignon, wears a robe with a round
collar in red and black. Her sleeve covers the lower part of her garment. Both riders wear high,
leather boots, a nomadic import, and their saddles are free from stirrups.42
An entourage of eight riders and horses, two on each brick, trails the couple. Figures in the
first pair also clinch spears with flying zhuwei (fig. 3.69). The rider in front wears a white turban
along with a short robe with a red and black-fringed collar. His companion wears a helmet called
a duomou 兜鍪, the collar of his jacket is lined with black fringe, and he holds a large red drum
in front of his chest, raising a mallet with his left hand to strike it. An inscription identifies him
as “gushi” 鼓史 (drum official), and he confers an air of military purpose to the company.43
Subsequent riders have similarly fringed robes over pants, spears, and inscriptions identifying
either their individual names or offices. In situ, it seems as though the destination of the
cavalcade is around the adjacent corner, on the south wall, where a graceful young woman stands
next to a yurt, eliciting visions of outlying hills or pastures (fig. 3.70).
Returning to the west wall, the fifth and final stratum depicts peasants working in the
fields. On the first brick, a peasant wears a white cap, and garb typical of his status and vocation:
a robe with close-cut sleeves, tied at the waist, and gathered at the knees. He carries a basket on
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Dien, Six Dynasties Civilization, 319.
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According to Dien, the earliest known representation of a full stirrup, as opposed to a smaller
“mounting stirrup,” was found in a tomb dated to 322 near Nanjing. "The Stirrup and Its Effect
on Chinese Military History," Ars Orientalis 16 (1986): 33.
43

A mounted musical troupe was a part of military expeditions, and the number of participants
was regulated by sumptuary laws. Six Dynasties Civilization, 350-52. See also, Juliano and
Lerner, Monks and Merchants: Silk Road Treasures from Northwest China, 92-93.
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his back, and stands high on bare toes, leaning a plough (li 犁) and assisting the spotted ox
harnessed in front (fig. 3.71). The four bricks behind him show a parade of oxen and peasants in
fields, pulling ploughs and harrows (dingba 钉耙) to break up the ground. As with the
procession above, the scenes in this row are connected to others around the corner on the south
wall where a peasant stands near a white spotted ox and a black donkey pulling a mo 耱, a
device for evening out the ground. The south wall returns close to home with various scenes of
farming and domestic chores (diagram 2.4).
In both M5 and M7, the many detailed and spirited paintings in the front chambers
demarcate different spheres, near and distant. In the top band of jade belt, all of the bricks except
for the dragon and tiger in M5 are landscapes; some with an occasional building or birds, but no
animals or people apart from one nomad woman in a yurt. The east walls of both M5 and M7, to
the visitor’s right upon entry, are dominated by scenes of entertainment, food provisions, and
preparation around the estate, including in halls as well as in kitchens and around the barnyard.
These surround the side chambers, which would have been stocked with storage jars and
containers as well as kitchen utensils. M7 lacks a middle chamber and entertainment scenes are
prominent in its front chamber where the painting program is more complex. In M5, such scenes
are absent from the front chamber and instead are situated in the middle chamber where they are
found alongside expressions of wealth and abundance.
On the north walls, around the passageway to the middle or rear chambers, the scenes are
set around the manor (making vinegar), the estate (farming) and more distant destinations,
accessed by horse or cart. The west walls of both tombs feature pastoral scenes of excursions and
a procession. M5 has a ziping ox cart, perhaps so that a dwelling soul may tour the oasis
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farmlands and hillside pastures populated by herds of horses and goats. M7 has pastoral and
agricultural scenes above and, in the most prominent central register, features a grand column of
galloping horses, led by the husband and wife tomb occupants. Key bricks on the south wall of
M5 are damaged, but in M7 the scenes surrounding the door that connects to the tomb corridor
and the world above focus on farming and herding, perhaps to show a return from the more
distant lands on the west wall back to the estate.
The plane of each wall defines a distinct space, but the paintings within each band of jade
belt circling the room also forge cohesive relationships. The most obvious example of this is the
top band with landscapes, but subtle connections also are seen in lower strata. In M7, the
paintings in the second band around the room offer a spread of delights for the tomb occupants.
On the east wall, women dance and servants bear food, while on the three other walls ox carts
travel through the countryside. The stratum below centers on the labors of servants and farmers
as they make the final preparations for a banquet or bring in the harvest, the fruits of which can
be enjoyed by a dwelling soul. In the fourth stratum, the husband and wife tomb occupants are
again shown as the principal actors. They play musical instruments with friends on the east wall
and ride in a mounted cavalry on the west wall. The bottom band of paintings displays what
could be characterized as the base level of production necessary for the household. Instead of
cooking, there is fire lighting, butchering, and vinegar distilling; instead of drying harvested
grain, farmers tamp, till, and harrow the fields in preparation for the next harvest.
The third large Xigoucun tomb, M6, does not have brick paintings. It is oriented to the
west, but its side chamber, extending from the north wall and with a small brick platform within,
is still to the visitor’s right upon entering the front chamber (fig. 3.72). The platform bears some
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similarities to those at Foyemiaowan and was found to have a broken ceramic jar (guan 罐) on
it.44 While the jar’s fracture patterns nave not been analyzed, a similar platform with what was
determined to be a ritually broken ceramic was found at Qijiawan.45 These features raise the
possibility that Xigoucun M6 is a link between the tombs at Jiuquan and those at Dunhuang,
especially since the chamber walls of Xigoucun M6 are not painted and the structure in this tomb
diverges somewhat from that of M5 and M7. There are fewer strata of jade belt, but several
niches with brick door panels, similar in form to the isolated niche on the west wall in M5 (fig.
3.73). The excavation report asserts that this type of structure imitates a multi-level tower with
various niches and door panels.46
In all three tombs, there is no doubt that burial goods were important, not only in providing
for the deceased but also in delineating space. From the medley of remaining goods at Xigoucun,
there are some clues about how items worked with architecture and images in the same way that
the ceramic urns coordinated with recessed floors and even paintings on the wall (as seen in the
painting of the well in M7; fig. 3.28) to establish the central room as a courtyard.
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Zhao Wucheng and Ma Jianhua, "Gansu Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao," 13.
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For the ritually broken vessel at Qijiawan vessels, which was found on burial platforms for the
corpse in the rear chamber and had a special breakage pattern, see Susan L. Beningson, "Shaping
Sacred Space: Studies in the Ritual Architecture and Artistic Programs of Early Buddhist Cave
Temples and Their Relation to Tombs in Fifth Century China" (Ph.D., Columbia University,
2009), 18-19, 105, 14-15, and 40.
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Zhao Wucheng and Ma Jianhua, "Gansu Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao," 37.
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Caches from early Chinese tombs demonstrate how burial goods indicated the nature of
space within the tomb.47 One of the best examples is Mawangdui M1, the tomb of Lady Dai,
where over one thousand items were catalogued on an inventory, sorted, and stored in different
areas to designate inner chambers (qin 寢; to the north), bedrooms (to the west) entertaining
halls (to the east), and areas for servants to perform duties necessary to maintain the household
(to the south and east; fig. 3.74).48 The practice of including detailed inventories of burial goods
for the deceased to present to the apparatchiks of the underworld bureaucracy was common, but
no such inventories were found at Jiuquan, though an inscription written on a jar found near the
altar of Xigoucun M6 addressed these functionaries, a topic that is discussed in Chapter V,
below.49
Most of the goods found in M5, M7, and M6 were in the front chamber, and the
architecture and paintings indicate what originally might have been placed here. Burial goods
generally fall into two types: personal belongings that had been used in life (shengqi 生器) and
those that were produced specifically for burial, mingqi. Mingqi were distinguished from their
worldly counterparts in various ways, but at Jiuquan they are of coarse construction and
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somewhat small. Both shengqi and mingqi would have been displayed as part of funeral parades
and brought down to the tomb along with the corpse as part of the burial rites.50
Among the most common burial items found in the Xigoucun tombs were an array of food
preparation utensils, mostly ceramic, including ranges (zao 灶) and stoves (lu 炉), most of
which are buffware (qingci 青瓷), fired at a low temperature resulting in a grey color (fig.
3.75).51 A bronze food steamer (fuzeng 釜甑), ding, and pan basin, also common items, were
found in M5 (fig. 3.76). All three tombs had various bronze implements and ornaments and, like
other Six Dynasties tombs, all were found to have strings of copper cash (zhu 铢).52 These items
would have been placed, according to their function and the spaces defined by the tomb program,
in designated areas of the front chamber or in the side chambers.
Among the most striking finds were bronze figurines of a horse and groom excavated from
M5. The powerful horse, arching his neck and opening his mouth as if eager for a campaign,
stands at nearly thirty-eight centimeters. He towers over the eroded groom at twenty-two
centimeters (fig. 3.77). The horse is remarkable compared to other Wei-Jin figurines in Gansu,
the rare examples of which tend to be crudely fashioned.
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from Fergana by Zhang Qian in the Western Han period to help the military fight the Xiongnu.
This particular specimen calls to mind the eighty bronze horses from the Eastern Han tomb at
Wuwei Leitai, which are about the same size and formed an impressive cortège (fig. 3.78). A
later painted version on the slope of the fudou ceiling at the Northern Liang tomb of Dingjiazha,
in Jiuquan, has the same curved neck and expressive mouth, but in this painting the horse
prances amid the clouds (fig. 3.79).54 Other bronze items include both real-life utensils as well
as funerary counterparts that were smaller or even rendered useless like a jar (hu 壶) that was
still standing on a ceramic stove but had holes drilled into its base.55
The well-preserved burial goods at Foyemiaowan demonstrate how shengqi and mingqi
may have worked within the program in the Jiuquan tomb program (fig. 3.80). In M133, the
large side chamber to the north was stocked with various ceramic vessels as well as bronze
cooking knives and forks, designating it as a kitchen. The small chamber to the south housed
straw cows and boxes, making it easy for a dwelling soul to recognize it as a barn (fig. 3.81).
Foyemiaowan is also useful for comparing how the space within a tomb is different when
various paintings and architectural features are not tied into a program as they are at Jiuquan. As
mentioned in Chapter I, the decorative program of the Foyemiaowan chambers is minimal,
especially when compared to the complex plan of images and carved-brick architectural elements
in the screen walls in these tombs. The brick construction in the Foyemiaowan chambers is
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rudimentary, with wall formations alternating between lines of stretcher bricks and strata of
soldiered bricks (fig. 3.82). The rooms do not include features indicating eaves, roof ridges, or
carved animal heads that ultimately suggest a foreground of buildings around a courtyard. The
only architectural elements are isolated instances of lion-head bricks framing a brick with
diagonal lines and whorls (as seen at Jiuquan; fig. 3.40), which are near a small grouping of
paintings above and additional paintings below (fig. 3.83). The ultimate effect in the
Foyemiaowan chambers is not one of being surrounded by an estate and larger region, but rather
one of being in a cramped underground room with a few decorative images (fig. 3.84).
Xincheng Tombs
The relationship between architecture and paintings within the Xincheng tombs is even
more intricate than at Xigoucun and shed light on the exact function of the side chambers and
brick niches. Like Xigoucun M5 and M7, the spatial program of the paintings in the front
chamber of each Xincheng tomb is intentional, while the numerous brick niches and side
chambers interact with the paintings and play a role in further defining near and distant space.56
Xincheng M1has two large side chambers, each centered on the east or west side walls
where they sit low on the wall and framed by three bands of brick arches (figs. 3.85 and 3.86).57
The painting program is laid out with domestic scenes (cooking, butchering, and fetching water)
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on the east wall (diagram 3.1). There are also domestic scenes on the adjoining side of the north
wall, with depictions of hunting and watering animals on the other side of the tomb entrance
(diagram 3.2; fig. 3.87).58 The west wall features the tomb occupants, with the female obliquely
indicated by a carriage accompanied by children and servants, and the male entertaining guests
while musicians play the xiao 箫, a vertical flute, and the pipa (diagram 3.3; figs. 3.88 and 3.89).
These scenes continue on the south wall, next to the entrance to the rear chamber, with more
domestic images connecting to the east wall (diagram 3.4).
Both the east and west walls also have niches with miniature brick doors, located high on
the surface. The construction of the door is similar to those at Xigoucun, but the brick panels are
adorned with paintings (see upper left of fig. 3.86). On the east wall, one panel shows two
beautiful women, one of whom holds an infant while talking and gesticulating (fig. 3.90). The
other door panel is decorated with a vermillion bird, spreading its luxuriant plumage and
standing above a pushou 铺首 animal holding a ring in its mouth.59 The bird and pushou was a
typical combination and can be seen on Han dynasty tomb doors that lead to the chambers (fig.
2.5). A genuine pushou cast in bronze was found in the rear chamber of Xincheng M7 (fig. 3.91).
Women, not to mention a baby, were a peculiar motif for a door, but in M1 they are on the panel
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that is pushed inward slightly and probably represent not what decorated the door’s surface, but
what was beyond the threshold. Meanwhile, both bricks in the niche on the west wall are
decorated with the bird and pushou motif, indicating a closed, if slightly ajar door given the
angle of one panel, and similar to niche doors in M5 (fig. 3.92).
Partially open doors were a recurrent theme in Han tombs and have been found in the
earliest painted tombs dated to the late Western Han period. Such a door appears in a tomb at
Shaogou 烧沟, near Luoyang, on the center of a tympanum separating the long, rectangular main
chamber into two parts.60 Like the Xincheng door, its panels are painted with pushou. A carved
and painted lattice is above, and on either side male and female figures ride on serpentine
dragons, suggesting an ascent to heaven (fig. 3.93).
A later iteration of such a door can be seen in a carving on a late second century CE stone
sarcophagus from Sichuan. Like its counterpart in the niche on the east wall of M1, this one has a
female figure standing in front of one open panel (fig. 3.94). To the right of the door the seated
figure of the Queen Mother of the West marks the passageway as an egress out of the tomb and
to paradise.61
There is every indication that the meaning of the doorway in the niches of the front
chambers of the Jiuquan tombs is terrestrial, however, not otherworldly. Although the
configuration of the doors mirrors that on the screen walls, and their decorations can be tied to
Han dynasty precedents, several factors point to a domestic function. First, they lack celestial
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ornamentation (hybrid attendants to the Queen Mother of the West, painted tigers, directional
animals, and guardians with red hats) that defined the tianmen as a portal for the ascending soul.
Second, since there are many of them in a single chamber, they cannot have a single purpose.
Rather they are meant to be entered, exited, then entered again. Third, even when high on the
wall, they are within physical reach, unlike the tianmen on the screen walls that were visually but
not physically accessible. These doors, therefore, seem to be intended to expand the space of the
tomb for a dwelling soul, in the same way that side chambers extend its scope to include kitchens
and stables.
Xincheng M3 is important for two reasons. First, it shows the flexibility with which
pictorial space could be organized within the confines of the tomb. Second, it sheds light on the
precise meanings of the niches high on the walls and the functions of multiple side chambers.
The tomb has one large and three small side chambers, as well as a series of three niches with
brick door panels (painted with vermilion birds and pushou, with one leaf ajar) on each the east
and west walls (fig. 3.95).
Looking first at the east wall, paintings of carriages, vinegar urns, hanging strips of meat
(horse; it is labeled), an orchard and farmers surround the arched entrances of the side chambers
(diagram 4.1).62 Above, two lines of eaves frame a band of jade belt adorned with scenes of
hunters on horseback, galloping and deftly shooting or spearing small prey (figs. 3.96). The
thematic program of paintings is not as clear as in the other tombs, yet this may be because the
objective was to grant preeminence to a series of scenic military jaunts that wrap around three of
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the four walls of the chamber and between the top and middle of the three tiers of eaves. On the
east wall, two such large-scale scenes occupy spaces between the three niches (fig. 3.97).
Understanding the spatial relationship between architectural features (niches and side
chambers) and painted scenes in M3 is surprisingly easy; one need only read the writing on the
wall (fig. 3.98). Someone felt compelled to graffiti large characters at various points in the room,
naming each area’s function. Perhaps the paintings did not provide clear enough direction and
the amateurish inscriptions were added to ensure that bearers of mingqi would place burial items
correctly so that a dwelling soul may navigate its new environs.63 Whatever the impulse, the side
chamber on the north side of the east wall is a “niuma ☐” 牛马☐. The last character,

is not

standard, but probably has same meaning as juan 廄, a stable for oxen and horses.64 The side
chamber next to it is a “chewu” 车廡, a carriage house. The writer also clarified the meaning of
the niche doors above the eaves, declaring in ink that they are “genei” 各内. Ge was a
simplified variant of ge 阁, a multi-storied tower, and nei means “interior,” but in this context
they probably indicate sleeping or private quarters.65 These labels verify that elements with
identical construction could be endowed with different functions depending on placement and
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decorative components. Some opened up to genei; others, such as a door situated low on the
south wall next to the passageway leading to the middle chamber of M3, is identified as a zhong
he 中合, a term for a small door on the side of a large entry, to be used by servants, like the one
pictured directly above the door (figs. 3.99 and 3.100).66
The south wall also marks the start of the large-scale military campaign sequence that is
the focus of the room (diagram 4.2). On the west side, a company of soldiers holding shields and
halberds (ji 戟) stride past two figures behind ox-drawn plows (fig. 3.101). A horseman with a
sword rides among them, and a drummer marches in front. On the east side of the wall, they
reach their destination and pitch camp (fig. 3.102). The tomb occupant is shown as a general,
seated in his tent, which is guarded by two soldiers wearing helmets and surrounded by smaller
tents, shields placed outside in a defensive formation. On the east wall, the campaign continues,
spreading across two scenes framed by the three genei. In the first, a group of cavalry rides and
carries long spears (shuo 矟). They are following the next corps, which is painted to the left of
the central genei (fig. 3.103).
On the north wall the vanguard of mounted soldiers carrying streaming banners
(zhuangfan 撞翻), invades the entire upper region of the east side of the wall (diagram 4.3; fig.
3.104). The tomb occupant is shown in the lead, riding a spotted horse and framed in red (fig.
3.105). The sequence ends here with the occupant at the threshold of the door leading out of the
tomb. On the other side of the arched entrance, two mounted soldiers with spears each occupy a
single brick, and on the west wall more generic scenes of citadels and a farmer are placed
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between the genei (diagram 4.4). On the lower part of this wall, musicians play the pipa and
konghou 箜篌 (a stringed instrument) below a side chamber marked as a “zangnei” 臧内, a
storage house, which was found to contain several large ceramic vessels (fig. 3. 106).67 Two
more musicians, playing a qin and a xiao are next to the side chamber marked “chuinei” 炊内
(“kitchen”), a puzzling juxtaposition that is somewhat typical of this tomb’s program, which
seems to be less disciplined and systematized compared to those in other Jiuquan tombs. Perhaps
this is because space in Xincheng M3 is chiefly defined by the contrast between genei and
sweeping military scenes.
The genei on both the east and west walls are embedded between three rows of eaves that
suggest a tall tower. The function of these as bedrooms places them immediately adjacent to the
central courtyard, while the side chambers below (marked as stable, carriage house, storeroom,
and kitchen) would have been around the periphery of the manor. The military scenes between
the genei show a far distance. Thus, the combination of architectural and painted elements is a
complex one, able to denote fore-, middle-, and backgrounds interspersed on a single plane of a
wall. Particularly on the upper wall, it is as if one is looking simultaneously at and through the
genei to the landscapes beyond.
Though the method differs, the final effect bears a close relationship to the Holingol tombs
in present-day Inner Mongolia. This three-chambered Eastern Han tomb from the northern
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frontier and dated to the late second or early third century, is much larger than the Jiuquan tombs
and has tall and elongated main and side chambers (figs. 3.107 and 3.108).68 (Because the
original wall paintings are in very poor condition, some are shown in reproductions.) Paintings in
the central front chamber focus on the official career of the male tomb occupant, portraying him
as a model of Confucian success as he performs his duties and surveys his holdings, including
herds of goats, from a chariot (fig. 3.109). The side chamber houses the kitchen, shown by a
large wall painting of servants preparing food under hanging fowl, fish, and meat (fig. 3.110). As
at Jiuquan, various settings are integral to the program, but at Holingol these are large-scale wall
paintings, as seen in the rear chamber in an image of sleeping quarters (fig. 3.111).
The makers of the Jiuquan tombs endeavored to capture the same vastness of scope within
a more compact tomb than Holingol. The side chambers are squat and huddle close to the main
chamber. For the most part, the painted scenes are isolated on individual bricks, stacked, and
embedded within architectural elements to portray near and distant locations. In these ways, even
without as large a surface area as the Holingol tomb, the Jiuquan tombs are able to depict both
home and distant landscape by integrating architectural features with paintings of distant scenes,
creating an dynamic effect between foreground and background.
The remaining three Xincheng tombs with paintings, M5, M6, and M7 also portray
successive spheres of courtyard, manor, estate, and region while illustrating how the spatial
program in the tombs could be adapted to emphasize themes that were important to the tomb
occupants. Xincheng M5, a two-chambered tomb, follows the architectural layout of M3 with
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three niches along the top east and west walls, but these frame individual paintings of servants on
sailor bricks (diagrams 5.1-5.4).69 The main action takes place on a large brick positioned in the
center of the east wall and showing the occupant in the center. Surrounding him are scenes of
agriculture, pastoralism, and many depictions of sericulture, perhaps indicating the diversity of
his holdings (figs 3.112 and 3.113).
Xincheng M6 and M7 have standard plans with one large side chamber, though M6 has an
additional two small ones. The wall structure, however, differs from tombs at Xigoucun and
other tombs at Xincheng. It has a double layer of eaves and the ends of these are painted with
dark circles to illustrate the rounded shape of eve rafters (yinchuan 檐椽; fig. 3.114). Instead of
niches, bricks carved and painted as columns, struts, and brackets alternate with auspicious
clouds (yunqi wen 云气纹) and apotropaic guardian figures wearing red turbans and holding up
beams as well as bovine-headed creatures with pendulous breasts (seen also in the screen wall;
fig. 2.38). Paintings in the front chamber of M6 show falconers releasing raptors, sericulture,
agriculture, and butchering animals. The occupants are portrayed in the middle chamber, where
they preen and feast surrounded by silks and servants on his-and-hers walls (west and east,
respectively). In the top stratum of the west wall, the male occupant is shown leading a mounted
excursion across the north, west, and south walls. Xincheng M7 is conceived similarly, in terms
of both architecture and painting.
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Connecting the Courtyard to the Outer World
The architecture, paintings, and burial goods within the front chambers of the Jiuquan
tombs derive their spatial significance through relationships and juxtapositions. The well in the
recessed floor is one example of this. A recessed floor, an urn, a tile with a hole below and
soldiered bricks coupled with animal heads and fudou above, combine to assume the form of a
courtyard and sky. The significance of each element is derived not through realistic modeling or
sophisticated symbolism, but through mutual association. Likewise, relative distance is not
always a matter of things that are close being placed below and those that are distant being
positioned above, as is the case in Xigoucun M5 and also in early Chinese landscape paintings
where elements are stacked vertically (figs. 3.115 and 3.116).70 Instead, the arrangement of
architectural forms and paintings results in a simultaneous rendering of near and distant space, as
though the architecture in the foreground is a lattice floating in front of fields, forests and
pasturelands in the distance. The viewer’s gaze penetrates the spaces between the eaves and
genei niches above and circumvents the side chambers below to take in the daily minutia of
running the estate, an array of recreational and economic activities, and diverse peoples in the
surrounding areas. This Jiuquan spatial program is practical. It is flexible and allows for varied
depictions of life on the estate and in the surrounding region. Furthermore, it positions the
occupants within a space that is personal (the home), as well as one that is public (the region). It
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does so within a compact area and with relatively inexpensive materials (brick, ceramics, paint),
perhaps in deference to individual economic circumstances.71
Tombs of the Han dynasty commonly sought to create either the cosmos or a home, or
both, for a dwelling soul of the deceased to inhabit.72 The front chambers of the Jiuquan tombs
also seem to provide a comfortable, safe, and pleasing abode, but do so by positioning it within
what is clearly the local region of the Hexi Corridor, complete with representations of different
cultures and ways of life. Though the details vary, all of the tombs conceive of idealized
existence through the same dual lens of a happy home and prosperous estate, as well as active
engagement (through military cavalcades, hunting activities, and ox-cart excursions) with nature,
but stop far short of encompassing the universe. The reasons why are embedded both in the
realities of life in the Hexi Corridor during the Wei-Jin period and also in the aspirations of the
people who built the tombs.
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Chapter IV. Positioning the Occupants in a New World Order

The front and middle chambers represent a central courtyard under the open sky,
surrounded by an estate and the local region. Scenes depicting the deceased and others in this
space not only divulge interesting details of the time—weapons and fortifications, clothing,
agricultural technology, food production and preparation, musical instruments and games—they
illuminate the beliefs that governed the way people lived and expose a foundational shift from
the Confucian ideals that were prominent during the Han dynasty.1 For although many elements
of early Chinese burials were conceived as representations of the world within which a dwelling
soul would linger and find contentment, the purpose of tombs was not to mirror reality but to
produce auspicious results for the living and the dead by depicting the world in an ideal form.2
The Jiuquan tomb paintings embrace new definitions of virtue and prestige and disclose a
high degree of cultural exchange between many ethnic groups in the Hexi Corridor, suggesting
that the divisions between Han Chinese and pastoral tribes were becoming less pronounced. The
ways in which the paintings commemorate the tomb occupants reveal a preference for
remembering the deceased as an individual rather than as a paragon of Confucian morality. As
such, the paintings represent a departure from mortuary art of the Han dynasty, though not a
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complete departure, as evidenced by the second century tombs at Holingol. Stylistically,
however, the paintings are distinctive even from other brick paintings found in contemporaneous
tombs in the Hexi Corridor. This is most apparent in the brushwork, which emphasizes the
subject matter of the Jiuquan paintings by downplaying what is enduring and universal in life
and instead calling attention to ephemeral qualities of human existence.
Redefining Prestige, Virtue, and Power
Processions led by tomb occupants are among the most striking images in a number of
tombs including Xigoucun M7 and Xincheng M3, M6, and M7.3 They are granted more space
than other scenes, sometimes painted on a single oversized brick or over a series of regular-sized
bricks arranged in a horizontal band (fig. 4.1). In one case, Xincheng M3, a light wash of plaster
covers the brick faces in the upper part of the front chamber, creating broad surfaces for a series
of scenes across three walls. Whether on the top of the wall as in Xincheng M3 or in the middle,
as seen in several other tombs, the processions are placed prominently to showcase the tomb
occupants’ influence in the Jiuquan area.
It is worth revisiting the military scenes in Xigoucun M7, which were briefly discussed in
Chapter III (figs. 3.68 and 3.69). A husband and wife pair leads a troop of eight mounted
soldiers, some with helmets and shuo and one beating a military drum, as they ride across a span
of five bricks on the west wall of the front chamber. The depiction of a woman astride a horse as
part of a military company is a far cry from the way females are portrayed in Han dynasty tombs,
where suitable characterizations range from paragons of virtue, modeled after the Han dynasty
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book Biographies of Exemplary Women (Lienü Zhuan 列女传), to submissive servants, or
desirable dancers.
It is not entirely clear whether the female rider is wearing garments cut in the pastoral
rather than Han Chinese style, but it seems as though her robe has a rounded fur collar and
crosses over her chest to the left. Her sleeves taper around the arm, evidence of clothing that
facilitates riding and hunting.4 The rider, who maintains a firm seat on her galloping mount,
appears to be wearing pants and tall boots, both imports from the steppes and the west. It is not
possible to know whether she and her husband belong to one of the many pastoral tribes in the
Hexi Corridor that had adopted Han Chinese customs and names, or whether theirs was an
example of intermarriage or a case of Han Chinese adopting “Hu” customs on the frontier.5
Whatever the background story, the image illustrates the blurring of distinctions between Han
Chinese and other peoples in the Hexi Corridor, a phenomenon that is evident in an additional
detail of this procession.
A rider on the third brick is identified in an inscription as “Barbarian Soldier Da Nian”
Bing Hu Da Nian 兵胡大年, while his companion is identified by a common Han Chinese
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5

Some tribes, such as the Di and Lushui 卢水 Xiongnu had been active in the Hexi Corridor
since Han dynasty or even earlier. Pan Yongyong, "Wu Liang shiqi Hexi minzu ronghe luelun,"
Puyang zhiye jishu xueyuan xuebao, no. 1 (2013): 54-56. Many immigrants from the north and
west adopted Chinese names and customs, and intermarriage was also common. Zhou Weizhou,
"Lun Wei Jin Nanbeichao shiqi beifang di minzu ronghe," Shehui kexuejia, no. 3 (1990): 161.
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name, “Soldier Sun Jing” Bing Sun Jing 兵孙旌 (fig. 4.2). The inclusion of the names next to
pictures indicates that these are portraits of actual people whom the occupants knew in life and
with whom they wanted to associate after death. During the Han dynasty as well as the Wei-Jin
period, Chinese rulers became dependent on mercenary forces recruited from pastoral tribes to
wage war on their behalf (an ill-fated strategy, as it turned out).6 A company this small and with
named soldiers led by a husband and wife, however, is probably a private militia attached to the
estate of the occupants, rather than a government-sponsored force.7
While Xigoucun M7’s band of riders is impressive compared to other painted scenes in
that tomb, it pales in comparison to the commanding display in the front chamber of Xincheng
M3 where large scenes depicting a military campaign extend over three walls as described in
Chapter III (figs 3.99 and 3.101). The scene on the south wall is dominated by a marching
battalion of military tenant-farmers bearing shields and halberds, and has been interpreted as
visual proof of the continuation of the tuntian system in the Hexi Corridor during the Wei
Kingdom.8 While the program had been fundamental to the expansion of the empire across

6

In the late Eastern Han period the government resorted to recruiting forces from Xiongnu and
Yuezhi tribes to combat the growing threat of the Xianbei. The policy was called “using
foreigners to fight foreigners,” (Yi yi fa yi 以夷伐夷). Yu, Trade and Expansion in Han China;
A Study in the Structure of Sino-Barbarian Economic Relations, 14. In the Wei-Jin period,
warlords similarly employed tribes to fight civil wars and quell domestic uprisings. In both cases,
as long as the government was stable, the forces were reliable, but when internal pressures
intensified, mercenaries seized the opportunity to attack. Barfield, The Perilous Frontier:
Nomadic Empires and China, 87-101. See also, Dien, Six Dynasties Civilization, 6.
7

The prevalence of armies tied to private estates is explained in Dennis Grafflin, "Reinventing
China: Pseudobureaucracy in the Early Southern Dynasties," in State and Society in Early
Medieval China, ed. Albert E. Dien (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1991), 154.
8

Xiao Kangda, "Cong Jiayuguan Wei Jin mu bihua kan Hexi diqu shixing di fazhi cuoshi,"
Wenwu, no. 2 (1976): especially 85.
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frontier regions and to the strategy for keeping the Xiongnu and other pastoral groups at bay
during the Han dynasty, in the third century the enterprise expanded under the direction of thenprime minister, Cao Cao, who used it to bolster defense and stabilize frontier zones while
promoting economic growth through farming and animal husbandry.9
Looking closely at the bottom of the picture, we see soldiers marching past two farmers
who drive oxen plowing their fields. The archaeological report states that the barefoot farmer in
front is a Hexi Xianbei, on account of his hair shaved at the temples, a hairstyle also seen in a
Western Jin tomb at Digengpo.10 The farmer in back, it says, is Han Chinese, but he is burly
compared to typical depictions of Han Chinese people and is wearing a thick, fringed coat with
tight sleeves in the style of the steppes or the Western Regions. Whatever their ethnicity, the
farmers are unconcerned by the army marching past them. In fact, they may even be military
tenant-farmers themselves, as non-Han Chinese peoples were sometimes known to be.11
The encampment scene on the south wall on the other side of the doorway implies that
the military campaign is sustained (fig. 3.102). The painting presents the tomb occupant seated
under the canopy of a large tent, as a general would be, encircled by the pup tents of the
infantry.12 The final scenes play out on the east wall where the occupant leads an armored
9

For the tuntian in the Han dynasty, see note 30 in Chapter I, above. For the re-establishment of
tuntian by Cao Cao in frontier areas, see Tang Changru, "Clients and Bound Retainers in the Six
Dynasties Period," in State and Society in Early Medieval China, ed. Albert E. Dien (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1991), 114.
10

See note 38 in Chapter I, above, for the Digengpo painting. In particular, the Xiufa tribe of the
Hexi Xianbei was known to shave their heads.

11

Changru, "Clients and Bound Retainers in the Six Dynasties Period," 114.

12

Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue
baogao, 99.
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cavalry in two sections, but despite the martial display, no adversary is ever engaged (figs. 3.103
and 3.105).
A third procession, this one in Xincheng M6, is unusual for two reasons. First, it is
positioned in the middle chamber, not the front. Second, the tomb occupant is not shown, but his
presence is suggested by an ox-drawn cart at the center of the procession. The scene begins on
the south wall with two officials clad in black head coverings and long robes. The officials clasp
ceremonial hu 笏 with both hands and usher in the riders on horseback that follow on the west
wall (fig. 4.3). The tomb occupant is on the fifth brick of the sequence but is concealed within an
ox-drawn cart with a rounded canopy, called a duche 犊车, which was used by the upper classes
in this period (fig. 4.4). The duche is followed by three officials, two in black qia 帢 caps
holding ceremonial hu; one of whom wears a white turban and bearing what the archaeological
report says is a wooden sword (fig. 4.5). These implements and the demeanor of the officials
indicate that the occupant is seeking an audience with a superior.13
This duche within the procession raises the possibility that the painting depicts a funerary
parade transporting the corpse to the grave. Such spectacles are common in tombs of the Eastern
Han period and are seen at the Cangshan and Yi’nan tombs, among others (fig. 4.6). Though it is
true that sometimes such scenes referred to the deceased obliquely through the presence of a
hearse, other features that are integral to such funerary parades are missing in the scene in M6.
There are no groups of women or mourners on foot, no displays of burial goods or

13

The report’s identification of the sword as wooden is based on a record from the Jinshu, Yufu
zhi 舆服志, which describes attendants walking behind an official and carrying a wooden sword.
This custom originated with Han dynasty rules against officials carrying swords when meeting
with an emperor; instead they were to be carried by people behind. Ibid., 63, footnote 1.
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representations of the tomb, and no celestial beings standing by to escort an ascending soul to
heaven.14 Instead, by representing the retinue of attendants on horseback and officials
petitioning for an audience, the scene is an indication of the occupant’s status, if not a portrait of
the occupant himself.
Xincheng M7’s procession returns to a military theme and unfurls across the south and
west walls of the front chamber, somewhat like a handscroll (fig. 4.7). The occupant, shown on a
brick adjacent to the corner joining with the south wall, holds a whip and wears a white turban
(fig. 4.8).15 Behind him, mounted soldiers wearing tall doumou helmets and kuxi robes over
trousers and carrying shuo with flying zhuwei, are crowded three to a brick (fig. 4.9).
Although presented differently, the three processions: a husband-and-wife outing with
armed company (Xigoucun M7), a formidable martial campaign (Xincheng M3), and a mission
by a government official (Xincheng M6), all document the value of display in military potency.
The objective of the military force is never shown; there is no subjugation of “barbarians” or
pitched combat, both of which appear in Han dynasty tombs of the Chinese heartland and a

14

The discussion of this scene in the archaeological report does not suggest that it represents
anything other than a secular theme, but the continued popularity of such funerary processions in
mortuary art throughout the Six Dynasties warrants consideration of this possibility. For further
discussion of these types of processions, see Wu Hung, The Art of the Yellow Springs:
Understanding Chinese Tombs, 192-217. Given the worldly focus of the front chambers in the
Jiuquan tombs, it would seem to support the notion that the flight to paradise had already taken
place at the screen wall, as explained in Chapter II. In this vein, Wu Hung draws an association
between processions and the screen wall at Foyemiaowan. Ibid., 211-13. Further differentiation
between secular depictions of travel and processions versus an otherworldly journey can be
found in Liu Chaoying and Han Lisen, "Hebei gudai muzang bihua yanjiu taohui jiyao," Wenwu,
no. 9 (1996): 94-95.
15

Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue
baogao, 51.
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famous example of which is a granite funerary statue of a horse pinning down a bearded
Xiongnu warrior (fig. 4.10). This was carved for a funerary park commemorating the victories of
the Western Han general (and legendary founder of Jiuquan), Huo Qubing, but the subject of
subduing barbarians can also be found in the décor of gentry tombs from the Eastern Han
period.16 Despite their vivid portrayals of action on the battlefield (with archers facing off at
close range and mounted Xiongnu releasing parting shots while making a hasty retreat in the face
of oncoming chariots), such scenes commemorate legendary or historic battles. They do not
portray the military exploits of the tomb occupants (though by association they may allude to
prowess in warfare) but instead assert his moral virtue, reflecting the view that “the difference
between civilization and barbarism was a moral one.”17
The processions in the Jiuquan tombs are different. No longer is the noble official
someone whose political and social power springs from virtue, as in the Han dynasty. Nor is he
portrayed as an idealist who retreats from politics to envelope himself (reluctantly, if he wishes
to be taken seriously) in what Charles Holcombe calls “magisterial social luster.”18

16

This description is based on the first century tomb excavated at Xiaotangshan 孝堂山, Fei
Cheng 肥城, Shaanxi province. Wang Sili, "Shandong Feicheng Han huaxiang shi mu diaocha,"
Wenwu, no. 4 (1958): especially fig. 42.
17

For Han dynasty battle scenes as statements of virtue with allusions to military skill, see
James, A Guide to the Tomb and Shrine Art of the Han Dynasty 206 B.C.-A.D. 220, 94-97. The
quote that describes the moral foundation of strict delineations separating Han Chinese and
pastoral peoples in the Han dynasty is from Waldron, The Great Wall of China: From History to
Myth, 43.
18

Charles Holcombe, "The Exemplar State: Ideology, Self-Cultivation, and Power in FourthCentury China," Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 49, no. 1 (1989): 93-96. Holcombe describes
a Confucian paragon that emerged at the end of the Han dynasty as a counterweight to
feudalization. It became more popular in southern China after the Jin court fled the north in the
face of invading pastoral tribes and established the Eastern Jin dynasty. Since the aristocracy and
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At Jiuquan, the processions are displays of power and show off the occupants’ capacity
to marshal men and weapons but they never show direct confrontation.19 One reason for this
may have been the ever-growing number of pastoral populations moving into the Hexi Corridor,
coupled with a decline in Han Chinese imperial power. As the Chinese heartland became
consumed with civil war and internal uprisings, and as confederations of pastoral tribes became
increasingly restive and ambitious, power dispersed from the center and became highly localized.
The portrayal of tomb occupants in the Jiuquan paintings acknowledges the fact that the many
tribes in the area could not be expelled or eradicated, even in the idealized world of the tomb.
It is known that diverse populations were living in close proximity and engaging in
cultural and economic exchanges along the frontier at this time, but the fact that this is shown in
the tomb indicates that people in the Hexi Corridor aligned their ideals with changing realities.
These realities themselves are not a surprise; historians accept that power bases in the Six
Dynasties were founded on economic self-sufficiency, localism, and the ability to amass or
dispatch a private army.20 What is unforeseen is that the paintings project a new ideal: instead of
extolling Confucian virtue, they celebrate a person with authority and resources who, while
willing to display these assets, appears to recognize that ultimately the balance of power between

gentry had lost land and material wealth, they sought new sources of power, mainly through
ideology.
19

For diverse populations in the Hexi Corridor, see Bai Xue, "Wei Jin shiqi Hexi di minzu
jiegou yanjiu." For cultural exchanges, see Bai Cuiqin, "Lun Wei-Jin Nanbeichao minzu ronghe
dui Hanzu fazhan di yinxiang," Minzu yanjiu, no. 3 (1990).
20

Han-Kuang Mao, "The Evolution in the Nature of the Medieval Genteel Families," in State
and Society in Early Medieval China, ed. Albert E. Dien (Stanford: Stanford University Press,
1991), 80.
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Han Chinese and pastoral groups in the Hexi Corridor had changed. Provocation would have
uncertain outcomes at best, and the effective leader was one who avoided direct confrontation.
This is not to say that the conventional prototype of the impartial Confucian official had
completely lost currency in the Jiuquan area. A series of six brick paintings excavated from a
three-chambered Western Jin tomb at Gaozhagou 高闸沟 shows an official believed to hold the
rank of taishou judging a legal case. In the first scene, he advertises his status by wearing a twotiered hat (erliang jinxian kuan 二梁进贤冠) as he sits on a ta and receives a lesser official, who
formally presents a hu (fig. 4.11).21 Over the course of the next three bricks, the taishou listens
attentively to witnesses and dispatches underlings dressed in red to haul in two officials. The
miscreants are shown on the fifth brick and despite their vaunted status (indicated by their
official hats), are forced to crouch on the ground and submit to corporeal punishment, meted out
by two deputies brandishing canes (fig. 4.12). The final brick shows the demotion of one of the
offenders, signified by the removal of his hat.22 Another pictorial sequence from this tomb

21

Gaozhagou is about five kilometers southwest of Xigoucun and close to the Jiuquan city
center. There is no excavation report for this tomb, but the paintings are described and
photographed in Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 19-20. The bricks are also on
view at the Jiuquan Museum.
22

This pictorial group also raises questions about the origin and date of narrative paintings in
China. Narrative painting was integral to Buddhist religious practice and probably entered China
through the Hexi Corridor. A coffin found at Guyuan 固原, Ningxia and dated to around 470 is
often cited as the earliest example of narrative in China. For a general description, see Patricia
Eichenbaum Karetzky and Alexander Coburn Soper, "A Northern Wei Painted Coffin," Artibus
Asiae 51 (1991): 8-13. For the emergence of narrative in early China, see Julia K. Murray,
"Buddhism and Early Narrative Illustration in China," Archives of Asian Art 48 (1995): 20-21.
The Gaozhagou legal case sequence meets several of Murray’s standards for narrative: action
resulting in change in the scenes, a progression of events, and a transformative effect on the
viewer (without being conventionalized, like cavalcade or feasting scenes). "What is 'Chinese
Narrative Illustration'?," The Art Bulletin 80, no. 4 (1998): 605-11.
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shows the occupant making a spring patrol on horseback, demonstrating that on the frontier a
government official must exercise objective judgment and display a flair for bravado. In fact
these two themes in the same tomb capture another reality of the time period: the tight
relationships between magnate families, which accumulated wealth through inherited
landholdings, marriage, and lineage, and “gentlemen grandees” (shi daifu 士大夫), who sought
public office and acted as power-brokers between the haozi and larger shi class of the educated
gentry.23
Blending Cultural Identity
According to the Jinshu 晋书: “In Guanzhong there are more than a million people. In
calculating their numbers, half are Rong and Di.”24 This figure, originally transcribed in the year
299, shows the extent to which non-Han Chinese peoples were already settled in the region
straddling present-day Gansu and Shaanxi provinces. Hundreds of tribes were active in the Hexi
Corridor after the fall of the Han dynasty, and some of this diversity is reflected in the Jiuquan
tomb paintings. Nomads are shown in all of the tombs, and distinct ethnicities are ascribable by
dress, hair, and dwelling.

23

The converging interests and eventual merging of haozi and shi daifu is discussed in Mao,
"The Evolution in the Nature of the Medieval Genteel Families," 81-109. Haozi, it should be
noted, is a characterization, while shi are a class of people. Patricia Ebrey, "Toward a Better
Understanding of the Later Han Upper Class," ibid., 50.
24

Fang Xuanling, Jinshu, 10 vols., vol. 5 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1995), 56.1533. My
translation. Since the Di were a tribe of the Rong pastoral group, and since there is ample textual
and archaeological evidence of scores of pastoral tribes sojourning and settling in northwest
China, the writer probably used Rong and Di as a catchall term to refer to non-Han Chinese
peoples.
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Women in yurts are prevalent around the upper stratum of Xigoucun M5 (fig. 4.13). The
painting from Xigoucun M7 and of a woman with flowing hair and long robe gliding toward a
yurt with a steaming ding inside may depict a Qiang, who were reputed to wear their hair loose
around their face and draped over their shoulders (fig. 4.14).25 Originally mountain dwellers
with a pastoral economy, the Qiang had settled in the Hexi Corridor by the Wei-Jin period and
were pursuing a dual economy of pastoralism and agriculture.26
The tombs also show hints of what would soon be a massive influx of Xianbei tribes. One,
the Tuoba, would eventually unite all of northern China under the Northern Wei. A portent of
things to come is seen in an image spanning several bricks in Xincheng M3 (fig. 4.15). Two
Xianbei in brown clothing, possibly from the Xiufa branch of the Hexi Xianbei, identified by
shaved temples, camp in yurts outside of a large citadel with crenelated battlements.27 This
image, with Xianbei and a citadel, augurs potential conflict, but most representations of tribal
peoples in the tombs show peaceful co-existence, which can be interpreted as a commentary on
effective management by tomb occupants during volatile times.
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Fan Ye, Hou Hanshu, ed. Li Xian, Beijing di 1 ban. ed., 4 vols., vol. 4 (Beijing: Zhonghua
shuju, 1995), 2875.
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The Qiang were one of the oldest cultures in Gansu, but after the Wei-Jin period, their
influence and numbers diminished. Zhao Xiangqun, "Wei Jin Wu Liang shiqi Hexi minzu ronghe
zhong di Qianhua qushi," 83.
27

Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue
baogao, 99. The Xiufa were a branch of the Hexi Xianbei and shared common origin with the
Tuoba Xianbei. Wu Hong, Wang Ce, and Mao Duanlin, "Hexi muzang zhong di Xianbei yinsu,"
81. The customs of shaving heads, wearing brown clothing, and squatting (along with a common
language) were thought to be shared among the Wuhuan and the Xianbei. Fan Ye, Hou Hanshu,
2, 2982.
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The classification of several peoples by hair and clothing is seen across tombs. A person
with a hairstyle similar to the young herder with a bow in Xigoucun M7 is seen wearing Han
Chinese clothing and riding a harrow pulled by an ox (fig. 4.16).28 Similar figures appear again,
wearing a sort of pinafore, in several scenes of picking mulberries in the upper reaches of the
east wall in Xincheng M6 (fig. 4.17). Textual sources mention sericulture around Jiuquan in the
Han dynasty, but its repeated presence in the tomb paintings shows that it was well established
by the Wei-Jin period and was being practiced by pastoral peoples.29 The archaeological report
suggests that these figures are Qiang, based on historical observations of their long hair, but more
recently scholars have argued that they may be Qiuci 龟兹, from the Western Regions and near
present-day Kuqu (Kuche 库车). The Qiuci were known to have been migrating into the Hexi
Corridor during the Wei-Jin period and were active in both Jiuquan and Zhangye.30

28

Such paintings of farm implements have led to findings on the development of agricultural
technology in the Wei-Jin period. In particular, the Jiuquan tombs show that the single-ox plow
was in use a century earlier than previously thought. Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, 81-86. Jia Xiaojun, "Nongye zhi
wai: yucai shoulie yu Wei Jin Shiliuguo Hexi Minzhong shengji," Hexi xueyuan xuebao 28, no. 3
(2012).
29

Yan Tingliang, "Gudai Hexi sangcan sizhiye shulüe," Gujin nongye, no. 4: 47-48. Yan goes
on to explain how sericulture grew rapidly in the fourth century under the twin influences of
population migrations from the Chinese heartland and concerted government policies on behalf
of various Hexi-based regimes of the Sixteen Kingdoms.
30

From the Xi Yu zhuan 西域传 in Ban Gu, Hanshu, ed. Shigu Yan, Beijing di 1 ban. ed., 4
vols., vol. 4 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1995), 3871.The assertion about the painting is made in E
Jun, Zheng Binglin, and Gao Guoxiang, Gansu chu tu Wei Jin Tang mu bihua, 138. The Qiuci
also appear in scenes of dancing in later tombs at Digengpo. Zheng Yinan, "Hexi Gaotai muzang
bihua yule tu yu Qiuci lewu sumozhe," Dunhuangxue jikan, no. 4 (2012): 137-38. This painting
is described but not published in the article, so it is not possible to make direct comparisons of
clothing and hairstyles with the figures in the Jiuquan paintings.
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Xincheng M5 also shows the practice of sericulture but by a different minority, probably
Di, who had long inhabited what is now eastern Gansu and lived alongside Han Chinese,
adopting many of their customs (fig. 4.18).31 According to the Sanguozhi 三国志, the Di were
known to practice both agriculture and pastoralism and by the Wei-Jin period they favored silk
clothing in the Han Chinese style and wore their hair in plaits.32 Xincheng M5 and M6 both
have a large number of paintings of various peoples plucking mulberry leaves in what may
represent the land holdings of the tomb occupants.33 Local magnate families attracted followers
including gentlemen grandees, bound retainers and slaves, some of whom were foreigners.34
A few people in the tomb paintings are unique and appear only once. The most
conspicuous of these is a man driving a herd of horses on the east wall of the front chamber of
Xincheng M6 (fig. 4.19). Compared to other figures, he is large in relation to the brick frame, has
an enormous nose beneath deep-set eyes, and wears a short coat in eye-catching scarlet with
tapered sleeves and bound at the waist by a belt. He may be from Central Asia, one of the many
people migrating from the Western Regions. His representation matches contemporaneous
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Zhou Weizhou, "Lun Wei Jin Nanbeichao shiqi beifang di minzu ronghe," 163.
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As described and quoted in Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, 49-50. For a description of records, millet transactions, that
prove that Qiuci were settling in Hexi in the Wei period, see Bai Xue, "Wei Jin shiqi Hexi di
minzu jiegou yanjiu," 33-34. For a summary of relations between the Western Regions and
China in the Wei-Jin period, see Ma Jianchun, Zhongguo Xibei shaoshu minzu tongshi: Jin
Shiliuguo juan (Beijing: Minzu chubanshe, 2009), 109-14.
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Mao, "The Evolution in the Nature of the Medieval Genteel Families," 74-80.
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Tang Changru, "Clients and Bound Retainers in the Six Dynasties Period," ibid., 114.
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descriptions of Sogdians, who were reputed to have prominent features and be partial to tunics
with tight sleeves and trousers tucked into high boots.35
Images of camels are also harbingers of increased contact with the Western Regions. One
from Xincheng M6 shows a man in Han Chinese dress (loose, belted tunic with full sleeves over
loose pants cuffed at the ankles and a high hat or turban) leading a two-humped beast by the nose
(fig. 4.20). The repeated depiction of pastoral peoples as well as newcomers from the Western
Regions illustrates several things. First of all, the Han dynasty strategy of segregation and
isolation had failed. Second, Sinification was not a one-way process. While many foreign
migrants were adopting Han Chinese language, dress, and agriculture, they were also influencing
music and dress and introducing the Han Chinese to animal husbandry.36
Such cultural blending is evident in the tombs, as in the case of the husband-and-wife
procession in Xigoucun M7, discussed above, and in minute ways in other paintings. A herder
has his hair pulled into a Han Chinese style bun, but wears a tapered-sleeve tunic and high boots
in the same fashion as the big-nosed horse wrangler (fig. 4.21). It is also present in the many
scenes of mounted hunters, releasing falcons or spearing prey while riding at a full gallop (fig.
4.22). One such mounted hunter appears to be female, with a slim frame and the curve of her
breast visible beneath her robe as she turns to shoot her arrow at a fleeing hare (fig. 4.23).
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Dien, Six Dynasties Civilization, 425.
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Despite the divide between Han Chinese and pastoral tribes in the Han dynasty, foreign
influences were in vogue in certain circles in the late second century. The emperor Han Lingdi
灵帝 (r. 168-89 CE) was said to be fond of barbarian clothes, tents, beds, seats, food, konghou,
flutes (di 笛), and dancing. From the Xu Hanshu Wu xingzhi 续汉书五行志 and quoted in Bai
Cuiqin, "Lun Wei-Jin Nanbeichao minzu ronghe dui Hanzu fazhan di yinxiang," 51.
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Whether as stand-ins for a group or as individuals (like the identified picture of Barbarian
Soldier Da Nian), these depictions on the walls of the Jiuquan tombs show that cultural
exchanges and integration had achieved high levels in the third century. This is not to say that
pastoral tribes and newcomers did not pose a real threat to the peace and order of the Hexi
Corridor. The picture of the two Xiufa Xianbei encamped in yurts outside a citadel is one of
many scenes emphasizing fortification.37 Citadels with large doors, crenelated walls with a
tower and aperture for surveillance and shooting, and occasionally with guards and enormous
dogs (possibly mastiffs) make repeated appearances in the tombs and were ubiquitous throughout
the region (fig. 4.24)38. That these fortresses secured harmony and stability is suggested in the
frequent scenes of leisurely travel, often in ziping ox-carts shown trundling through the
countryside. The tomb occupant or occupants are usually concealed inside, but the presence of
maids and children suggest that in many cases the passenger is the female occupant and that
people felt safe enough to enjoy family excursions (fig. 4.25).
Scenes of co-existence, harmony, and prosperity that are portrayed throughout the Jiuquan
tombs are at odds with written historical records that document recurring uprisings and their
suppression in the Hexi Corridor throughout the Wei-Jin period. During the Wei kingdom, there
were rebellions among the Lushun and Xiutu 休屠 (both Xiongnu tribes), the Dingling 丁零
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Citadels and forts began to spring up around China near the end of the Han dynasty, and were
ubiquitous by the Wei-Jin. Changru, "Clients and Bound Retainers in the Six Dynasties Period,"
122.
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Fang Xuanling, Jinshu, 10 vols., vol. 9 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1995), 2926.
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(an ancient enemy of the Xiongnu and sometime ally of the Xianbei), and the Qiang.39
Additionally, among pastoral groups and sub-groups, invasions, enslavement campaigns, and
land-grabs were recurrent.40 Yet open hostility and subjugation are never shown in the Jiuquan
tombs. Because official histories focus on events that required government intervention, more
routine and amicable interactions between Han Chinese and traditionally pastoral peoples in the
Hexi Corridor were not documented as abundantly. The Jiuquan tomb paintings are valuable
because they reveal a different view, one that is local, personal, and intimate, of how people
interacted. My point is not that the written historical record is inaccurate, just that it is one-sided,
and the images at Jiuquan are a reminder that official histories and archaeological evidence of
local realities can deviate in the same way that information highlighted in news feeds and social
media accounts differs today.
Prosperity and Productivity at Home
Moving from the surrounding region to the estate and courtyard, the tombs portray “the
happy home,” also a favorite theme of Han dynasty pictorial traditions.41 The Jiuquan tombs
depict servants performing household functions while tomb occupants enjoy banqueting and
refined pursuits like playing musical instruments with their family members and friends.
Servants and tomb occupants generally are shown in separate sections of the front and middle
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chambers (except when food is being served) but, like a British “upstairs-downstairs” television
drama, the two groups and their domains are granted equal air time.
In the kitchen, shelves are loaded with utensils and foodstuffs, as competent and
cheerful servants go about their daily duties (fig. 4.26). Scenes of butchering are common (fig.
4.27). From the kitchen, servants carry in trays piled with steamed buns and serving vessels
brimming with liquid, laying out a feast for the tomb occupants, who demonstrate their mastery
of traditional Chinese musical instruments as well as imported ones, or play the traditional
genteel game of liubo 六博, which involved tossing sticks on a board etched with cosmological
markings (fig. 4.28). The fixation on food preparation and presentation in the tombs might be
interpreted as a slide into gluttony, but contemporary texts voice deep concern over the lack of
food in the Chinese heartland where fallow fields and starving populations were omnipresent.
Some directed blame at the government’s concern with coinage over food.42 In this context,
“plenty to eat” could be a commentary on good governance.
Servants, not unexpectedly, are often shown generically and with little variation in many
tombs. For instance, two women wash and pluck chickens in a basin at Xigoucun M7 as well as
in Xincheng M5 (figs. 4.29 and 4.30). On each brick, the two are shown with the same relative
placement and posture, though their arm positions differ slightly. Although the servants assume
the same stance in both scenes, the brushwork in each painting is distinctive: brisk and cursory in
Xigoucun M7, refined and detailed in Xincheng M5. The use of stock figures in the depiction of
servants, farmworkers, and pastoral peoples resembles the approach to earthenware mingqi
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figurines that populated tombs of Han dynasty, which were fashioned not as representations of
individuals, but as simulacra that would become animated upon the closing of the tomb (fig.
4.31).43
The painted scenes of feasting and material abundance indicate the wealth and elite status
enjoyed or aspired to by the tomb occupants. Dining among rolls of silk and bundles of bamboo
books provide gratification for a dwelling soul after the tomb was closed, but beforehand it
elevated the reputation of the deceased and his or her family. Enjoying games and music with
friends, likewise, promises company and merriment for a dwelling soul, but also shows the living
that the occupant enjoyed friendships and collegial relationships—valuable currencies in their
own right during this time period.44 Like the representations of servants, farm workers, and
nomads, the portraits of occupants would also be animated, but by a dwelling soul of the
deceased so that he or she may inhabit the world of the front chambers, ride in the ziping, partake
of banquets, and enjoy the afterlife in a replica of worldly experience. This, however, is only one
function of these images. They also commemorate deceased persons, who are shown with a high
degree of differentiation as they engage in activities that define them: a pragmatic local leader
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who maintains peace and prosperity, an eminent official performing civic duties, and a refined
individual with tastes, talents, and proclivities.45
The ways in which funerary art commemorates and defines individuals has been explored
broadly and not only in early Chinese art. In his scholarship about European medieval art, Paul
Binsky examines what he calls, “the tomb as a sign of selfhood.” What is most interesting is that
selfhood is connected to social and cultural norms that, as Binsky explains, implicate “the dead
and the living in a new interactive relationship of mutual obligation.”46 In early Chinese art, the
same concept is seen in tomb epitaphs, which were etched in stone and wove the life experiences
of the deceased into a neat and formulaic narrative. While epitaphs began to be placed above
tombs in the late Han dynasty, they quickly disappeared after imperial proscriptions against them
were enforced by both the Wei and Jin governments (on the predictable grounds that they
promoted “self-praise,” “exalted the fallacious,” and “wasted wealth”).47 The populace eluded
the law by burying epitaphs in the tomb, establishing a tradition that would last for fifteen
hundred years.48
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Renderings of occupants from two different Jiuquan tombs, Xigoucun M7 and Xincheng
M6, illustrate the degree to which the deceased was commemorated as an individual rather than a
model of virtue. We met the Xigoucun M7 occupant before on the west wall of the front
chamber, wearing pants and boots and riding alongside her husband as part of a military retinue.
She also appears on the east wall, where she wears Han Chinese style robes with ample fabric
and flowing sleeves (fig. 4. 32). On horseback, her chignon was floppy, but now her hair is
combed into a style neatly extending from the top of her head and secured with ornamental pins.
Opposite her kneels another woman, similarly dressed. There are no obvious differences in age
between the two females, so perhaps they are friends, cousins, sisters, or sisters-in-law. Whatever
the nature of their connection, it is clear that they are intimate and at ease because their full
sleeves are moving expressively with their gesticulations, indicating a lively conversation.
Whether seated with a companion or on a horse, the woman refuses to conform to female
archetypes of the Han dynasty, which demanded modesty and self-sacrifice. She is adventurous
when riding a horse and, as indicated by the flapping sleeves, animated and opinionated in
society. In both paintings, it appears that the individual was remembered as such, rather than
characterized as a model member of a particular social group. Whether this portrayal was
specified by the woman herself, her husband, a son or other family member, or whether it was
designed by the artist, it is refreshingly candid.
The same is true of a series of portrayals of one of the tomb occupants on the west wall of
the middle chamber of Xincheng M6 (fig. 4.33). Here the woman is shown on numerous bricks,
dining and being ministered to by attendants with chopsticks, fans, and earrings on trays. Not all
of the images of her are published, but in situ it is possible to see that she progresses from a
young woman in the bottom register to her prime in the center, and to a matron on the top (figs.
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4.34 and 4.35). In all three iterations, she is shown doing what she presumably liked best—
sitting down to a delicious meal.
By eschewing what we can imagine were traditional social expectations, these portraits
are disarming and personal. Family members viewing the images during burial would remember
their loved ones not as archetypes, but as beloved individuals. At the same time, surrounded by
the tomb and images therein, they could imagine the world a dwelling soul would inhabit after
the tomb was closed and burial was complete. In both commemorating the deceased in life and
providing for his or her dwelling soul in the afterlife, the representation of the region and the
happy home in the Jiuquan tombs plays an active role. In the former, it shows that local and
immediate concerns and achievements prevailed over national and historic ones. In the latter, the
space allowed a dwelling soul to voyage through the home and region as the occupant would
have in life. That servants in the tomb likewise would have been animated after the closing of the
tomb is suggested by the presence of the small side door on the south wall of the front chamber
of Xincheng M3, labeled a zhong he and leading to the middle chamber. Moreover, as the
mourner gazes upon the images, he or she is surrounded by the world of both the occupant in life
and the imminent presence of the soul after death, prompting him or her to commune and
empathize with the perspective of the deceased. Such an experience differs fundamentally than
one elicited by viewing a pageant of exemplary females, as one might have encountered in a Han
dynasty tomb or shine. There, the objective was for the viewer to absorb the exhortations, apply
them individually, and reinforce the codes of expectation in others.49
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Holingol: A Frontier Tomb of the Han Dynasty
Although the world as imagined in the Jiuquan tombs represents a departure from most
Han dynasty tombs, one tomb, Holingol M1, incorporates characteristics of both. As discussed in
the Chapter III, the Jiuquan tombs compress the large scale structure of the Holingol tomb but
still achieve a similarly expansive spatial effect. Holingol was built on the northern frontier as
the Han dynasty was teetering in its final decades, and it upholds the thematic traditions of the
Chinese heartland even as it emphasizes the individual’s accomplishments and daily enjoyments.
The front chamber is dedicated to celebrating the achievements of the male tomb
occupant and depicting the affluence enjoyed by him and his wife, the female tomb occupant.
The male tomb occupant’s career is recounted across a large area. As he climbs the bureaucratic
ladder, subordinates are shown pay homage, assuring that his status is maintained in the afterlife
and inviting the same veneration from viewers.
Inscriptions detail his rise from a low government official to a military commander. With
each promotion, the processions grow more elaborate, culminating in an epic parade of no fewer
than ten chariots escorted by one hundred mounted attendants to mark his assumption of the post
Colonel Protector of the Wuhuan (Shi chijie hu Wuhuan xiaowei 使持节护乌桓校; fig. 4.36).
Members of the Wuhuan, a minor nomadic tribe that eventually merged with the Xianbei, are
also shown with shaved temples on the sides and above the tomb entrance.50
As in the Jiuquan tombs, the middle chamber depicts the husband-and-wife occupants
banqueting and enjoying entertainment, but at Holingol paintings along the north and west walls
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of the middle chamber also promote standard Eastern Han period themes of filial piety through
pictorial anecdotes of the disciples of Confucius and virtuous women (fig. 4.37). The ceilings in
the front and middle chambers display auspicious omens, much like the ceiling of the Wu Liang
shrine. In the front chamber most of the paint has flaked off, but traditional Han dynasty symbols
of the vermilion bird and phoenix are visible, as is a new motif associated with Buddhism: a
white elephant.51 The ceiling of the middle chamber is better preserved (though images are not
published) and is covered with more omens, identified by cartouches and including a spirit tripod
(shen ding 神鼎), white wolf, and three-legged crow, among many more fantastic creations.52 In
the Han dynasty such omens (whether auspicious or inauspicious) formed a pictorial vocabulary
that was used as rhetoric to praise and exhort as well as to criticize and warn.53
In the rear chamber, paintings depict landholdings and the wealth of the estate, including
kitchens, stables, sericulture and farming, much like the scenes found in the front chambers at
Jiuquan. As described in Chapter III, the rear wall has the sleeping chambers, which at Jiuquan
were on the side walls and represented by genei (fig. 3.111). There are also generic symbols of
wealth and power: zhuwei chowries, black scholar hats (guan 冠) and sabers (peijian 佩剑).
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Some scholars maintain that the décor of the Holingol tomb is biographical with the
paintings acting as a pictorial tomb epitaph.54 In the various chambers, imagery progresses from
the narrative of personal achievement in the front chamber, to personal cultivation including an
appreciation for Confucian archetypes and, finally, the private realm of the tomb occupants’
estate and home.55 While there similarities between the tombs at Holingol and Jiuquan, there are
several salient differences between the conception of space and representation of the occupants
within it. First, and most obviously, the Jiuquan tombs eschew Confucian morality tales and do
not present the occupants as noble scholars or self-sacrificing wives and mothers. Second, the
Jiuquan tombs also reject the auspicious imagery that forms a canopy, and commentary, over the
world of men and women below. Instead, references to the cosmic scheme are chiefly confined
to the screen walls and are seen in the front chambers in only a few instances: the zaojing and
mirror that would have hung from it; and the painted dragon and tiger flanking the door to the
middle chamber in Xigoucun M5. Xincheng M6 alone features a stratum of auspicious imagery,
including guardians in unusual hats holding up beams and bovine-headed figures with pendulous
breasts and striped stomachs, both of which are also seen on the screen walls (fig. 2.38).
The Jiuquan tombs’ repudiation of the occupant as someone positioned relative to a
historical continuum, as both inheritor and transmitter of Confucian codes of morality and
defined by association through Confucian allegory, is counter-intuitive given trends of the times.
For instance, even though many people lost faith in government institutions after the fall of the
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Han dynasty, the Confucian classics endured as the foundation of education and political
discourse. A strong moral stance on the part of individuals was still believed to have the power to
achieve or uphold cosmic harmony, much like a planetary body pulls interstellar debris into an
organized orbit.56 The educated gentry, meanwhile, remained respected, and government service
was still a viable route to advancement, especially for powerful families and even in the Hexi
Corridor.57 Likewise, although the lack of auspicious and apotropaic imagery in the Jiuquan
tombs suggests that interest in omens declined sharply with the fall of the Han dynasty, textual
sources prove otherwise. In the Six Dynasties, omens were regarded as real, and sightings were
feverishly transcribed and circulated.58
The radical break from historical and cosmic schemes handed down from the Han
dynasty is evident in the front and middle chambers at Jiuquan, where the tomb occupants have a
fairly consistent vision of the region (landscapes, citadels, flourishing estates, and harmonious
relationships with pastoral peoples and newcomers from the Western Regions) and flexible
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interpretations of the individual’s role in this regional scheme, whether as a leader (or a “power
couple”) able to promote stability, as a music aficionado, or a loquacious companion.
The Fleeting Brush
Throughout the front and middle chambers at Jiuquan, the focus on the here-and-now seen
in the subject matter of the paintings is further emphasized by the brushwork itself. The rapid
strokes capture evanescent events within the most mundane of settings. For viewers, this
produces a sensation of stumbling upon mini-dramas, as though surrounded by changing scenes
as one would be in life.
For instance, a painting of a messenger in the Hexi Corridor equivalent of the Pony
Express (yi zhuan 驿传) shows him riding a spotted horse at a full gallop, the horse’s speed so
great that his tail dissolves into a blur of a single, dry brushstroke (fig. 4.38). The rider, however,
does not lean forward on his mount but sits upright, calmly holding a qi 棨 (a symbol of official
business), unwavering and composed despite his obviously urgent mission. To underscore his
profession as a bearer of messages, he is painted without a mouth.59 The same economy and
skill are applied to even humdrum barnyard moments, as seen in a picture of a rooster and four
hens (fig. 4.39). Rapid and assured brushstrokes depict a cock lifting his claw with an air of
importance as he puffs his chest and turns to address the hen behind him. She too lifts her claw,
imitating his air of authority though she lacks his splendid plumage. The other three birds appear
aimless; neither impressed nor deferential.
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The sketchy but deft brushwork is seen in all of the tombs, though the quality of execution
differs (Xincheng M3 being cursory, M6 calligraphic, and M7 elegant). The pictorial style is
distinct from that of Han dynasty tomb paintings excavated in the Jiuquan area, as represented by
a depiction of archers dated to the Eastern Han period and excavated at Bahe 坝河 (fig. 4.40).
In this brick painting, the level of detail surpasses that seen in some of the Xigoucun and
Xincheng images, but the rendering is awkward: arms and legs seem elastic and facial features
are exaggerated and cartoonish.
A comparison of the Jiuquan tomb paintings with those at Luotuocheng and Foyemiaowan
reveals that each site has a distinctive quality. The Luotuocheng tomb has fifty-eight paintings in
its three rooms. As in the Jiuquan tombs, these include scenes of taking animals to pasture,
farming, and ox carts.60 Though there are also four scenes of horse carts, they do not form a
procession or depict an official en route to a consequential meeting, which indicates that the
status of the tomb occupants did not match that of those in the Jiuquan tombs. Looking closely at
the painting style, the brushwork is skilled, with smooth strokes and dexterous modulation, but
the rendering itself is coarse. Heads and bodies are out of proportion and the facial expressions
of both animals and people are vacuous, their bodies torpid (fig. 4.41).
Comparing the Jiuquan brushwork to that in the tombs at Foyemiaowan shows that the
latter has a calligraphic quality and reaches a level of refinement not seen even at Jiuquan, as a
painting of two pheasants shows (fig. 4.42). The polished strokes in the Foyemiaowan painting
trace the plumage in precise detail, but the birds lack the vivacity seen in the painting of the
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Jiuquan rooster and chickens, where the strutting cock might even be reminiscent of a selfimportant local scion, and the hen his consort.
The painting style in the Jiuquan tombs is obviously a departure from what has been called
the classicism of carved-stone mortuary art popular among the educated gentry at the end of the
Han dynasty.61 It differs also from the descriptive tradition in vogue among tombs of eunuchs
and their families in second century Luoyang. Although there are some similarities, the
segregation of daily life and otherworldly imagery as well as themes of wealth and amusement,
the descriptive style at Luoyang extolls materialism through salacious depiction of overindulgence, while the Jiuquan paintings depict the forthright happiness found in family life,
work, and leisure. The lively brushwork of the Jiuquan tomb paintings is closer to what Martin
Powers labels “naturalism,” which captures physical and emotional details.”62
In this regard, the Jiuquan paintings are similar to scenes carved in relief on brick in an
Eastern Han period tomb in Sichuan province. Although the medium is different, these also show
the spontaneous emotions triggered by quotidian events, like a scene where prospective
customers hurry, arms spread with glee, to a liquor store (fig. 4.43). The Jiuquan tomb paintings
also reveal the feelings of people and even animals (numerous pictures show the eyes of cows
rolling with dread as a butcher swings his mace) but the brushwork achieves a degree of
sophistication that the carved ceramic brick cannot match. For instance, the ink lies heavy on the
form of a bounding hare, a single stroke widening his eye so it bulges with terror. Behind him, a
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few flicks of a dry brush trace the blur of a hawk’s form, honing in silently with missile-like
precision for the kill (fig. 4.44). The brushwork endows the painting with a meaning beyond the
immediate scene: in this case it is not simply an illustration of the food chain; through brushwork
it becomes a commentary on the inescapable nature of death.
The picture of the hawk and hare is a fitting segue from the world of the front and middle
chambers to the rear chambers. The focus of the front and middle rooms is on the representation
of life and the commemoration of the tomb occupants, but the rear chambers reveal the anxiety
surrounding death and the disposal of the corpse. The portentous task of laying the body to rest
requires a space of a different character.
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Chapter V. Return to Tradition

In all the tombs, the passageway to the rear chamber is just like the one leading from the
vestibule at the foot of the screen wall to the front chamber: a narrow and low arched corridor.
The space in the rear chamber, however, is entirely different from the vestibule in front of the
lofty screen wall, the expansive front chamber and the middle chambers. The room is
rectangular, aligned along the axis of the tomb, and the ceiling is low and barrel-vaulted.1 In
fact, it is a larger version of the connecting corridors themselves, a space that seems to mold
itself around a coffin like a sarcophagus or outer coffin (guo 椁).2 Bricks on the side walls are
unadorned by paintings, which emphasizes the finite space and deprives it of lateral expansion,
quite unlike the spatial effect achieved in the front chambers. Paintings and burial goods in the
rear chamber can be divided into two types: easily fungible items of value, such as gold, silver,
and bronze ornaments; and items that are auspicious and protective. There are a few items in the
former group that carry connotations of personal significance, but none divulge the character or
identity of the occupants in a meaningful way. The breadth of creativity seen in the front and
middle chambers, from defining space through the relationship between architecture, burial
goods, and paintings to commemorating the individuality of the deceased, is entirely absent.
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Instead, across all the tombs the architecture, paintings, and burial goods converge uniformly
towards longstanding traditions.
A Reserve for the Afterlife
Unlike the front and middle chambers where the imagery places the viewer in a threedimensional setting, the paintings in the rear chamber are confined to the back wall in all of the
tombs. Moreover, they are (with minimal exceptions) few in number, limited in subject matter,
and homogeneous in style.3 Xigoucun M5 has only ten painted bricks arranged in four layers of
jade belt (fig. 5.1). On the top stratum, there are two bricks with paintings of treasure boxes. The
second row has a painting of bamboo slip books on the left, while the other two bricks on this
row as well as those on the two rows below depict cabinets for valuables. Likewise, the rear
chamber of Xigoucun M7 only has painted bricks on the north (rear) wall (fig. 5.2). The top
stratum is decorated with thick vertical lines alternating in red and black, which the
archaeological report says signifies bamboo slip books.4 The next row of bricks has four
paintings of cabinets, rendered in rudimentary lines, while the bottom two rows are decorated
with painted bricks featuring what look like twin helixes but are depictions of silk filament tows
(sishu 丝束).
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There is little deviation in the arrangement and content of paintings at the Xincheng tombs.
A photograph of the rear wall at Xincheng M5 shows the small number of painted bricks
arranged in four rows (fig. 5.3). On the top is a brick with two bundles of silk yarn (juan bo 绢
帛). Below, the painting on the left shows a zhuwei chowry next to a bianmian 便面, a fan for
covering the face, while the one on the right depicts a box flanked by five rudimentary egg-like
shapes that are silkworm cocoons (figs. 5.4 and 5.5). The third row has a sword in a scabbard,
two bundles of raw silk, and what may be a bunang 布囊, a cloth wrapping for the corpse.5 The
three bricks on the bottom row show silkworm cocoons and helix-shaped filament tows. As at
Xigoucun M7, the paintings are all framed by soldiered or stretcher bricks painted in red and
black. According to list of images in the archaeological report, the paintings in the rear chambers
of the other tombs are similar in arrangement and subject matter.
None of the paintings in the rear chambers of the Jiuquan tombs displays a layout that
establishes spatial relationships or endows the images with distinctive meanings. By contrast,
when books, treasure boxes, and bundles of silks surround the occupants who are feasting or
being attended to by servants in the middle chambers of Xigoucun M5 and Xincheng M3 (see
diagrams 1.5 and 4.5), they become symbols of wealth. In the rear chamber the images are static,
an effect that is further emphasized by the desultory brush strokes and results in images that do
not upset the solemnity of the space or even animate it. The emphasis in the rear chamber
appears not to be on a spectacle of riches, but rather on stockpiling a reserve to help the
occupants navigate the uncertainty of the afterlife. The images of silk in particular can be
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interpreted in this regard, since the material was officially recognized as a liquid commodity with
a fixed coin conversion rate beginning in the first year of the Wei kingdom. Though formalized
in the Wei-Jin period, the policy of substituting silk for metal currency had started under the Han
dynasty. Perhaps because it was light and universally desired, the government stockpiled silk
along the northwestern frontier and sometimes even paid its soldiers in cloth.

6

Many of the burial goods that were found in the rear chambers serve a similar purpose.
These include wu zhu 五铢 coins dated to the Han dynasty and Wei-Jin periods as well as
bronze blades; gold ornaments shaped like leaves, money, and tiny combs; silver rings as well as
hatpins and hairpins; bronze hairpins; a jade ink stone; and belt hooks (fig. 5.6).7 While some of
these (ornaments, the ink stone, and belt hooks) may have been valued as decorative items by the
occupants while living, their inclusion in this part of the tomb does not express or commemorate
their individuality in the same way that the paintings in the front and middle chambers do; rather
they are dispassionate markers of their status as wealthy denizens of the afterlife.
Items for Luck and Protection
Burial items in the rear chamber that can be classified as auspicious or apotropaic are
similarly conventional. These include crossbow mechanisms (nuji guo 弩机郭), which are

6

This practice was mentioned in a Han dynasty document discovered in Gansu province by the
British explorer, Aurel Stein. Yu, Trade and Expansion in Han China; A Study in the Structure
of Sino-Barbarian Economic Relations, 164-66.
7

Thirty-four coins were found in Xigoucun M5, M6, and M7, most in the rear chamber. Zhao
Wucheng and Ma Jianhua, "Gansu Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao," 12, 14, and 38.
Six hundred forty coins were found in the Xincheng tombs. Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, 42-43. Details of the other items
from Xincheng can be found in ibid., 36-41.
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common in tombs throughout the Six Dynasties, perhaps because the second syllable meaning
“mechanism” sounds like the word for “auspicious” (ji 吉).8 Jade shoats (yudun 玉腞), placed in
the hands of the corpse as talismans or amulets, were also found in Xigoucun M5 and M7 (fig.
5.7). Xincheng M4, which housed three corpses, yielded four of these items (fig. 5.8). All of the
shoats are of a similar size and have the same compact, flat ovoid shape. Etches lines tracing the
pig’s limbs, ears, eyes, snout, and mouth, are also uniform. Such shoats are known to have been
placed in the hands of corpses in Guangdong 广东 province, in the far southeast of China, so it
is curious that they appear in Jiuquan at this time.9 Unlike the chicken- and ox-headed figures on
the screen walls, these cannot be interpreted as an innovative adaptation because they do not
deviate in material, size, or design from jade shoats found at other tombs near Jiuquan and
elsewhere (fig. 5.9).10
One of the most interesting, if unsightly, items discovered in the chambers of the Jiuquan
tombs is a misshapen bronze figurine standing only 12.5 centimeters high and recovered from
the rear chamber from Xigoucun M7 (fig. 5.10).11 Crude figures, usually of tin or lead, have

8

Dien, Six Dynasties Civilization, 214.

9

Zhao Wucheng and Ma Jianhua, "Gansu Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao," 19 and
24. Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue
baogao, 36 and fig. 33. Such shoats are found in burials dating from the Eastern Jin period and
later throughout China, but among earlier tombs only one other such shoat, in Henan province,
has been found outside of Guangdong and Gansu. Dien, Six Dynasties Civilization, 214.
10

The Henan shoat mentioned in the note above is similar in fabrication, size, proportion, and
decoration to the ones at Jiuquan, as are two found in Dingjiazha M9, a tomb dated to the
Western Jin dynasty. Zhao Zhiquan and Xu Diankui, "Henan Yanshi Xingyuancun di liang zuo
Wei Jin mu," Kaogu, no. 8 (1985): 725. Wu Rengxiang, "Jiuquan Jiayuguan Jin mu di fajue," 11.
11

Zhao Wucheng and Ma Jianhua, "Gansu Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao," ibid.,
no. 7 (1996): 22.
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been found in many Han dynasty graves and were part of archaic mortuary traditions transmitted
through folk practice rather than texts or liturgy since at least the Warring States period.12 They
were frequently placed within special funerary jars called douping 斗瓶 inscribed with
formulaic tomb-quelling texts (zhenmu wen 镇墓文).
Scores of douping, of makeshift design and bearing formulaic inscriptions, were excavated
from the Western Jin and Sixteen Kingdoms tombs of Qijiawan, but only two were found at
Jiuquan, one at Xigoucun and the other at Xincheng.13 The Xigoucun douping was recovered
from the front chamber of Xigoucun M6, where it was found next to what may have been an
altar in the side chamber. It is a slim earthenware jar with a light coat of grey slip and an
inscription in red ink (fig. 5.11). The sixteen-line inscription is too fragmentary to reconstruct on
its own, but the first line implores Tian Di 天帝 (supreme god) to welcome a member of the
Zhang 张 family.14 Zhang is a common last name, and it is not known if the deceased was
related to the clan that established a power base extending from Dunhuang to Wuwei during the

12

Peter Samuel Nickerson, "Taoism, Death, and Bureaucracy in Early Medieval China" (Ph.D.,
University of California, Berkeley, 1996), 87.
13

Douping constitute a significant portion of burial goods excavated from the Qijiawan tombs.
Out of 983 burial items, eighty-eight were douping. Their inscriptions are transcribed in, Dai
Chunyang, Zhang Long, and Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Qijiawan: Xi Jin
Shiliuguo muzang fajue baogao, 100-22. For details on the figure, see Zhao Wucheng and Ma
Jianhua, "Gansu Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao," 22. Another bronze figure was
found in Xincheng M7, but I am not sure whether it had the same function given that it is larger
and more finely rendered.
14

For a transcript of the surviving fragments of the inscription, see "Gansu Jiuquan Xigoucun
Wei Jin mu fajue baogao," 17-18.
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Eastern Han period.15 It is also the surname of Zhang Gui 张轨 (254-314), who established the
Former Liang dynasty encompassing Gansu and parts of present-day Xinjiang, Qinghai, and
Inner Mongolia.16
The other legible snippets of text on the Xigoucun douping conform to the numerous intact
examples at Qijiawan (fig. 5.12). These announce the date and the death of the occupant before
appealing to the gods of the underworld and administrators of the Three Bureaus (San Guan 三
官) overseen by Houtu 后土 (Lord of the Earth) to absolve the descendants of the deceased
from any transgressions during the burial and to uphold a strict separation between the land of
the living and the dead. Since it is clear that this entity is bound for the underworld, I refer to it
as a “descending soul.” So that it should not suffer a tribunal of the Three Bureaus, many jars
also offer grain (wugu 五糓), a land contract for the burial plot, and a lead figurine (qianren 铅
人) whose purpose was to assume any obligations on behalf of the soul to perform labor or
penance for worldly crimes.17 There was a deeper motivation behind these figurines and texts,
however, and that was to cleave the destinies of the dead and the living, to grant the living
immunity from polluting effects of the corpse, and to ensure that any paperwork snafus in the
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You Chengmin, "Han dai Hexi di haoqiang daxing," 42.
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See note 44 in Chapter IV, above.
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Ursula-Angelika Cedzich, "Corpse Deliverance, Substitute Bodies, Name Change, and
Feigned Death: Aspects of Metamorphosis and Immortality in Early Medieval China," Journal of
Chinese Religions 29, no. 1 (2001): 29-30 and 44.
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underworld (a hazard shared, it would seem, among supernatural apparatchiks and earthly ones)
would not bring suffering to the survivors of the deceased or result in their untimely deaths.18
The vessel from Xincheng found in M1 has an uneven bulge around the middle and a flat
foot (fig. 5.13). Its inscription, like the one in the Xigoucun tomb, is in red ink and begins with a
year: Gan☐er☐ 甘☐二☐. Most of the characters on the lines that follow are illegible, but on the
seventh line, there is an indication that the beneficiary of mortuary art in this rear chamber, a
descending soul facing the journey into the underworld, is the shen. The line reads, “The shen
(blank) releases…” (shen ☐ jie shi ziyou 神☐解适自有).19 Two lines below, the text enjoins the
shen to go completely (qu ge yu ju qu 去各与倶去). The last three characters of this line are
missing, but immediately below, the text implores the dead not to harbor bitterness toward the
living (sizhe bu yuan shengren 死者不冤生人).20 The explicit reference to shen is particularly
interesting given that it by the late Han dynasty the term was beginning to signify a unitary soul
that appropriated (sometimes mistakenly through clumsy translations) Buddhist concepts related
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Nickerson, "Taoism, Death, and Bureaucracy in Early Medieval China," 83-88.

19

The last characters in the sentence are difficult to translate without context. It may mean “with
suitable personal resources,” or point to the resources of an heir or heirs. For the rest of the
remaining (and fragmentary) transcription, see Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui,
and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, 25-26.
20

This plea may also be guarding against ghosts (gui 鬼), which had been a worry for centuries
in China, but which became a greater concern with the spread of ghost stories after the fall of the
Han dynasty and continuing throughout the Six Dynasties. The propagation of such stories was
in part tied to the growing influence of Daoism and Buddhism, disciples of which tried to appeal
to the populace by building upon local beliefs. Mu-Chou Poo, "The Completion of an Ideal
World: The Human Ghost in Early-Medieval China," Asia Major 10, no. 1/2 (1997): 69-70 and
73-77.
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to an enduring personal consciousness and social identity associated with vijñana, the
consciousness subject to karmic retribution, and the impermanence of the physical body.21
The figurine and douping illuminate how objects, texts, and images in this part of the tomb
are used to assuage fears about the capriciousness and inevitability of death and to suppress
revulsion at the corpse, which was believed to be all too capable of inflicting harm on the
living.22
Concealing the Corpse
Fear for the living and revulsion in the presence of the corpse perhaps are the reasons why
the decor in the rear chambers of the Jiuquan tombs retreats in lockstep manner towards ancient
conventions. It is likely that rituals also would have conformed to traditional protocol when
preparing the corpse for burial. According to the Book of Rites, the corpse would have been
ritually washed, and uncooked grains of rice placed in the mouth, before being dressed and
bound in silk.23 At Xincheng, several remnants of silk cloth, including raw silk, gauze, damask,
floss and a yellow belt, were found in the rear chamber of M2 and are believed to be wrappings
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Lo, "From a Dual Soul to a Unitary Soul: The Babel of Soul Terminologies in Early China,"
24-25, 45-52. Lo asserts that the notion of impermanence of the physical body was a botched
interpretation of the Buddhist concept of anātman, or non-self.
22

One purpose of funerary rites is to overcome disgust at the corpse, and instead define death as
an occasion to honor the life of the deceased. Wu Hung, The Art of the Yellow Springs:
Understanding Chinese Tombs, 126. See also, Li Chi: Book of Rites: An Encyclopedia of Ancient
Ceremonial Usages, Religious Creeds, and Social Institutions, 115. The topic of the corpse as a
polluted object is treated in Berger, "Purity and Pollution in Han Art," 40.
23

According to Li Chi: Book of Rites: An Encyclopedia of Ancient Ceremonial Usages,
Religious Creeds, and Social Institutions, 103 and 09.
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for the corpse (fig. 5.14).24 Corpses were then laid in sturdy coffins (preferably of cypress
wood), a task usually performed by the eldest son, as prescribed by The Book of Rites.25 Once
placed in the coffin, the body was transformed from a shi 尸 (corpse) to a jiu 柩, a body in its
permanent home.26
At Jiuquan, there are no brick coffin beds as there are at other tombs in the Hexi Corridor,
but a complete coffin from Xincheng M6 survives, as does a lid from a second coffin of the same
tomb, along with a lid from Xincheng M1.27 A nearby excavation of a Wei-Jin tomb designated
Xincheng M13 also led to the discovery of two coffins that closely match the ones from M1 and
M6.28 The complete coffin from Xincheng M6 is hewn from thick wood and joined by shengshaped plugs. It is wide at the head and tapered towards the foot, a shape that originated in
burials among pastoral tribes of the north and became widely adopted during the Six Dynasties.29
In addition, the ends of the coffin have a geometric design of dots connected by diagonal lines
(fig. 5.15). The two coffins from Xincheng M13 feature the same dots and connecting lines,
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All found in Xincheng M2. Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, 44.
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Li Chi: Book of Rites: An Encyclopedia of Ancient Ceremonial Usages, Religious Creeds, and
Social Institutions, 101 and 05.
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Wu Hung, The Art of the Yellow Springs: Understanding Chinese Tombs, 127-28.
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The complete coffin from Xincheng M6 is not mentioned in the archaeological report, but is
on view at the Jiayuguan City Xincheng Wei-Jin Brick Wall Painting Museum (Jiayuguanshi
Xincheng Wei Jin zhuan bihua bowuguan 嘉峪关市新城魏晋砖壁画博物馆).
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One of the coffins from M13 is displayed at the Jiayuguan City Xincheng Wei-Jin Brick Wall
Painting Museum, and both are described in Gao Fengshan et al., "Jiayuguan Xincheng shi'er,
shisan hao huaxiang zhuan mu fajue jianbao," Wenwu 8 (1982): 12.
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which are thought by the authors of this tomb’s archaeological report to represent the Eight
Trigrams (fig. 5.16).30
The lid of the coffin from Xincheng M6 is adorned with painted lines tracing shallow
incisions that form two figures with human torsos and snake tails. The one on the right is Fuxi,
who holds his carpenter’s square (fig. 5.17). One of the Five Ancient Sovereigns (Wu Di 五帝),
Fuxi is credited with inventing tools associated with civilization and he, along with his wife,
Nüwa, were popular figures in early Han dynasty burials. They symbolized the twin forces of yin
and yang and were believed capable of helping the shen ascend to heaven.31 While this imagery
conflicts with the notion that this room focuses on a descending soul is bound for the
underworld, it could be that Fuxi and Nüwa are employed here simply as traditional protective
forces.
While it would seem logical that the opposing serpent-tailed figure would be Nüwa, that
figure appears to be male and holds a shield with a black raven, the symbol of the sun (fig. 5.18).
The three distinctive, flame-like strands of hair pointing up from his head are typical of
depictions of the King Father of the East, consort of the Queen Mother of the West and, like
Fuxi, associated with the sun and the yang force.32 Perhaps this is a composite of the two. On the
other coffin lids figures appear as traditional couples; the King Father of the East is paired with
the Queen Mother of the West, and Fuxi with Nüwa. In Xincheng M13, the King Father of the
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Gao Fengshan et al., "Jiayuguan Xincheng shi'er, shisan hao huaxiang zhuan mu fajue
jianbao," 12.
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Zhao Wucheng and Jianhua, "Hexi mushi bihua zhong ‘Fu Xi, Nü Wa’ he ‘niushou renshen,
jishou renshen’ tuxiang qianxi," 66-67.
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Abe, Ordinary images, 112-13.
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East and the Queen Mother of the West are portrayed on the lid of the male occupant’s coffin,
while Fuxi and Nüwa adorn the lid of the female occupant’s coffin (fig. 5.19).33 At Xincheng
M1, both the male and female occupants’ coffin lids feature Fuxi and Nüwa (figs. 5.20 and 5.21).
The second lid from Xincheng M6, that of the male’s coffin, shows Queen Mother of the West
and King Father of the East (fig. 5.22). Fuxi and Nüwa are also depicted amid swirling lines on a
Wei-Jin coffin lid from Dandunzitan, also in the Jiuquan area (fig. 5.23). On all of the lids, the
figures are traced in curving lines that recall the entwined forms of the Mawangdui banner and
the wall painting from the tomb of Bu Qianqiu, both dating from the Western Han period (figs.
2.8 and 2.9).34 While painted coffins and lids were uncommon in the Chinese heartland during
the Wei-Jin period, the resurrection of these ancient symbols on coffin lids at Jiuquan along with
the conventional style in which they are rendered, emphasize the return to the tradition that is the
theme of this room.35
The frequent use of both pairs of figures in the same tombs is remarkable since by the first
century CE, Fuxi and Nüwa had been eclipsed in popularity by the King Father of the East and
Queen Mother of the West.36 The prevalence of these two mythical couples on coffin lids may
have launched their comeback as enduring iconic images with broad appeal in the following
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Gao Fengshan et al., "Jiayuguan Xincheng shi'er, shisan hao huaxiang zhuan mu fajue
jianbao," 12.
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For the lack of painted coffins in the heartland, see Zheng Yan, Wei Jin Nanbeichao bihua mu
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Wu Hung, The Wu Liang Shrine: The Ideology of Early Chinese Pictorial Art, 111-12.
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centuries.37 All four figures are depicted on the brick walls of the Wei-Jin tomb at Luotuocheng,
Gaotai.38 Fuxi and Nüwa, meanwhile, even float (with dragon-like legs and tails) on the ceiling
panel of a sixth century cave temple at the Mogao grottoes (fig. 5.24). Meanwhile, the Queen
Mother of the West and King Father of the East continued to appear on coffins in later centuries.
They can even be seen wearing Xianbei caps and ornaments on a fifth century Northern Wei
lacquer coffin lid from Guyuan 固原, Ningxia province (fig. 5.25).39
Returning to the role of the coffin in the rear chambers of the Jiuquan tombs, that these
painted images are on the inside of the lids means they are directed at the soul associated with
the corpse. The coffin from Xincheng M13 even has paintings of bound juan bo silks on the
interior (fig. 5.26). As for the placement of coffins at the Wei-Jin tombs at Xincheng, from what
can be surmised from the configuration of coffin remnants and dispersion of bones when the
tombs were excavated, the heads of the coffins were placed toward the door, while the feet faced
the paintings on the rear wall, suggesting that these too are aimed at the corpse and an associated
soul.40
Once the burial rituals had been completed, the tomb was vacated and sealed. The
mourners and attendants would walk one last time through the chambers. Hopefully, the
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combination of silks, protective and auspicious images, body doubles and tomb-quelling texts
would satisfy a descending soul and permit the decomposition of the body, a process overseen by
the underworld bureaucrats, to take place in peace.41 Passing through the front and middle
chambers, they would commemorate the deceased and perhaps wish a dwelling soul well in its
new home in the afterlife. Returning to the foot of the screen wall, they may have again thought
of the ascending soul’s journey and arrival in paradise. So that the dead should not disturb the
living, the tomb was carefully sealed. Again, tradition was observed in this regard, and the
arched doors under the screen walls were barricaded with stacks of bricks slanted in a
herringbone pattern or laid flat in running bond, following practices of the Eastern Han period.42
In some tombs at Xincheng, characters were scratched into a brick next to the sealed doors, and
in Xincheng M3 a lumpy and crudely fashioned ceramic tortoise was positioned facing the tomb
chambers at the bottom of the corridor leading outside.43 The corridors were then backfilled with
yellow earth and gravel from the Gobi desert and covered by a mound. The corpse was now
buried and hidden according to archaic customs.44
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Common Burials
Death is not a neat affair, and families were compelled to re-open tombs to admit
subsequent occupants upon the occasion of their deaths. The corpses recovered from the Jiuquan
tombs show that various types of burials were practiced, including individual burials (danzang
单葬); clan burials (zuzang 族葬), in which members of an extended family were buried in
adjacent or connecting tombs; common burials (fuzang 祔葬), with family members buried in a
single tomb or in adjoining tombs; and joint burials of a husband and wife (hezang 合葬) in a
single tomb. (See tables I and 2 for corpses and remains found in middle and rear chambers.)
Among these, hezang is considered a subset of fuzang and was the most popular type of burial in
large tombs of the Six Dynasties. Common in earlier times, fuzang burials with multiple family
members fell out of use in the Han dynasty but re-emerged during the Six Dynasties, perhaps
because of economic reasons.45
The practice of laying corpses to rest is closely related to tomb structure. Additional
chambers in tombs (such as the middle chambers in some of the Jiuquan tombs) do not
necessarily indicate that the occupants were wealthier than their counterparts with twochambered tombs. In fact, additional chambers with multiple burials may mean that tomb patrons

mound over the grave and plant it with trees?” Li Chi: Book of Rites: An Encyclopedia of Ancient
Ceremonial Usages, Religious Creeds, and Social Institutions, 103.
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Qi Dongfang’s article on fuzang practices in the Six Dynasties is an informative study of
regional variations of this phenomenon that was widespread in China. The burial types listed are
distinct from peizang 陪葬, a Han dynasty practice in which a subordinate was granted the
honor of being buried near a superior. Qi Dongfang, "San Guo Liang Jin Nanbeichao shiqi fu di
zangmu," Kaogu, no. 10 (1991): 949.
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wished to save money by doubling up in a single tomb.46 That appears to be the case with
Xincheng M7, which housed four occupants, two in the middle chamber and two in the rear. This
tomb was also the only one among the Jiuquan tombs that are the focus of this study to have a
fudou ceiling in the rear chamber; perhaps this design modification was related to the intention to
house a multi-person fuzang.47 Across much of China, Wei-Jin tombs are much smaller than
their Han dynasty predecessors, usually consisting of only one chamber; including those with
high-status occupants. In the Hexi Corridor, by contrast, they are larger and more elaborate
whether or not they incorporate fuzang practices.
One of the most interesting instances of fuzang at Jiuquan is not recorded in the
archaeological report but can be seen in situ at Xigoucun M5. It takes the form of a second
adjoining tomb that was built later, its corridor branching off from that of M5’s. Consisting of
two chambers and decorated with paintings on brick in the manner of the other Jiuquan tombs,
this tomb housed a traditional hezang joint burial in the rear chamber. It also, however, was
found to contain the burial of an additional male and female in a side chamber. It is thought that
the four corpses in the two-chambered tomb may have been the children of the male buried in the
three-chambered tomb, M5.48
46
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When new tombs were built next to existing ones, the aboveground changes included new
mounds above the corridors, additional tumuli above the chambers, and enclosures joining pairs
or groups of tombs in a common site. Returning above ground after journeying through the
tombs below, increases appreciation for how these modest structures of sand and gravel belie the
innovations in funerary art and the dramatic shifting of cultural norms and practices taking place
in the third century on the frontier of China.
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Chapter VI. The Significance of the Jiuquan Tombs

The Wei-Jin tombs at Jiuquan deploy architecture, paintings, and burial goods to expand
and redefine space and express new concepts in mortuary art. The tombs feature a screen wall
that rearranges traditional spatial compositions to put the celestial realm near the bottom of a tall
tower in an iconic position where it can be easily seen by a viewer. In the front chambers, the
tombs establish layers of foreground, middle- and far-distance to evoke the occupants’ dwelling
and local region. Additionally, they discard traditional ideals of the virtuous official, the
honorable wife, and the primacy of Han Chinese culture. Even the contrast between the
animation in the front and middle chambers and the stillness and conventionality in the rear
chamber reinforces the solemnity of the task of laying the corpse to rest.
What was behind the formation of these innovations, which took shape rapidly after the fall
of the Han dynasty? Part of the answer lies in the geography of Jiuquan, its isolation from centers
of power and warfare, and its unique topography that allowed for easy defense of the city and
funneled people from faraway regions into a confined, fertile area. The proximity of grasslands
and oasis-fed farmlands were ideal for a varied economy and food supply, and the vastness of the
land and dearth of people, as described in the Hanshu, enabled the Hexi Corridor to absorb new
populations without massive displacements.1
Political and socio-economic changes in the wake of the fall of the Han dynasty also
spurred artistic innovation. The imperial Han government fragmented just as the Hexi Corridor
was being transformed from a collection of military farming colonies into communities in which
1

For the diverse economy, see Wei Jin Nanbeichao, 2. For the Hanshu, see note 83 in Chapter I,
above.
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farming and animal husbandry were augmented by sericulture and trade.2 Local magnate
families who emigrated from the Chinese heartland during the Eastern Han period quickly
amassed power and established successful lineages as they merged with the gentry class.3 In the
third century, both Cao Cao, who seized power from the imperial house of Han, and his son Cao
Pi, who founded the Wei kingdom, found it impossible to control the remote Hexi Corridor
without the help of local magnate families. These families leveraged the opportunity to assert
themselves politically, economically, and socially, as can be seen in depictions of local
governance and daily life in paintings in the front chambers of the Jiuquan tombs.4 Stability and
prosperity, coupled with frequent and close contact between established families and the many
migrants from the Chinese heartland, the northern steppes and the Western Regions, also had a
direct impact on tomb architecture and décor.5 These interactions redefined traditional ideas and
artistic approaches, as evinced in the brick paintings in the Jiuquan tombs.
Another powerful influence in the Hexi Corridor at this time was Buddhism. Isolated
Buddhist motifs are found in late Eastern Han tombs, as seen at Holingol with the appearance of
a white elephant and at Yi’nan with Buddha figures on pillars. White elephants also appear on
the Western Jin tombs of Foyemiaowan, and the character for Buddha, 佛 (Fo), was found on a

2

Li Qingling, "Wei Jin Shiliuguo Beichao Xibei di jingqi kafa sixiang," Ningxia shehui kewue,
no. 2 (2006): 87-88. See also Abe, Ordinary images, 107.

3

You Chengmin, "Han dai Hexi di haoqiang daxing," 42-44.

4

Wei Jin Nanbeichao, 3, 40-41, and 87-89. See also Ma Jianchun, Zhongguo Xibei shaoshu
minzu tongshi: Jin Shiliuguo juan, 137.
5

For generalities on the migrations of groups from the steppes, see Wei Jin Nanbeichao, 90-99.
For specifics, see Zhongguo Xibei shaoshu minzu tongshi: Jin Shiliuguo juan, 14-25, 38-53, 7378, and 90-96.
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ritually broken ceramic in a tomb dated to 398 at Qijiawan.6 The Jiuquan tombs do not have
Buddhist motifs or inscriptions; in fact in none of the tombs is there even a lotus image in the
zaojing though this motif is present in other Wei-Jin tombs in the immediate area.
While Buddhist iconography does not appear in the Jiuquan tombs, Buddhist thought and
scriptures are known to have spread in Jiuquan during the third century, and these may have
spurred people to think differently about the afterlife and attendant rituals.7 The screen wall in
particular raises questions about whether the structure is related to the Buddhist pagoda, even
though the tianmen, chicken- and ox-headed figures, and guardians derive from Daoist
iconography. If so, it may have been invented as a novel way to express or reinforce established
concepts about the nature and destination of an ascending soul after death or to help visualize
imported beliefs that were imbuing notions of transcendence with new connotations.8 It
furthermore may have shaped the ways in which the chambers perpetuated the social identity
embodied in a dwelling soul, and perhaps even concepts of karmic retribution that threatened the

6

For elephants at Foyemiaowan and Holingol, see Dai Chunyang, "Dunhuang Xi Jin
huaxiangzhuan zhong baixiang neihan bianxi," 59 and 67. For the bowl at Qijiawan, see Dai
Chunyang, Zhang Long, and Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Qijiawan: Xi Jin
Shiliuguo muzang fajue baogao, 46.
7

Unfortunately, most texts and translations survive only in fragments quoted in later
compilations. It is not until the late sixth century that a large enough body of Chinese Buddhist
works survive to show how tenets were being interpreted and doctrine was taking form. Walter
Liebenthal, "The Immortality of the Soul in Chinese Thought," Monumenta Nipponica 8, no. 1/2
(1952): 331.
8

Eric Zürcher would call the former type a “formal loan” (one that confines itself to
terminology and style) and the latter a “conceptual loan” (one that changes or adds to doctrine).
While he is speaking of early Buddhist influences on Daoist texts, the same terminology is useful
in analyzing the transmission of artistic motifs, styles, and concepts. "Buddhist Influence on
Early Taoism," 85. For the influence of Buddhism on ideas of transcendence, see The Buddhist
Tradition in India, China, and Japan (New York: Vintage Books, 1972), 130-35.
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descending soul. The shen is the only soul named, a fact that aligns with what is seen in
contemporary texts, where use of the term shen was outpacing hun and hunshen 魂神 in
frequency.9 While some scholars have made forays into analyzing tomb-quelling texts and other
artifacts that give insight into changing beliefs about souls, the experiential aspect of tombs at
Jiuquan and elsewhere, such as Foyemiaowan, deserves investigation with the goal of
understanding whether and how the souls are divided from the body and their intended
destinations or nature after death.10 The builders of the tombs, after all, were tasked with
creating conduits and havens for the souls (or composites thereof). The stakes were enormous. If
the tomb’s configuration and decoration were confusing, they would fail to properly direct,
retain, or safeguard the souls. The program seen across the Wei-Jin tombs at Jiuquan shows three
distinct areas of the tombs (screen wall, front chamber, and rear chamber) and, although this
indicates three specific functions, it does not necessarily evince that people of Jiuquan conceived
of souls that ascended, dwelled, or descended as completely separate entities. Tombs and
mortuary art in early China, after all, embrace a plethora of ideas that may be inchoate and even
contradictory.11 Nevertheless, analyzing the fixed junctures in the tomb program at Jiuquan can

9

Lo, "From a Dual Soul to a Unitary Soul: The Babel of Soul Terminologies in Early China,"
52.
10

Such efforts into examining the nature of the souls through artifacts can be found in, Seidel,
"Traces of Han Religion in Funeral Texts Found in Tombs."; Loewe, Ways to Paradise: The
Chinese Quest for Immortality; Wu Hung, "Art in a Ritual Context: Rethinking Mawangdui."
11

Wu Hung, citing examples of Mawangdui M1 (including the banner) and Dingjiazha M5,
explains how Chinese tombs encompass a polycentric approach, providing for numerous
contingencies and addressing a spectrum of beliefs without clearly demarcating their
relationships. "Art in a Ritual Context: Rethinking Mawangdui," 139-44; The Art of the Yellow
Springs: Understanding Chinese Tombs, 34-35.
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play a role in the hermeneutics of changing beliefs about the nature of what persists or endures
after death. In large part, considering this and other matters is due to the degree of both
consistency and innovation seen across the tombs.
Built over a span of several decades, the tombs from Xigoucun and Xincheng display a
uniformity that is remarkable in so large a group. The organization of each tomb generally
adheres to the same pattern, and certain details are repeated throughout many of the tombs. All of
the tombs feature a screen wall with a miniature door placed in the same position, and most have
a chicken- and ox-headed figure flanking the door. The doors that lack these attendants are left
plain; none substitute other attendants. Even the degree of variation in the lesser ornamentation is
slight, and only small modifications are found in motifs or their arrangement.
The front chambers are all presented as courtyards under an open sky, surrounded by the
estate, farms, and pastures belonging to the deceased and the wildernesses of the Hexi Corridor
beyond. None of the tombs depicts the sky with auspicious omens or otherwise attempts to
position the world of the tomb under a cosmic canopy, as was done in Eastern Han tombs.
Compared to such tombs that represent the entire cosmos, the images of courtyards and
surrounding region in the front and middle chambers of the Jiuquan tombs are less expansive in
scope, but the ways in which individuals are shown as actors in this space is a bold departure
from Han dynasty traditions. The occupants are not portrayed in a grand cosmic setting or as
historical individuals, nor are they lauded as Confucian archetypes. Within the courtyard, estate,
and region of the Jiuquan tombs, they are free and dynamic agents at the center of the action.
Each tomb highlights the occupants’ individuality in similar ways; not through allegory,
but through the depiction of the tomb occupants engaged in daily pursuits. All include pastoral
peoples and, here and there, natives of more distant lands as well. The tribes depicted are
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numerous and may include Qiang, Di, Qiuci, and various Xiongnu and Xianbei. While numbers
and types vary from tomb to tomb, nearly all are portrayed within a context of harmonious coexistence and cultural exchange. In the front and middle chambers, these images combine to
reflect an optimistic outlook, one that focuses on the pleasures of rearing children, food, riding,
and hunting, ignoring the upheavals in the Chinese heartland and in the Hexi Corridor itself. In
the rear chambers, the retreat to traditional mortuary art is no less consistent across the Jiuquan
tombs, from the architecture to the inclusion of protective and auspicious burial goods. The
consistency among the tombs reflects a consensus in the expectations related to caring for and
commemorating the dead, the division and care of souls, and laying the corpse safely to rest.
Artistic innovations, after all, presented opportunities and risks in the tombs. Proper burials
might elevate the social status of the living and bestow good fortune on future progeny.12 On the
other hand, hazards included social opprobrium if the burials were seen as improper and even
illness, death, or visitation by a ghost if souls and spirits were not pleased. Each segment of the
tomb plays a distinct role in what is a momentous task: transforming a family member into an
ancestor.13 The tianmen in the screen wall is placed so that an ascending soul, capable of flight,
can reach and pass through it, but a living person or a corpse cannot. Instead, the living bear the
body through the arched passageway below the screen wall and into the front chamber, which
creates a familiar setting in which a dwelling soul can continue to delight in the same pursuits

12

See Chapter I, above, on the siting of tombs; in particular note 70.

13

Wu Hung describes how entombment and associated rituals transform the identity of the
deceased into an ancestral deity. The Art of the Yellow Springs: Understanding Chinese Tombs,
8-9. Paul Binsky, writing about European Medieval art, similarly discusses how the burial rituals
mark a transformation of an individual and a separation of the soul from the body. Medieval
Death: Ritual and Representation, 29-30.
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enjoyed in life. From there, one more arched passageway (or two if it the tomb has a middle
chamber) lies ahead, beckoning the procession to continue. In the rear chamber, the barrelvaulted ceiling arches over the coffin like a guo, or outer coffin, and the decor emphasizes the
finality of the deceased's arrival at the place of burial. All of this informs the mourners that the
corpse has reached its permanent home and, with the sealing of the tomb, the metamorphosis is
complete.
The End of an Era
For all its consistency in the Wei-Jin period, the program followed by the Jiuquan tombs
came to an abrupt end in the fourth century, as can be seen at a nearby tomb, Jiuquan Dingjiazha
M5, dated to 386-441 (fig. 6.1). Dingjiazha M5 preserves certain structural elements from the
Wei-Jin tombs at Jiuquan, but ultimately the program is different. The screen wall is short and
undecorated.14 The front chamber, although it has a courtyard format with recessed floor and
platform as well as a fudou ceiling, recreates the cosmic scheme that was prevalent in the Han
dynasty. The bricks of the walls and ceiling panels are plastered and covered with large paintings
that compositionally are close to those at Holingol. Auspicious and celestial imagery appears on
the four ceiling panels, including prominent pictures of the Queen Mother of the West and King
Father of the East on opposing panels (fig. 6.2).15 A winged person is also shown on the ceiling
panel and may be a Daoist representation of an immortal (fig. 6.3).16 The south wall has a
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See note 55 in Chapter II, above.
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Zhang Pengchuan, "Jiuquan Dingjiazha gu mu bihua yishu," Wenwu, no. 6 (1979): 20.
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Wu Xinrong, "Jiantan Jiuquan Dingjiazha wu hao mu zhong di yuren tuxiang," Sichou zhi lu,
no. 2 (2013).
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curious image of a naked woman bending down to make an offering on an altar under a tree,
which most scholars identify as she 社, the local earth deity.17 Above, a small and seemingly
fitful monster perches among the branches (fig. 6.4).18 The other walls are covered with
predictable terrestrial scenes: the male tomb occupant enjoying entertainments provided by
acrobats and musicians on the east wall, while others show farming and food preparation.19
Interestingly, specific influences from the Wei-Jin Jiuquan tombs are visible in the details of
paintings. Two farmers, one pushing a plow and the other riding a harrow, have large noses and
are wearing distinctive hats, similar to the horse herder with red coat from Xincheng M6 who
may have hailed from Sogdiana (fig. 6.5 and 4.19). Other details seem to copy the shorthand
brushwork of the Wei-Jin Jiuquan tombs as seen in the trees with their splayed red branches and
tufts of green, though the figures at Dingjiazha ultimately lack the energy of the earlier paintings.
One farmyard scene evokes a sense of déjà vu when juxtaposed with another from
Xigoucun M5. In the Dingjiazha painting, a farmer wearing what may be a Xianbei-style jacket
with fringe on the cuffs, collar, and hem along with tapered pants, rakes grain into a flat little

17

Beningson, "Shaping Sacred Space: Studies in the Ritual Architecture and Artistic Programs
of Early Buddhist Cave Temples and Their Relation to Tombs in Fifth Century China," 62; Abe,
Ordinary images, 114.
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I have not encountered any writings on this painting that connects it to the rare custom of
ritual exposure to appeal for rain, but the topic deserves further study. An ancient practice of the
Shang dynasty, it is known to have continued in isolated cases in the Six Dynasties. In one
possibly related instance that occurred in 423 and during a drought in the state of Northern Yan
燕 (409-36), the wife of an official gave birth to a monster that was blamed for the lack of rain.
The monster-child disappeared, and the mother made a ritual exposure to she to attempt to end
the drought. Edward H. Schafer, "Ritual Exposure in Ancient China," Harvard Journal of Asiatic
Studies 14, no. 1/2 (1951): 135-36.
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The pastoral peoples may be Di, Qiang, and Wusun. Dong Guobin, interview by the author,
March 31, 2015, Dingjiazha M5.
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triangle (fig. 6.6). Above him, a rooster and two hens strut by. It is not clear if the birds are
simply walking past in the background or if the farmer is waving his rake to shoo them away. In
the Wei-Jin painting from Xigoucun, a farmer who may be wearing non-Han Chinese clothing
uses a rake to pile grain in front of a tall mound while fending off three pheasants, advancing
with open beaks from both sides in hopes of snatching a morsel (fig. 6.7). The compositional
similarities, coupled with the flatness and lack of drama of the later Dingjiazha painting suggests
it was modeled on the Xigoucun painting and not on minute observations that capture the
vivacity of everyday experiences.
Similarly, the tomb program at Dingjiazha incorporates the basic elements seen in the WeiJin Jiuquan tombs (screen wall, front chamber as courtyard, restrained décor in the rear chamber
with paintings of zhuwei, treasure boxes, and a quiver full of arrows), but the difference in
program is stark.20 The modest screen wall barely merits mention by most scholars, and its
simplicity and size are underwhelming compared to the structures in the Wei-Jin tombs at
Jiuquan. There is no tianmen to admit an ascending soul. Meanwhile, the prominence of celestial
imagery in the front chamber reflects the representation of the cosmos that had been prevalent in
the Han dynasty with the occupant existing beneath an otherworldly canopy of beings and
auspicious omens: a flying horse, a winged person, and a white deer. While the room seems to
represent a courtyard, a foreground is not established through relationships between architectural
features and paintings (or by other means); instead scenes of the estate, farmland, and pastures in
the distance appear as murals, unrelated to the architectural forms in the room. Additionally, the
male occupant’s status is shown by the inclusion of carriages and symbols of wealth, but he is
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Based on observations made in situ, March 2015.
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not depicted managing local affairs or behaving in a way that elicits admiration or seems to
commemorate him as an individual. Only the rear chamber, with its coarse paintings of generic
objects denoting status and wealth that represent a pecuniary reserve for a descending soul to
depend upon in the uncertain afterlife, appears to be similar in function to the nearby Wei-Jin
tombs.
What precipitated the departure from the design of the Jiuquan tombs during the Wei-Jin
period? In the beginning of the fourth century, the Western Jin rulers confronted pastoral groups
aggressively, provoking numerous rebellions in the Hexi Corridor and across the Chinese
heartland.21 As the Xiongnu, Xianbei, and other groups asserted themselves, internal discontent
culminated in the Yongjia 永嘉 Disorders (307-312), which destabilized the government and
emboldened mercenary forces, resulting in the fall of the capital, Luoyang. This prompted even
greater waves of refugees, many with personal militaries and dependents, to flee to the Hexi
Corridor where they displaced the local Hexi magnate families.22
As the Jin court lost its hold on power in north China, Zhang Gui, a Han Chinese,
established the Former Liang dynasty in the Northwest. The Jin court fled south of the Yangzi
River and established its capital at Jiankang, relinquishing north China to the fragmented rule of
various kingdoms, most of which were established by pastoral tribes including the Xiongnu,
Xianbei, Di, and Qiang. Zhang Gui and his successors are credited with maintaining stability in
the Hexi Corridor for several decades, even while receiving hundreds of thousands of refugees
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You Chengmin, "Han Jin shiqi Hexi daxing di tedian he lishi zuoyong," 51.
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fleeing the Chinese heartland.23 With a capital at Guzang, they established strong government
institutions that would be adopted as successive dynasties controlled the Hexi Corridor in the
fourth and fifth centuries. These included the Former Qin 秦 (351-84), a Di state; Later Qin 秦
(384-417), a Qiang state; Later Liang 凉 (386-403), a Di state; Western Liang 凉 (400-21), a
Han Chinese state that made Jiuquan its capital; and finally the Northern Liang, a Xiongnu state.
Under the Northern Liang rulers, Buddhism flourished. Numerous sutras were translated, votive
stupas were carved, and cave temples near Jiuquan (such as Wenshushan 文殊山) and along the
Hexi Corridor multiplied.24
Tumultuous times, the displacement of established Hexi magnate families, and the
assertion of outside powers close to home seem to have resulted in a retreat from the innovative
and cohesive tomb program that prevailed at Jiuquan in the Wei-Jin period. Many of the
innovations, however, found expression in new forums. Chapter II discusses the contribution of
the spatial organization in the screen wall to the central placement of icons on votive stupas and
in the pillars of Buddhist cave chapels. Other influences can be seen as well.
Many excellent studies address the transmission and adaptation of Han dynasty funerary art
to Buddhist caves temples, yet much more work remains to be done.25 With relation to the
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Jiuquan tombs, examining how the manipulation of pictorial space may have been influenced by
Buddhist concepts and imagery filtering in through Central Asia and, once adapted in tombs of
the Hexi Corridor, were then transferred to Buddhist temples would be an interesting avenue for
further study. As a case in point, the screen wall is a lofty façade that resembles a pagoda. In the
tomb it is a symbol of transcendence and may have played a role in the formation of the central
pagoda pillar that was vital to worship and prayer in early Buddhist cave temples. Additionally,
the representation of vertical and lateral space in the front chambers of the Jiuquan tombs bears
certain similarities to the connection of earth and sky through the central pillar in early cave
temples. On the sides of these temples, Bodhisattvas placed on the walls in genei-type alcoves
and surrounded by numerous smaller images establish a foreground-and-distance effect that is
part of the program in the front chambers of the Jiuquan tombs (fig. 6.8). The small scenes of
Jataka tales chronicling the lives of the historical Buddha, Shakyamuni (Fotuo 佛陀) and
encircling Bodhisattvas in Northern Liang cave 275 at the Mogao Grottoes shows this effect (fig.
6.9). At first glance, these techniques seem purely aesthetic but they are fundamental to the
meaning of an artistic program, whether in a tomb or a temple. Placing an icon so that it is
superior but accessible creates a connection between the viewer and image, precipitating a
relationship that is not matched by an image high on a column or a tympanum. Likewise,
establishing a foreground and background with painting and architecture allows the pictorial

Century China." Steinhardt, "Between Han and Tang: Cultural and Artistic Interaction in a
Transformative Period."
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space to be divided into numerous small scenes that then can be “read” or used in visualization,
both of which play a central role in Buddhist worship and ritual.26
In 429 northern China was unified under the Tuoba Xianbei state of the Northern Wei, and
much of the populace of Jiuquan including craftspeople and Buddhist monks were transported to
the capital of Pingcheng to help build the Yungang cave temples, where these techniques were
applied in temples with painted carvings (fig. 2.57). The Jiuquan tombs illuminate the
complexities and subtleties involved in understanding how artistic influences on the frontier were
absorbed and re-imagined, and then transmitted to the Chinese heartland.27
In retrospect, the Wei-Jin tombs at Jiuquan provide insights into a time period, the early
Six Dynasties, that is less understood than the Han and Tang dynasties, and even less understood
than the later Six Dynasties. Part of the reason for this is the dearth of early Six Dynasties
paintings and other artifacts from the Chinese heartland, as mentioned in the Introduction. The
vibrancy and originality of the tombs at Jiuquan, as well as what they reveal about changes in
beliefs, increase appreciation for the role of peripheral zones in shaping Chinese art and history.
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Tables

Table 1: Xigoucun Tombs, Excavated 1993, Present-day Jiuquan City
Measurements are in meters and rounded to the nearest decimeter. The orientation denotes the
opening of the tomb, with 0° being due north. An additional tomb, M4, shares a corridor with
M5, has been fully excavated and is similarly open to viewing. However, because it is not
included in the excavation report, it is not catalogued here. It is a two-chamber tomb with brick
paintings.
Corridor

Screen Wall

Front
Chamber

M5 South 180° Fifteen layers
L: 37.0
remaining, top
D: 12.0
third damaged.
Shares entry Also damage
with M4 (see near the base.
explanation, Total H: 12.3
above).

Square with
side chamber
to the east,
fudou ceiling
and recessed
floor.
H: 2.5
W: 2.7 L: 2.5

Middle
Chamber

Rear
Chamber

Present
Status

Rectangular Fully
with barrel- excavated.
vaulted
View by
ceiling.
special
H: 1.9
appointment
W: 1.7 L: 3.2 through
Occupant
Jiuquan
remains:
Museum.
scattered and
incomplete;
single burial.
M6 East 90°
Ten layers
No painted bricks in chambers
L: 24.0
remaining.
Square with
None
H: 1.9
Fully
D: 8.0
Wellone side
W:1.9 L: 3.4 excavated
Occupant: preserved.
chamber to the
Occupant
and sealed.
Zhang
Total H: approx. north, fudou
remains:
(identified 8.0
ceiling and
destroyed.
on douping).
recessed floor.
H: 3.2
W: 3.0 L: 2.6
M7 South 173°
L: 18.0
D: 6.0

Square with
fudou ceiling.
H: 2.7
W: 2.6 L: 2.4

Five layers
Square with None
remaining.
one side
Heavy damage. chamber to the
Total H: approx. east, fudou
6.0
ceiling and
recessed floor.
H: 3.2
W: 2.5 L: 2.5
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Rectangular Partially
with barrel- excavated and
vault ceiling. sealed.
H: 2.2
W: 2.0 L: 3.0
Occupant
remains:
destroyed.

Table 2: Xincheng Tombs, Excavated 1972-73, Present-day Jiayuguan City
See table 1 for notes on the presentation of information. M2 and M8 lacked descriptive details in
the archaeological report.
Corridor
M1 North 340°
L: 28
D: 7.8
Occupant:
Duane Qing
(identified in
inscription
on painting).
M2 North 350°
L: uncertain
D: 4.2

Screen Wall

Front
Chamber

Preserved to
top, but
paintings
unclear; some
carved bricks
have fallen.
H: 4.2

Middle
Chamber

Rear
Chamber

Present
Status

Square with a None
H: 2.6
Partially
side chamber
W: 2.7 L: 4.0 excavated and
to the east and
Occupant
sealed.
west, fudou
remains: not
ceiling and
noted.
recessed floor.
H: 3.5
W: 2.9 L: 2.8
H: 6.6
No painted bricks in chambers
H: 2.2
None
Occupant
Unclear
W: 2.0 L: 2.0 H: 1.9
remains: not
noted.
W: 2.2 L:
3.2
M3 North 351° Damage at top, Square with a Square with Rectangular Partially
L: 29
but some
side chamber fudou ceiling. with barrel- excavated and
D: 8.4
painted
and alcove to H: 2.7
vaulted
sealed.
decorations and the west and W: 2.6 L: 2.6 ceiling. H: 1.9
carved bricks two alcoves to
W: 1.8 L: 3.3
are clear.
the east, fudou
Occupant
H: 2.4
ceiling and
remains:
remaining.
recessed floor.
disturbed;
H: 3.3
single burial.
W: 3.6 L: 2.9
M4 North 355° Heavy damage. H: 3.1 W: 3.1 None
H: 2.1
Partially
L: approx. 28 H: 1.8
L: 3.0
W: 2.3 L: 3.2 excavated and
D: 7.1
remaining.
Two
Three corpses sealed.
additional
corpses?
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Table 2: Xincheng Tombs (continued)

Corridor

Screen Wall

Front
Chamber

Middle
Chamber

Rear
Chamber

M5 North 353°
L: 22
D: 8.1

Condition is
same as M3.
H: 1.3
remaining.

H: 3.4
None
W: 3.0 L: 2.8

H: 2.1
W: 1.7 L: 3.2
Occupant
remains: not
noted.

M6 North 341°
L: 30
D: 10.0

Almost fully
preserved
except for top
layers.
Paintings and
carved bricks
intact.
H: 4.25
remaining.

Square with Square with
side chamber fudou ceiling.
to the east, and H: 2.5
two alcoves to W: 2.5 L: 2.4
the west,
fudou ceiling
and recessed
floor.
H: 3.5
W: 3.1 L: 2.9
Square with Square with
side chamber side chamber
to the east,
to the west
fudou ceiling and fudou
and recessed ceiling.
floor. H: 3.3 H: 3.0
W: 3.0 L: 2.9 W: 3.0 L: 2.8
Two corpses.

Rectangular
with barrelvaulted
ceiling.
H: 2.1
W: 1.8 L: 3.3
Occupant
remains: ?

M7 North 336° Paintings not
L: approx. 27 visible; some
D: 11.7
architectural
elements
preserved.
H: 6.6
remaining.

Present
Status
Fully
excavated;
rebuilt at
Gansu
Provincial
Museum.
View by
permission.
Fully
excavated and
open to the
public.

Square with Partially
fudou ceiling. excavated and
H: 3.0
sealed.
W: 3.2 L: 3.5
Two corpses.

M8 North 342° Not detailed in
No painted bricks in chambers
L: approx. 25 report.
H: 2.9
None
H: 2.1 W:
Unclear
D: 7.9
H: 5.9
W: 2.8 L: 2.7
2.1 L: 2.9
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Table 3: Wei-Jin Tomb and Enclosure Orientation in the Western Hexi Corridor
Site

Tomb Orientation

Enclosure Orientation

Jiuquan, Xigoucun

East (M1, M2, M6)
South (M5, M7)

Remnants of enclosures
present at M5 and M7,
but orientation unclear.

Jiuquan, Xincheng

North (M1, M2, M4, M6)

East

Yumen, Jinjiliang

West (slightly offset to north
at 300° in all 24 tombs)

No enclosure

Yumen, Mahuanghe
Xianbei tombs

West (offset to north at 345°,
291° and 285° for M1, M2
and M3, respectively)

No enclosure

Yumen, Baituliang

Northeast (information
available for one tomb out of
nine)

No enclosure

Yumen, Guanzhuang

East (offset at 104°, 92°, and
75° for M1, M2, and M3,
respectively)

No enclosure

Dunhuang, Qijiawan

117 tombs, most have
entrances to east, a few to
west and north.

South (all)

Dunhuang,
Foyemiaowan east
section,
1960 and 1970
excavations

West (six tombs in a single
enclosure)

South

East (offset to north, five
tombs in a single enclosure)

North (offset to west)

Dunhuang,
Foyemiaowan

West (270°, 270°, 265°and
275° at M37 M39, M118, and
M133; orientation of M167
and M91 could not be
determined.)

South (all)
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Diagrams
This diagram and those that follow have been compiled relying on descriptions in archaeological
reports and are intended to show the spatial relationships between images. They are not to scale.
Diagram 1.1: Xigoucun M5, Front Chamber, East Wall
Theme
1. Landscape
(with simple
architecture)

Animal head
Birds in
forest

Band of soldiered bricks
Animal head
Eaves
Birds in
Architecture
Big
Yurt?
forest
Dipper
Eaves

2.
Three
Entertaining; women
domestic
dancing with
fans
3. Food
Kitchen shelf
storage
4. Pastoral;
food storage
Base

Pheasants
Side chamber
Pheasants

Yurt

Vinegar
distilling
Running bond (three)
Rowlock (one)
Running bond (two)
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Diagram 1.2: Xigoucun M5, Front Chamber, North Wall
Theme
1. Auspicious

2.
Agricultural
3.
Agricultural
4. Pastoral?

Animal head

Band of soldiered bricks
Eaves

Green dragon

Eaves
Woman sowing
seeds and man
covering them
with broom
Pile of grain

Animal head
Red tiger

Arched passageway
to
middle chamber

Eaves
Man using
broom to
sweep ground
Woman

Man holding
herding staff

Young woman
walking

Base
Platform
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Diagram 1.3: Xigoucun M5, Front Chamber, West Wall
Theme

Animal head

1. Landscape Yurt
(with simple
architecture);
celestial

Woman
in yurt

2: Pastoral;
agricultural;
travel

Taming
horses

Sowing
seeds

3. Pastoral?

Horse herd

Damaged

4. Pastoral

Goat herds

Goat herds

Base

Band of soldiered bricks
Animal head
Eaves
Architecture Yurt
Big
Architecture
Dipper
Eaves
Niche

Goat herds

Ox pulling
plough

Ziping ox
cart

Damaged

Damaged

Goat herds

Goat herds

Running bond (three)
Rowlock (one)
Running bond (two)
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Diagram 1.4: Xigoucun M5, Front Chamber, South Wall
Theme

Animal head

1. Landscape
(with simple
architecture)

Forest and yurt

Band of soldiered bricks
Eaves
Arched passageway
to tomb entrance and exit

2. Unknown

Eaves
Damaged

3. Domestic

Pheasants

Forest and
yurt
Eaves

No picture
bricks

Damaged
4. Unknown
Base

Animal head

Running bond (three)
Rowlock (one)
Running bond (two)
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Diagram 1.5: Xigoucun M5, Middle Chamber
Animal head
East Wall

Band of soldiered bricks
North Wall
West Wall
Passageway to
rear chamber
Women dancing Treasure box
with fans and
cloth; parrot;
bamboo books

Layer 1

Bamboo books

Layer 2

Rolls of silk in a
cupboard

Clothing
cupboards;
woman
arranging
clothes

Rolls of silk in a
cupboard

Layer 3

Man walking
with bag; ox
plows (four
bricks, each
with variations)

None

Layer 4

Male tomb
occupant;
serving women;
female tomb
occupant;
woman cooking
at range
Food storage;
filtering alcohol
and servants
carrying items.

Man with
sword; farmer
with pitchfork

Butcher leading
ox to slaughter;
preparing to
butcher pig tied
to plank; man
stacking hay
bamboo books
Butchering
sheep; woman
herding sheep;
man and woman
returning from
fields

Layer 5

Clouds

Food storage:
jars fermenting,
servants bearing
jars
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Animal head
South Wall
Passageway to
front chamber
Bamboo books;
treasure box;
clouds; rolls of
silk; round
treasure box
Man wearing
short robe,
carrying a
bundle of grass;
roll of silk in
cupboard

Diagram 2.1: Xigoucun M7, Front Chamber, East Wall
Theme
1. Landscape

Birds in
forest

Birds in
forest

Tree and
house

Birds in
forest

Birds in forest

Running bond (seven layers)
2.
Entertaining;
banqueting;
cooking

Two
Two
women: one women
singing, one dancing
playing the
ruanxian

3. Pastoral;
cooking;
serving

Nomad
holding a
bow,
tending a
goat herd

4. Tomb
occupants
and guests

None

5.
Butchering;
cooking

Base

Two
women
dancing

Side chamber

Two
serving
women
carrying
pan 槃
of food
Two
women,
kneading
dough and
cooking
Female
tomb
occupant
conversing
with
companion

Woman
tending to
the fire in
a range
and
cooking

Cook
Pig being
butchering cooked on
a sheep
a slab
hanging by
four legs
Running bond (three)
Rowlock (one)
Running bond (three)
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Two
serving
women
carrying
pan 槃
of food
Serving
woman
cooking
food in a
ding

Woman
kneeling
before a
fire and
cooking

Two
servants
bearing
an urn on
a wooden
frame
Male
Male
occupant occupant
and guest seated on
playing
a ta; man
a qin or
in white
zheng and turban
ruanxian clasping
hands
Cook
Two
wielding
women
an iron
washing
hammer
chicken
to butcher and
a cow
kneading
dough

Diagram 2.2: Xigoucun M7, Front Chamber, North Wall
Theme
1.
Landscape

Birds in forest

Birds in forest

Birds in forest

Birds in forest

Running bond (seven layers)
2. Travel;
2.
domestic

3. Pastoral;
domestic

Rider onox,
a spotted
Spotted
steed, galloping
straining
to pull a
and woman with
cart
parted hair falling
over her shoulders
Three bullocks in
the grass

Woman withVinegar
hair in
Vinegar
chignon and pulling
distilling
distillinga
stubborn sheep
Arched passageway
to
rear chamber

4.
A barefoot farmer
Agriculture leaning on plow

None
None

Base
Platform
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Vinegar
distilling

Diagram 2.3: Xigoucun M7, Front Chamber, West Wall
Theme
1.
Landscape

Birds in
forest

Birds in forest

Birds in
forest

Birds in forest

Birds in forest

Running bond (seven layers)
2.
Pastoral;
travel;
citadel;
agricultural

Yurt with
ding

3.
Agricultura
l

Peasant with
pitchfork,
spreading
grain to dry

Peasant with
pitchfork,
spreading
grain to dry

Peasant with
pitchfork,
spreading
grain to dry

White ox
pulling cart

4.
Procession

Male and
female
occupants
riding
horses

Two
mounted
soldiers with
spear and
drum;
inscription:
Gushi 鼓史

Barefoot
peasant
pushing an
ox-drawn
plough

A black and
a white ox
pulling a
harrow

Two
mounted
soldiers with
spears;
inscriptions:
Tongshi 童史
and Doubo
Wucai 都伯
吴才
Peasant
pushing a
plough
drawn by a
pair of oxen

Two mounted
soldiers
holding spears;
inscriptions:
Bing Hu
Danian 兵胡
大年 and Bing
Sun Jing”兵孙
旌
Peasant
pushing an oxdrawn plough

5.
Agricultura
l
Base

White ox
pulling a
cart with
standing
peasant

Red ox
lying next
to an idle
cart

White ox
pulling a
carriage

Running bond (three)
Rowlock (one)
Running bond (three)
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Citadel with
battlements
and
inscription:
Wushe 坞舍
; Man with
staff

Male
peasant
with
sickle
and in
cart,
talking
with a
female
peasant
White ox
pulling cart

Two mounted
soldiers with
spears;
inscription:
Bing Lu Qing
兵鲁清

Peasant
holding
reigns, urging
an ox pulling
a harrow

Diagram 2.4: Xigoucun M7, Front Chamber, South Wall
Theme
1. Landscape

Birds in forest (unsure of number of bricks)

Running bond (seven layers)
2. Agricultural;
pastoral
3. Domestic; 3. Agricultural

Ox and cart
Arched passageway
to tomb entrance and exit

Two yurts, each
with a ding tripod
inside

Man drawing
water from a
well

Two male farmers,
barefoot, walking
and shouldering
spades

4. Travel;
pastoral

Ox and cart

Nomad woman next
to a yurt with a ding
tripod inside with
hills in the distance

5. Domestic;
agricultural

Two women
washing
chicken and
kneading dough

Peasant standing
next to white ox
with red spots; a
black donkey pulls
a mo earth tamper

Base

Running bond (three)
Rowlock (one)
Running bond (three)
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Diagram 3.1: Xincheng M1, Front Chamber, East Wall
Theme

Animal head

1. Bedrooms
with family;
cooking

Genei with two
women and infant on
left door leaf;
vermilion bird and
pushou on right

2. Food
storage;
cooking

Nineteen ceramic
vessels, some
overturned

3. Food
storage and
presentation

Filtering jars

4. Cooking

Meat,
knives,
pan,
roasting
forks
hanging
on wall

5. Cooking

Serving girl using
a vat to knead
dough; another
servant works
behind her; pan
槃

Band of soldiered bricks
Eaves
Side chamber

Animal head
Two serving women,
one in front of a threelegged table and the
other in front of an
urn; behind, food on
shelves and meat
hanging from three
hooks
Servants cooking and
chopping meat; pan
槃 and hanging meat
Four female servants
carrying food, one
with a pan 槃 and
chopsticks
Cook butchering a
sheep hanging by legs
with pan of blood
beneath; cook pulling
a sheep, preparing to
butcher it; meat
hanging from hooks

Three
serving
women
carrying
serving
utensils,
approaching
food
Serving
woman
fetching food
jars

Cook lifting a
knife to butcher
a pig in front of
him

Base
Running bond (two or three)
Platform or rowlock?
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Two serving
women carrying
an urn on wooden
frame with a lulu
辘轳 (plumb
weight) and a
hook

Diagram 3.2: Xincheng M1, Front Chamber, North Wall
Theme

Animal head

1.

None

2. Hunting;
domestic

Three hunters on
horseback

3. Hunting;
domestic

Mounted hunter
shooting arrow;
another rider close
behind chases
animals
Three mounted
hunters turning to
shoot arrows

4. Hunting;
domestic

5. Domestic;
cooking

Band of soldiered bricks
Eaves

Animal head
None

Arched passageway
to tomb entrance and exit

Two female
servants sitting
face-to-face with
jar and two round
pan 槃
between them
Meat hanging
from a pole

Cupboard with
stacked and
hanging round
pan 槃, and
round containers
(qimin 器皿)

Man approaching
well to draw water
for a horse and
cow; inscription:
Jing yin 井饮

Female servant in
front of a range,
tending the fire;
another servant
seated behind and
in front of a jar, a
knife hanging on
the wall

Base
Platform
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Diagram 3.3: Xincheng M1, Front Chamber, West Wall
Theme

Animal head

Band of soldiered bricks
Eaves

1. Bedrooms

Genei with
vermilion bird and
pushou on both
panels; black bird
painted on lintel

Animal head
None

Side chamber

2. Travel;
entertaining
guests

Serving woman and
carriage (female
tomb occupant
inside); a boy and
three servants, one
holding food,
follow

Four guests and male
tomb occupant on
couch; two musicians
playing the xiao and
pipa

3. Travel;
hunting

A serving woman
fanning female
tomb occupant in a
tent; drinking
utensils
Male and female
servants; a carriage
approaching a
citadel

Three hunters
releasing falcons

4. Travel;
pastoral

5. Citadel;
agriculture;
hunting

Base

Citadel, with
horse, cow,
and sheep
outside;
inscription in
red: Wu 坞

Bow herding two
cows, twelve sheep;
inscription in red:
Mushou 牧兽

Two pairs of oxen
yoked to plows,
each followed by
male and female
peasants; two pairs
of oxen pulling a
mo, each followed
by a peasant

Stacks of grain in
a field; male
peasant with
pitchfork; female
clutching stalks of
grain; peasant
couple tending to
an ox

Running bond (two or three)
Platform or rowlock?
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Two hunting
dogs, a black
one in front is
pouncing on his
prey

Diagram 3.4: Xincheng M1, Front Chamber, South Wall
Eaves
1. Cooking;
entertaining
guests

Woman in front
of vat (gang 缸);
another woman
chopping meat

2. Entertaining
guests

Servant roasting
meat, occupant
on couch;
inscriptions in
red: You Jie 幼
絜 and Duan
Qing 段清

Small square
opening

3. Food
presentation;
entertaining
guests

Three serving
women bearing
food

4. Cooking;
traveling with
family

Cook
slaughtering a
sheep, suspended
from its four legs

Three serving
women bearing
food; four female
guests seated on two
couches, serving girl
fanning them;
drinking utensils on
floor
A carriage (rongche
容车) faces a
citadel, a horse is
tied under a tree, ox
and serving woman;
a boy shooting a
crow with an arrow,
girl

Arched passageway
to rear chamber

Base
Platform
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Three guests on a
couch, a musician
playing the zither;
eating utensils

Diagram 4.1: Xincheng M3, Front Chamber, East Wall
Theme
1.
Bedrooms;
military

Genei
with
pushou
on both
panels

2. Military
and hunting

Mounted
soldier
shooting
arrow

Band of soldiered bricks
Eaves
Military
Genei with
Military campaign: Genei with
campaign:
pushou on
four lines of
pushou on
tomb occupant both panels; fourteen rides, the both panels
in front,
inscription
first carries a
soldiers with
(above):
drum, others carry
zhuangfan and Genei 各内 shuo
shuo riding
behind
Eaves
Mounted
Mounted
Mounted Two
Damaged
soldier
soldier
soldier
mounted
shooting
thrusting
soldiers
arrow at
shuo at
animal
wild goat
Eaves

3. Food
storage;
agriculture

Meat hanging
from a rod;
inscription: Ma
马

4. Unclear

Three urns on a
shelf filtering
vinegar, which
is dripping into
jars below

5. Travel

Duche 犊车
(carriage)

A man carrying a
pitchfork and a
woman holding
grain walking in a
field
Side chamber
with
inscription: Niu
ma ☐ 牛马☐

Fruit tree

Man in
Damaged
front of
plow;
woman
planting
Side chamber
with
Damaged
inscription:
Chewu 車廡
Damaged

Running bond (three)
Rowlock (one)
Running bond (two)
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Diagram 4.2: Xincheng M3, Front Chamber, South Wall
Theme
1. Military
excursion

2. Military
and
hunting;
cooking

Band of soldiered bricks
Eaves
Military campaign
(large image): tent
in middle with
general (tomb
occupant) inside
and two guards
outside and
surrounded by
three rings of tents
protected by
shields in
formation

Arched passageway
to
middle chamber

Eaves
Mounted soldier
shooting an arrow
at animal

Eaves
3. Pastoral; A Hexi Xianbei
domestic
(?) using a mo to
even out the earth
4. Unclear
Farmer-soldier
plowing
5. Domestic; Dog barking,
butchering
guarding a door

Farmer soldiers
marching and
carrying shields and
ji; person in front
carries a drum, one
person in the middle
carries a sword
while the other rides
a horse; two people
plowing, one in
front has a shaved
head (Hexi
Xianbei?), while the
one behind is Han
Chinese
Eaves
Serving woman
kneading flour;
cooking utensils on
shelf; meat hanging
on wall
Eaves
Side door;
inscription: Zhong
he 中合
Cook butchering a
sheep hanging by
four legs

Base
Platform
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Table 4.3: Xincheng M3, Front Chamber, North Wall
Theme
1. Military
excursion

Band of soldiered bricks
Eaves
Mounted
soldier
wearing a
pointed cap
and riding
pants,
carrying a
spear

Damaged
Arched passageway
to tomb entrance and exit

Military campaign
(large image): two
lines of riders; one
rider in front
carrying a zhuangfan
banner; horsemen
with shuo

Mounted soldier
wearing a pointed cap
and riding pants,
carrying a spear
Eaves
2. Citadel;
military

3. Pastoral;
domestic

Citadel

Eaves
Two yurts in the forest

4. Pastoral;
domestic

A red stallion mounting
a white and red striped
mare

5. Pastoral;
military

Two women walking in
the forest, one holding
a round fan

Base

Eaves
Mounted soldier
wearing a pointed
cap and riding pants,
carrying a spear
Eaves
Hanging kitchen
utensils: round pan
槃 and roasting
forks
Serving woman in
front of range,
feeding fire and
cooking
(Large image) two
yurts each with a
shaved-head man
(Xiufa Xianbei?)
inside, one lying
down, and next to
large citadel
Running bond (three)
Rowlock (one)
Running bond (two)
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Diagram 4.4: Xincheng M3, Front Chamber, West Wall
Theme
1. Bedrooms;
citadels

2. Cooking;
farm

3. Cooking
and food
presentation

4. Domestic;
pastoral

Band of soldiered bricks
Eaves
Genei Crow
Genei
Trees
Genei
Citadel
pushou flying
(paintings
around
(paintings
and
on
between
damaged)
citadel
damaged)
hunter
door
trees
with open
panels Military
door and
tower with
tenanttriangular
farmer with
aperture
pitchfork
Eaves
Serving woman in
Two
Four
Rooster
front of range,
Side chamber with
cows
horses and
feeding fire; cup on
inscription: Zang nei and
four
range, basin behind
two
hens
藏内
calves
Eaves
Serving woman in
front of range,
feeding fire; cup on
range, basin behind

Guard dog

5.
Two musicians,
Entertainment playing the pipa and
the konghou

Base

Eaves
Clouds and
architecture

None

Rowlock

Female
servant
bearing a
pan 槃
of
steamed
buns
Boy with
herding
pole
riding
cow

Two
musicians,
Side chamber with
playing
inscription: Chuinei 炊
the qin
内
and the
xiao
Running bond (three)
Rowlock (one)
Running bond (two)
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Diagram 4.5: Xincheng M3, Middle Chamber
Entire
room

Band of soldiered bricks
East Wall

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3

Layer 4

Layer 5

North Wall
Passageway to
front chamber
Rolls of silk
Rolls of silk;
(several bricks); servant standing,
woman sitting on holding a stick
floor; female
and weeding
tomb occupant
sitting and being
fanned by a
servant
Duche (three
Rolls of silk
bricks) female
occupant
walking, being
fanned by
servant
Two serving
Zhong he with
women holding
painted pushou
fans; duche;
treasure box;
female occupant
sitting frontally,
being fanned by
servant
Rolls of silk;
slaughtering an
ox; genei with
pushou; duche
(two bricks);
luche

Two rolls of silk
(four bricks);
duche; luche
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West Wall
Rolls of silk
(three bricks);
treasure box (two
bricks)

Rolls of silk (two
bricks); treasure;
two women
walking with
fans (two bricks)
Thief tunnel
damage; rolls of
silk;
two women
sitting (two
bricks); treasure
box
Thief tunnel
damage; rolls of
silk (two bricks);
duche; butcher
with ax and
sheep hanging by
four legs; butcher
with knife in
front of pig on
ground
Two rolls of silk
(two bricks);
pushou door leaf;
luche; duche

South Wall
Passageway to
rear chamber
Rolls of silk;
two women
walking with
fans

Standing female
servant; servant
walking with fan

Diagram 5.1 Xincheng M5 Front Chamber, East Wall
Animal head
Theme
1.
Bedrooms;
auspicious;
guard;
sericulture;
travel

Genei:
vermilion bird
and pushou

2. Pastoral;
travel;
sericulture;
banquet;
hunting

Xianbei (?)
herding horses

3. Pastoral;
citadel;
farming

Herder holding
bow and arrow,
herding seven
cows

4.
Procession

Animal head
Genei:
vermilion
bird and
pushou

Ox cart
with
canopy
yoked to
ox with
pointed
horns

Herding;
ox
yoked to
cart

Two
women
picking
mulberries

Hunter
shooting a
wild
sheep
from
horseback

Woman
holding
a pan
槃,
bringing
in food

Two people
picking
mulberries,
one with
hair parted
and in buns
carrying
basket

Man
Peasant
Peasant
holding a
standing
leaning on a
stick,
on plow
fork, lifting
standing at
hay; grain
citadel,
pile has
under a tree
birds
sits a
snatching
massive
grain
dog
(Large brick) occupant on
excursion, wearing a black turban,
Side chamber
black fringed color, mid-length
robe, and riding horse with gold
wan 錽 ornament on its head

Person
5. Travel;
agriculture galloping on
horse
Base

Band of soldiered bricks
Eaves
Tiger
Genei:
Tiger head
head
vermilion
bird and
Guard
Woman,
holding pushou
holding
a stick
basket and
picking
mulberries
Eaves

Peasant Peasant
holding standing
whip,
on plow
urging
oxen
pulling
a
harrow
Peasant using a mo
to tamp the earth

Person threshing
Side chamber

Running bond (three)
Rowlock (one)
Running bond (two)
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Diagram 5.2: Xincheng M5, Front Chamber, South Wall
Theme
1. Citadel;
cooking

Animal head

Band of soldiered bricks
Eaves

Man with stick
guarding citadel

Animal head
Kitchen: woman cooking
food in fuzeng

Arched passageway
to
rear chamber
Eaves
Orchard, high walls
around it, door in
front
2.
Four birds
Agricultural snatching grain
from stack
3. Banquet

None

4. Banquet

None

5. Domestic
or travel;
cooking
Base

Horse tied to
willow

Eaves
Cloud patterns

Orchard with guard at
window, four high walls
with door, and birds in tree
Banquet with four seated
guests, making music.
Between are drinking and
eating utensils
Four females banqueting,
female servant fans them,
in middle arranging eating
and drinking utensils
Kitchen, two cooks
chopping meat, putting it in
pan 槃
Running bond (three)
Rowlock (one)
Running bond (two)
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Diagram 5.3 Xincheng M5, Front Chamber, West Wall
Theme

1. Food
presentation

Animal head
Three
Genei
serving
women
bearing
platters and
basins of
food

Band of soldiered bricks
Animal head
Eaves
Tiger head
Genei Tiger head Genei
Female
servant
carrying
utensils

Female
servant
carrying
utensils
Eaves

2. Citadel;
food
presentation

3. Travel;
butchering
4.
Food
presentation;
cooking;
hunting
5. Camels

Base

Man
carrying
wood
stick
leaving
citadel
with pig
next to it
Duche

Architectural
decorations

Two
Side chamber serving
women
carrying
in a food
box

Damaged

Serving
woman in
front of
fire and
stove

Sheep
Butchering Duche
tethered an ox
to a stake
Women
Servant Man
washing
cooking releasing
and
at tripod falcons
plucking
chickens
in a basin
None
Side chamber

Four serving women
bringing in food, pan
槃 box with ladle, cups
and chopsticks
None

Serving
woman
bring in
food.

Two camels
under tree,
one big, one
small
Running bond (three)
Rowlock (one)
Running bond (two)
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Diagram 5.4 Xincheng M5, Front Chamber, North Wall
Theme
1.
Domestic
travel;
hunting

2.
Hunting;
sericulture
3. Hunting
4. Food
preparation;
messenger
5.
Hunting;
pastoral
Base

Animal head

Band of soldiered bricks
Eaves

Dog straining at
leash,
Luche

Animal head
Mounted female (?)
hunter turning back to
shoot a rabbit

Arched passageway
to tomb entrance and exit

Eaves
Hunter shooting
bird with arrow.

Eaves
Young woman holding
basket and approaching
mulberry tree
(Two bricks) hunter
releasing a hawk that
flies after a pheasant
Yi 驿 (series of road
stops) messenger with
no mouth, hand
holding a qi 棨
Herder with whip
herding sheep

Man shooting a
bow
Butchering a pig
on a slab

Mounted hunter
releasing falcons
Platform
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Figures

Jiuquan

Fig. I.1 Topographical map of China showing Jiuquan in the Hexi Corridor,
from Annette L. Juliano and Judith Lerner, Monks and Merchants, map 1.
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Fig. I.2 Topographical map of the Silk Roads with Jiuquan right of center, from James C. Y Watt et al, China: Dawn of a
Golden Age, xiv-xv.

Fig. I.3 Dirt and sand tumulus over Xigoucun M4, gravel and sand, Wei-Jin period (220-317),
photo by author.
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Fig. I.4 View from middle to front chamber during excavation, Xincheng M5,
Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng kaogu dui, Gansusheng bowuguan,
and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 37.
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Fig. I.5 Screen walls (clockwise from top left): Xincheng M1, Xigoucun M6, Xincheng
M3, and Xigoucun M7, carved and painted brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from
Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu
fajue baogao, fig. 8 and pl. 31; and Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng
Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” figs. 14.1 and 16.2.
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Fig. I.6 Passageway from vestibule to front chamber, Xigoucun M2,
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu
yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,”
fig. 5.
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Fig. I.7 Plans (clockwise from top left): Xincheng M1, Xincheng M7, Xigoucun M6, and
Xincheng M3, brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan,
Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, figs. 11, 12
and 16; and Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei
Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig. 16.3.
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Fig. I.8 Cross sections (from top left): Xigoucun M6 and M7, Xincheng M6 and M3,
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui,
and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, figs. 13 and 15; and Gansusheng
wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,”
figs. 15 and 16.
235

Fig. I.9 East wall of front chamber, Xincheng M6, carved and painted brick, WeiJin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 31.

Fig. I.10 East wall of front chamber, Xincheng M5, carved and painted brick,
Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui,
and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, color pl. 1.
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Fig. I.11 Family and citadel, west wall of front chamber, Xincheng M1, painted brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 73.1.

Fig. I.12 Procession (detail), south wall of middle chamber, Xincheng M6, painted brick, WeiJin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 82.2.
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Fig. I.13 Hunting from horseback, north wall of front chamber, Xincheng M4, painted
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 78.3.

Fig. I.14 Female peasant stopping to talk to male peasant driving an ox cart and holding a
sickle, west wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M7, painted brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317),
from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 151.
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Fig. I.15 Butchering a pig, south wall of middle chamber, Xincheng M7, painted
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 68.1.

Fig. I.16 Servant presenting
food, west wall of front
chamber, Xincheng M5,
painted brick, Wei-Jin period
(220-317), from Gansusheng
bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue
baogao, pl. 65.3.
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Fig. I.17 Personal ornaments, south wall of rear chamber, Xincheng M1, painted brick,
Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 88.2.
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Fig. I.18 Reconstruction of a burial site in Shandong showing an underground multichambered tomb and a stone shrine in front of the tomb mound, Eastern Han period (151
CE), from Wu Hung, The Wu Liang Shrine, fig. 23, after Wilma Fairbank.
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Fig. I.19 People from pastoral tribes and Western Regions (details of paintings),
Xigoucun and Xincheng tombs, painted brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317).
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Fig. I.20 Mounted gentleman and walking woman, east wall of front chamber, M7, painting on
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan. Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 74-75.
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Fig. I.21 Central pavilion and fusang tree, third stone, front chamber of the Wu Liang shrine,
ink rubbing, Eastern Han period (151 CE), from Wu Hung, The Wu Liang Shrine, fig. 30,
after Chavannes.

Fig. I.22 Two figures, tomb tile, ink and colors on clay, Eastern Han period
(second or third century CE), from James Cahill, Chinese Painting, 13.
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Fig. I.23 Map of China in the Three Kingdoms with Jiuquan in Gansu
province, upper left; from Dien, Six Dynasties Civilization, map 1.
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Fig. I.24 Plowing, south wall of front chamber, Xincheng M6, painted brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 43.1.

Fig. I.25 Sericulture, south wall of front chamber, Xincheng M6, painted brick, WeiJin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 47.1.
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Fig. I.26 Funerary banner from Mawangdui M1, painted silk and schematic
drawing, Western Han period, (early second century BCE), from Wu Hung, The
Art of Yellow Springs, figs. 124-25.
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Fig. I.27 Wilma Fairbank’s reconstruction of the Wu Liang Shrine’s front chamber
showing interior walls, from Wu Hung, The Wu Liang Shrine, fig. 8.

Xincheng
Guoyuanxiang
Tomb Area
Xigoucun
Guoyuanxiang

Fig.1.1 Tomb area in the Gobi Desert between Jiuquan and Jiayuguan, adapted from Wu
Rengxiang, "Jiuquan, Jiayuguan Jin mu di fajue,” fig. 1.
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Fig. 1.2 Tumuli from burial
grounds at Jiuquan; earth, gravel
and sand; Han dynasty through
Wei-Jin period (second century
BCE-early fourth century CE), from
Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan
wenwu jinghua, 45.

Fig. 1.3 Remnants of Xigoucun
M5 grave enclosure, gravel and
sand, Wei-Jin period (220-317),
photo by author.
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Fig. 1.4 Mound of Xigoucun M5 with earth, gravel, and sand piled over
tomb corridor, photo by author.

Fig. 1.5 View of Xincheng M6 and surrounding landscape, photo by author.
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Xincheng

Xigoucun

Fig. 1.6 Dispersion of Xincheng tombs (center), from Gansusheng
kaogudui, Gansusheng bowuguan, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua
mu fajue baogao, fig.1.
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Fig. 1.7 Groupings and enclosures of Xincheng M1-M6, from
Gansusheng kaogudui, Gansusheng bowuguan, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, fig.2.
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Fig. 1.8 Mound and enclosure of Xincheng M6; earth, gravel, and
sand; Wei-Jin period (220-317), photo by author.

Fig. 1.9 Detail of enclosure at Xincheng M6; gravel and sand, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), photo by author.
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Fig. 1.10 Cross section showing geometric decorative pattern of M9, west of
Xincheng, brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Wu Rengxiang, “Jiuquan,
Jiayuguan Jin mu di fajue,” fig. 2.

Fig. 1.11 Spirit road with que watchtower and feline statues, stone, Eastern Han
period (209 CE), from Anne Paludan, The Chinese Spirit Road, fig. 27.
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Fig. 1.12 Wei-Jin tomb sites in the Hexi Corridor.

Jinshaxiang 金沙乡

Gobi Desert

Qinghai-Tibet Plateau

Fig. 1.13 Topographical map showing the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, Qilian Mountains, Hexi
Corridor and Gobi Desert.
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Fig. 1.14 Hexi Corridor east of Jiuquan and including Tongguan Diaoqiao (lower right corner).

Fig. 1.15 Plan of tomb at Luotuocheng,
1977 excavation, dried brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Shi Aimin,
"Gansu Gaotai Luotuocheng huaxiang
zhuanmu diaocha,” fig. 2.

Fig. 1.16 Groom leading a horse, Luotuocheng
tomb, painted brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from
Shi Aimin, "Gansu Gaotai Luotuocheng huaxiang
zhuanmu diaocha,” pl. 3.
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Fig. 1.17 Screen wall and cross section of
Luotuocheng M1, 2001 excavation, brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng Wenwu kaogu
yanjiusuo and Gaotai bowuguan, "Gansu
Gaotaixian Luotuocheng muzang di fajue," fig. 2.

260

Fig. 1.18 Plan of Digengpo
M1, dugout construction,
Western Jin period (265317), from Ganshusheng
wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo,
and Gaotai bowuguan,
"Gansu Gaotai Digengpo Xi
Jin mu fajue jianbao," fig. 2.

Fig. 1.19 Front chamber of
Digengpo M1, dugout
construction, Western Jin period
(265-317), from Gansusheng
wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo and
Gaotai bowuguan, "Gansu Gaotai
Digengpo Xi Jin mu fajue
jianbao," fig. 9.
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Fig. 1.20 Figures with shaved temples, Digengpo M4, wall painting, Western Jin period
(265-317), from Wu Hong, Wang Ce, and Mao Duanlin, "Hexi muzang zhong de Xianbei
yinsu," fig. 4.2.

Fig. 1.21 Plan of Jinshaxiang M1, brick construction, Western Jin period
(265-317), from Zhong Zhangfa, "Gansu Wuwei nansha Wei Jin mu," fig. 4.

Fig. 1.22 View of rear chamber with
alcoves and patterned walls
Jinshaxiang M1, brick construction,
Western Jin period (265-317), from
Zhong Zhangfa, "Gansu Wuwei
nansha Wei Jin mu," fig. 3.
262

Fig. 1.23 Screen wall, plan, and cross section of tomb at Wuwei Leitai, brick construction,
Eastern Han period (late second-early third century CE), from Gansusheng bowuguan, "Wuwei
Leitai Han mu," fig. 1.
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Fig. 1.24 View of east and west alcoves in middle chamber, tomb at Leitai, brick construction,
Eastern Han period (late second-early third century CE), from Gansusheng bowuguan, “Wuwei
Leitai Han mu,” pls. 2.1 and 2.2.

Fig. 1.25 Enclosure and tombs at Tongguan Diaoqiao, Eastern
Han period (126-226 CE), from Wang Yuqing, "Tongguan
Diaoqiao Han dai Yang shi muqun fajue jianji," fig. 1.
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Fig. 1.26 Wei-Jin tomb sites in the western Hexi Corridor and including Astana (upper left corner).

Fig. 1.27 Distribution of tombs at Jinjiliang, from Gansusheng
wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, "Gansu Yumen Jinjiliang Shiliuguo
muzang fajue baogao,” fig. 2.

Fig. 1.28 Plan and cross section of Jinjiliang M6, brick construction,
Former Liang dynasty (mid-fourth century), from Gansusheng
wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansu Yumen Jinjiliang Shiliuguo
muzang fajue baogao,” fig. 4.
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Fig. 1.29 Plan and cross section of Jinjiliang M13, brick
and dugout construction, late Western Jin period to early
Sixteen Kingdoms (early-mid fourth century) from
Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, "Gansu Yumen
Jinjiliang Shiliuguo muzang fajue baogao,” fig. 6.

Fig. 1.30 Plan and cross section of Jinjiliang M4,
dugout construction, early Sixteen Kingdoms (earlymid fourth century), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu
yanjiusuo, "Gansu Yumen Jinjiliang Shiliuguo
muzang fajue baogao,” fig. 5.
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Fig. 1.31 Plan of Mahuanghe M2, dugout and cobblestone
construction, late Western Jin period (early fourth century), from
Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, "Gansu Yumen
Mahuanghe muqun fajue baogao,” fig. 4.

Fig. 1.32 Plan and cross section, Baituliang M8, dugout and cobblestone
construction, early Sixteen Kingdoms (early-mid fourth century), from Wu Hong,
Wang Ce, and Mao Duanlin, "Hexi muzang zhong di Xianbei yinsu,” fig. 2.
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Fig. 1.33 Plan and cross section, Guanzhuang M2, dugout construction, late Western Jin
period to early Sixteen Kingdoms (early-mid fourth century) from Gansusheng wenwu
kaogu yanjiusuo, "Gansu Yumen Guanzhuang Wei Jin muzang fajue baogao,” fig. 8.

Gobi Desert

Qijiawan

Dunhuang
City
Foyemiaowan

Fig. 1.34 Qijiawan and Foyemiaowan tomb areas near Dunhuang, adapted from
Dai Chunyang, Zhang Long, and Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo.
Dunhuang Qijiawan: Xi Jin Shiliuguo muzang fajue baogao, fig. 1.
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Fig. 1.35 Burial mounds at Qijiawan; earth, gravel, and sand, Han through Tang
dynasties (second century BCE-ninth century CE), from Dai Chunyang, Zhang Long,
and Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Qijiawan: Xi Jin Shiliuguo
muzang fajue baogao, pl. 1.1.

Fig. 1.36 Distribution of
some Qijiawan tombs and
enclosures, from Dai
Chunyang, Zhang Long,
and Gansusheng wenwu
kaogu yanjiusuo,
Dunhuang Qijiawan: Xi
Jin Shiliuguo muzang
fajue baogao, fig. 3.4.
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Fig. 1.37 Burial mounds in enclosure at Qijiawan; earth, gravel, and sand; Wei-Jin period
(220-317) from Dai Chunyang, Zhang Long, and Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo.
Dunhuang Qijiawan: Xi Jin Shiliuguo muzang fajue baogao, pl.1.2.

Fig. 1.38 Cross section of Qijiawan M351, dugout construction, Sixteen Kingdoms (330)
from Dai Chunyang, Zhang Long, and Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang
Qijiawan: Xi Jin Shiliuguo muzang fajue baogao, fig.13B.
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Dunhuang
City

Airport
1995 excavations

1960 and 1970
excavations

Foyemiaowan burial ground

Fig. 1.39 Excavations of Foyemiaowan, adapted from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu
yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin huaxiang zhuanmu, fig. 1.
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Fig. 1.40 Enclosure and tombs at Foyemiaowan (1960 excavation), Western Jin period
(265-317), from Sun Guozhang and Ma Shichang, "Dunhuang Jin mu," fig. 2.

Fig. 1.41 Enclosure and tombs M4 and M5 at Foyemiaowan (1970 excavation),
Western Jin period (265-317), from Sun Guozhang and Ma Shichang, "Dunhuang Jin
mu," fig. 3.
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Fig. 1.42 Floor plan and cross
section, Foyemiaowan tomb M1
(1970 excavation), late Western
Jin period to early Sixteen
Kingdoms (early-mid fourth
century), from Sun Guozhang
and Ma Shichang, "Dunhuang Jin
mu," fig. 5.

Fig. 1.43 Distribution of
tombs in two enclosures
at Foyemiaowan (on site
that is now an airport),
late Western Jin period to
early Sixteen Kingdoms
(early-mid fourth
century), from
Gansusheng wenwu
kaogu yanjiusuo,
Dunhuang Foyemiaowan:
Xi Jin huaxiang zhuanmu,
fig. 2.
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Fig. 1.44 Burial mounds and enclosures at Foyemiaowan (west of
the airport, with more recent burials in the background); earth,
gravel, and sand; Western Jin period (265-317), photo by author.

Fig. 1.45 Tomb mounds and enclosures at Foyemiaowan (on site that is now an airport);
earth, gravel, and sand; Western Jin period (265-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu
yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin huaxiang zhuanmu, pl. 2.2.
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Figs. 1.46 and 1.47 Cross section and
plan of Foyemiaowan M37, brick,
Western Jin period (265-317), from
Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo,
Dunhuang Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin
huaxiang zhuanmu, figs. 5 and 4.
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Fig. 1.48 Paintings on west wall, south side of Foyemiaowan M37, painted brick, Western Jin
period (265-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin
huaxiang zhuanmu, pl. 3.
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Jiuquan

Fig. 1.49 Historical map of defenses in Gansu province, from Zhongguo wenwu dituji: Gansu fence, 78.

Dunhuang

Fig. 1.50 Ruins of an inner-city wall near Jiuquan, Han dynasty (second century BCE -220
CE), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 46.
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Fig. 2.1 Screen wall, Xigoucun M6, carved and painted brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo,
“Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig. 17.
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Fig. 2.2 Floor tile in “style I” from
Xincheng tomb, rubbing of molded
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317),
from Gansusheng bowuguan,
Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu
fajue baogao, fig. 3.

Fig. 2.3 Floor tile in “style IV,”
molded brick, Wei-Jin period (220317), from Gansusheng bowuguan,
Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu
fajue baogao, fig. 6.
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Fig. 2.4 Plan and cross section of a tomb in Shaanxi, Northern Zhou dynasty (557-81), from
Dien, Six Dynasties Civilization, fig. 4.17.

Fig. 2.5 Tomb door, rubbing of stone
relief, Eastern Han period (second century
CE), from Wu Hung, the Art of Yellow
Springs, fig. 207.
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Fig. 2.6 Screen wall, Xigoucun M5,
carved and painted brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng
wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng
Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue
baogao,” fig. 10.

Fig. 2.7 Guardian from screen wall,
carved and painted brick, Wei-Jin period
(220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan,
Jiuquan wenwu jinghua. 145.
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Fig. 2.8 Detail from the Mawangdui banner, painting on silk, Western Han period
(second century BCE), from Wu Hung, The Wu Liang Shrine, fig. 44.
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Fig. 2.9 Figure wearing a hat approaching the moon, detail of wall painting from
tomb of Bu Qianqiu, Western Han period (first century BCE), from Wu Hung, The
Wu Liang Shrine, fig. 43.

Fig. 2.10 Screen wall, Xigoucun M6, carved
and painted brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317),
from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo,
“Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu
fajue baogao,” fig. 16.2.
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Fig. 2.11 Animal-headed guardians from screen
wall, Xigoucun M6, carved brick, Wei-Jin period
(220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan
wenwu jinghua, 149.

Fig. 2.12 Model of a watchtower, glazed earthenware, Eastern Han
period (25-220 CE), from China: Dawn of a Golden Age, pl. 3.
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Fig. 2.13 Screen wall,
Xigoucun M7, carved and
painted brick, Wei-Jin period
(220-317), from Gansusheng
wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo,
“Gansusheng Jiuquan
Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue
baogao,” fig. 14.1.

Fig. 2.14 Frog-bodied figure (left) and fox-headed figure (right), Xigoucun M2, incised and
carved brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo,
“Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” figs. 6 and 7.
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Fig. 2.15 Screen wall, Xincheng M1, carved and painted brick, Wei-Jin period
(220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 13.
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Fig. 2.16 Screen wall, Xincheng
M3, carved and painted brick,
Wei-Jin period (220-317), from
Gansusheng bowuguan,
Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua
mu fajue baogao, fig. 8.
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Fig. 2.17 Screen wall, Xincheng M6, carved and painted brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 14.
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Fig. 2.18 Chicken- and ox-headed attendants, detail of screen wall, Xincheng M6,
carved and painted brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan,
Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 2.
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Fig. 2.19 Arched entry and lower section of screen wall, Xincheng
M7, carved and painted brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from
Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, fig. 10.
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Fig. 2.20
Miniature door
with white tigers
from screen wall,
Xincheng M5,
painted brick,
Wei-Jin period
(220-317), from
Gansusheng
bowuguan,
Gansusheng
kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua
mu fajue baogao,
pl. 15.2.

Fig. 2.21 Pictorial stone slab with beaked and horned figures (right) attending to the
Queen Mother of the West (center), ink rubbing, Eastern Han period (86 CE), from
Xuzhou bowuguan, “Xuzhou faxian Han Yuanhe san nian huaxiang shi,” fig. 3.
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Fig. 2.22 Pictorial slab depicting the Queen Mother of the West with
attendants, ink rubbing, Eastern Han period (first century CE), Shandong
Provincial Museum, from Wu Hung, The Wu Liang Shrine, fig. 47.

Fig. 2.23 Pictorial slab depicting the Queen Mother of the West (center)
with chicken-headed (far left) and feathered (right) attendants, ink
rubbing, Eastern Han period (25-220 CE), from Han dai huaxiang quanji,
vol. 2, fig. 168.
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Fig. 2.24 Pictorial stone
depicting the Queen
Mother of the West on
Kunlun and with
attendants, ink rubbing,
Eastern Han period
(second century CE), from
Wu Hung, The Wu Liang
Shrine, fig. 48.

Fig. 2.25 Ox-headed
figure, east wall of M3,
Lishimamao, Shanxi,
Eastern Han period (89136 CE), ink rubbing and
drawing, from Zhao
Wucheng, “Hexi mushi
bihua zhong ‘Fu Xi, Nü
Wa’ he ‘niushou
renshen, jishou renshen’
tuxiang qianxi,” fig. 4.
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Fig. 2.26 Chicken- and ox-headed figures from tomb at Dandunzitan, Jiuquan, carved
and painted brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan
wenwu jinghua, 146-47.
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Fig. 2.27 Ox-headed
and chicken-headed
figures, screen wall of
M1, Nanhuazhen,
Gaotai, incised brick,
Wei-Jin period (220314), from Zhao
Wucheng, “Hexi mushi
bihua zhong ‘Fu Xi, Nü
Wa’ he ‘niushou
renshen, jishou renshen’
tuxiang qianxi,” fig. 3.

Fig. 2.28 Pictorial slab depicting pavilions with que and phoenixes, ink rubbing,
Eastern Han period (25-220 CE), from Han dai huaxiang quanji, vol. 1, fig. 190.
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Fig. 2.29 (Clockwise from top left) feilian, qilin, vermillion bird, and green dragon from
M6 screen wall, painted bricks, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan,
Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pls. 16.1-2
and 17.1-2.
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Fig. 2.30 Guardian wearing a red turban and supporting a beam from M6 screen wall,
painted brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 1.3.

Fig. 2.31 Watchtower on a sarcophagus, rubbing of carved stone, Eastern Han
period (25-220 CE), from Wu Hung, The Art of Yellow Springs, fig. 58.
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Celestial

Changhe gate

Terrestrial

Subterranean

Fig. 2.32 Mawangdui banner, painting on silk, Western
Han period (second century BCE), from Wu Hung, The
Art of Yellow Springs, fig. 125.
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Fig. 2.33 Wu Liang shrine, carved stone, Eastern Han period (151 CE), from Wu Hung, The
Wu Liang Shrine, fig. 40.

Terrestrial

Queen Mother of the West
and King Father of the East

Celestial
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Fig. 2.34 Screen walls of Xincheng M1
(left) and M7 (right), carved and painted
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from
Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan
bihua mu fajue baogao, figs. 7 and 10.

Celestial (tianmen)

Transitional (guardians,
escorts, and caryatids)

Terrestrial
(architecture)

Fig. 2.35 Bracket from screen wall, Xincheng
M6, carved and painted brick, Wei-Jin period
(220-317), from Gansusheng kaogudui,
Gansusheng bowuguan, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 3.2.

Fig. 2.36 Screen wall Xincheng M6,
carved and painted brick, Wei-Jin period
(220-317), from Gansusheng kaogudui,
Gansusheng bowuguan, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, fig. 9.
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Fig. 2.37 God of Thunder, detail from screen wall Xincheng M1,
carved and painted brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), Gansusheng
bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan
bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 1.

Fig. 2.38 Bovine figure, front chamber of Xincheng M6, carved and painted brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng kaogudui, Gansusheng bowuguan, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, color pl. 3.1.
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Fig. 2.39.1

Celestial
(tianmen)
Celestial
(tianmen)
Axis mundi
(bracket)

Fig. 2.39.2

Fig. 2.39.3

Fig. 2.39 Screen walls, Tongguan Diaoqiao M2 (top), M6 (bottom left), M7 (bottom
right), carved brick, Eastern Han period (126-226 CE), from Wang Yuqing, "Tongguan
Diaoqiao Han dai Yang shi muqun fajue jianji," figs. 5, 6, and 9.
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Fig. 2.40 Cross section, Yi’nan tomb, stone, Eastern Han period (late second century), from
Zeng Zhaoyu, Jiang Bingeng, and Li Zhongyi, Yi'nan gu huaxiangshi mu fajue baogao, pls. 4243.
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Fig. 2.41 Screen wall, Foyemiaowan M133, carved and painted brick, Western Jin
period (265-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang
Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin huaxiang zhuanmu, pl. 14.
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Fig. 2.42 Screen wall, Foyemiaowan M37,
carved and painted brick, Western Jin period
(265-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu
yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin
huaxiang zhuanmu, figs. 8 and 9.
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Fig. 2.43 Bracket and columns, Screen wall,
Foyemiaowan M37, carved and painted brick,
Western Jin period (265-317), from
Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo,
Dunhuang Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin huaxiang
zhuanmu, pl. 4.1.

Fig. 2.44 The Queen Mother of
the West wearing a sheng
headdress, façade of Yi’nan
tomb, stone carving, Eastern Han
period (late second-early third
century), from Wu Hung, The
Wu Liang Shrine, fig. 50.
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Fig. 2.45 Screen wall, Foyemiaowan M133,
carved and painted brick, Western Jin period
(265-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu
yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin
huaxiang zhuanmu, figs. 22 and 23.
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Fig. 2.46 Tianmen, screen wall, Foyemiaowan M133, carved and painted
brick, Western Jin period (265-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu
yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin huaxiang zhuanmu, pl. 15.1.

Fig. 2.47 Chicken- and ox-headed figures from screen wall, Foyemiaowan
M133, carved and painted brick, Western Jin period (265-317), from
Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin
huaxiang zhuanmu, pl. 34.
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Fig. 2.48 Fantastic beasts from screen wall, Foyemiaowan M118, carved and painted
brick, Western Jin period (265-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo,
Dunhuang Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin huaxiang zhuanmu, pl. 10.1.

Fig. 2.49 Li Guang from screen wall, Foyemiaowan M133, carved and painted brick,
Western Jin period (265-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang
Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin huaxiang zhuanmu, pl. 48.
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Fig. 2.50 Bo Ya and Zi Qi from screen wall, Foyemiaowan M37, carved and painted brick,
Western Jin period (265-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang
Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin huaxiang zhuanmu, pls. 54 and 55.

Fig. 2.51 White elephant from screen wall, Foyemiaowan M39, carved and painted brick,
Western Jin period (265-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang
Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin huaxiang zhuanmu, pl. 43.2.
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Fig. 2.52 The King Father of the East (top left), a Buddha-like deities
(top, second from left), Queen Mother of the West (top, third from left)
and another Buddha-like deity (far right), from a column in tomb at
Yi’nan, Shandong, stone carving, Eastern Han period, (late second-third
century CE), from Wu Hung, The Wu Liang Shrine, fig. 49.
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Fig. 2.53 Buddha Shakyamuni and scenes of his life on stupa casing, Amaravati,
Andhra Pradesh, India, carved stone, Satavahana period (second-third century),
from Denise Patry Leidy, The Art of Buddhism: An Introduction to its History
and Meaning, fig. 1.15.
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Fig. 2.54 Votive stupa and pagoda, Jiuquan, carved stone, Northern Liang
dynasty (fifth century), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 2.
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Fig. 2.55 Central pillar with Buddha, Mogao cave 254, Northern Wei dynasty (475490), from Dunhuang Mogao shiku, vol. 1, pl. 38.
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Fig. 2.56 Yungang cave 18, Northern Wei dynasty (460-67), from Yungang
Shiku, vol. 2, pl. 170.
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Fig. 2.57 Bodhisattva in niche flanked by que and attendants, Mogao cave 275, Northern
Liang dynasty (early fifth century), from Dunhuang Mogao shiku, vol. 1, pl. 15.
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Fig. 2.58 Doorway and clerestory to inner chamber, Yungang cave 12, Datong, Shanxi,
Northern Wei dynasty (late fifth century), Yungang Shiku, vol. 2, pl. 105.
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Fig. 3.1 Cross section of front chamber, Xincheng M6, brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), sketch
by author.
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Fig. 3.2 Cross section view looking through vestibule in front of screen wall and
into the first chamber, Xincheng M6, brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), sketch by
author.
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Fig. 3.3 Floor tiles in
“style I” (above) and “style
IV” (right), Xincheng
tombs, brick tile, Wei-Jin
period (220-317),
collection of Jiayuguan
Wei-Jin Painted Brick
Tomb Museum, photo by
author.
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Fig. 3.4 Residential buildings on platforms and surrounding a
courtyard, from Xinian Fu and Virginia Weng, Chinese Traditional
Architecture, pl. I.11.

Fig. 3.5 Digital rendering of portico in front chamber of Digengpo M1, dugout
construction, Western Jin period (265-317), from Ganshusheng wenwu kaogu
yanjiusuo and Gaotai bowuguan, "Gansu Gaotai Digengpo Xi Jin mu fajue
jianbao," fig. 8.
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Fig. 3.6 Front chamber of Digengpo M1,
dugout construction, Western Jin period
(265-317), from Ganshusheng wenwu
kaogu yanjiusuo and Gaotai bowuguan,
"Gansu Gaotai Digengpo Xi Jin mu
fajue jianbao," fig. 10.

Fig. 3.7 Cross section of
Luotuocheng 2001 excavation
M1 (right) and M2 (below),
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317),
from Gansusheng Wenwu kaogu
yanjiusuo and Gaotai bowuguan
"Gansu Gaotaixian Luotuocheng
muzang di fajue," figs. 2 and 3.
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Fig. 3.8 Cross section of Foyemiaowan M133, brick, Western Jin period (265317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin
huaxiang zhuanmu, fig. 21.

Fig. 3.9 Plan of
Foyemiaowan M39,
brick, Western Jin
period (265-317),
from Gansusheng
wenwu kaogu
yanjiusuo, Dunhuang
Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin
huaxiang zhuanmu,
fig. 11.
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Fig. 3.10 East wall of chamber, Foyemiaowan M37, brick, Western Jin period (265-317),
from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin huaxiang
zhuanmu, pl. 5.
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Fig. 3.11 Niche in north wall of Foyemiaowan M133,
painted brick, Western Jin period (265-317), from
Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang
Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin huaxiang zhuanmu, pl. 12.
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Fig. 3.12 Cross-section of Cangshan tomb, carved limestone, Eastern Han period
(151 CE), from Zhang Qihai, "Shandong Cangshan Yuanjia yuan nian huaxiang
shi mu," fig. 1.5.
Fig. 3.13 Entry (right) and
cross section (below) of
Changli M1, carved
limestone, Eastern Han
period (late second
century), from Nanjing
bowuguan, "Changli
shuiku Han mu qun fajue
jianbao," 36 and fig. 4.
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Fig. 3.14 Designs on central
pillar of Changli M1, carved
limestone, Eastern Han
period (late second century),
from Nanjing bowuguan,
"Changli shuiku Han mu qun
fajue jianbao," 38.

Fig. 3.15 Model of a well, green-glazed
earthenware, Han dynasty (206 BCE -220 CE),
from Donald Jenkins, Mysterious Spirits,
Strange Beasts, Earthly Delights, 129.
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Fig. 3.17 (Below) cross section
showing placement of
submerged well (bottom right in
picture), Xigoucun M7, east
wall, Wei-Jin period (220-317),
from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu
yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng
Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu
fajue baogao,” fig. 15.

Fig. 3.16 Surface portion of well in
Xigoucun M5, earthenware, Wei-Jin period
(220-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu
yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun
Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig. 38.
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Fig. 3.18 Three-part well, Xigoucun M5 (left) and M7 (right), earthenware, Wei-Jin period (220317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu
fajue baogao,” figs. 23.1 and 23.2.

Fig. 3.19 Urn (well cistern), Xigoucun M7,
earthenware, Wei-Jin period (220-317),
from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo,
“Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin
mu fajue baogao,” fig. 20.
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Fig. 3.20 Bucket, Xigoucun M6, bronze, WeiJin period (220-317), from Gansusheng wenwu
kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan
Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig. 41.5.

.

Fig. 3.21 Urn (well cistern)
Xigoucun M6, earthenware, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng
wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo,
“Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei
Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig. 19.

Fig. 3.22 Urn (well cistern),
Xigoucun M6, earthenware, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng
wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo,
“Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei
Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig. 24.1.

Fig. 3.23 Urn (well cistern), Xincheng M1,
earthenware, Wei-Jin period (220-317),
from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan
bihua mu fajue baogao, fig. 29.3.
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Fig. 3.24 Top and profile views of well
urn from Xincheng M6, earthenware, WeiJin period (220-317), from Gansusheng
bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue
baogao, fig. 26.5.

Fig. 3.25 Top and profile views of a well urn
from Xincheng M6, earthenware, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng
bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue
baogao, fig. 26.4.

Fig. 3.26 Well urn in Xincheng
M7, earthenware, Wei-Jin period
(220-317), from Gansusheng
bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue
baogao, fig. 29.4.
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Fig. 3.27 Model of a
well, green-glazed
earthenware, Han
dynasty (206 BCE -220
CE), from Donald
Jenkins, Mysterious
Spirits, Strange Beasts,
Earthly Delights, 128.

Fig. 3.28 Man drawing water from a well, south wall in front chamber, Xigoucun M7,
painted brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu
jinghua, 70.
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Fig. 3.29 Animal head, from
corners of the ceiling join in
Xigoucun M5, carved and painted
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317),
from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu
yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan
Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue
baogao,” pl. 4.2.

Fig. 3.30 Roof ridges and
acroteria, from Zhong Yuanzhao
and Chen Yangzheng. History and
Development of Ancient Chinese
Architecture, fig. 6-5-12.
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Fig. 3.31 Soldiered bricks and animal head at corners of the ceiling join, Xincheng M7,
carved and painted brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan,
Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, fig. 29.3.
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Fig. 3.32 Fudou ceiling and zaojing caisson in front chamber, Xigoucun M6,
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo,
“Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig.18.

Fig. 3.33 Diese stepped profile, from Zhong Yuanzhao and Chen Yangzheng.
History and Development of Ancient Chinese Architecture, figs. 6-3-18.
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Fig. 3.34 Lotus zaojing, rear chamber of tomb at Wuwei Leitai, painted brick, Eastern Han
period (late second-early third century CE), from Gansusheng bowuguan, "Wuwei Leitai
Han mu," pl.2.3.

Fig. 3.35 Lotus zaojing. (Left) tomb of Geda Shitan, Jiuquan, painted brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 99. (Right)
Foyemiaowan M39, painted brick Western Jin period (265-317), from Gansusheng
wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin huaxiang zhuanmu, pl. 45.1.
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Fig. 3.36 Fudou ceiling and flame-piercing-brick zaojing, front chamber of Xincheng M6,
carved brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 4.1.
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Fig. 3.37 Mirror from Xincheng M4, bronze, d: 6.3 centimeters, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from
Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue
baogao, pl. 7.2.

Fig. 3.38 Mirror with “Wei zhi san gong,” inscription, from Xincheng M8, bronze, d:
8.36 centimeters, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 5.1.
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Fig. 3.39 Cross section, east wall, Xincheng M6, brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from
Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue
baogao,” fig. 15.

Fig. 3.40 Architectural designs on brick, Xincheng tombs, Wei-Jin period (220317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun
Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig. 18.
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Fig. 3.41 Cross section, east wall, Xigoucun M5, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng
wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig. 10.

Fig. 3.42 Brackets, Huayan Si,
timber construction, circa eleventh
century, from Liang Sicheng, A
Pictorial History of Chinese
Architecture: A Study of the
Development of its Structural
System and the Evolution of its
Types, pl. 29.
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Fig. 3.43 Building with double eaves, Mogao cave 296, wall painting, Northern
Zhou dynasty (557-81), from Dunhuang Mogao shiku, vol. 1, pl. 186.

Fig. 3.44 Birds among trees, east wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M5,
painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng wenwu
kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue
baogao,” fig.45.
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Fig. 3.45 Three women dancing with fans, east wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M5,
painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan
wenwu jinghua, 95.

Fig. 3.46 Pheasants, east wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M5, painting on brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 85.
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Fig. 3.47 Tiger, north wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M5, painting on brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 93.

Fig. 3.48 Woman in yurt among trees with bird overhead, west wall of front chamber,
Xigoucun M5, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan,
Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 86.
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Fig. 3.49 Cross section west wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M5, Wei-Jin period (220-317),
from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue
baogao,” fig. 11.
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Fig. 3.50 Herd of horses, west wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M5, painting on brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 86.

Fig. 3.51 Ox pulling ziping cart, west wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M5,
painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan
wenwu jinghua, 95.
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Fig. 3.52 Herd of goats, west wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M5, painting on
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu
jinghua, 91.

Fig. 3.53 Bamboo slats bound into books, east wall of middle chamber, Xigoucun
M5, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan,
Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 97.
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Fig. 3.54 Plan of Xigoucun M7, brick Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng wenwu
kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig. 15.

Fig. 3.55 Birds among trees, east wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M7, painting on brick, WeiJin period (220-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan
Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig. 73.
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Fig. 3.56 Woman singing, another accompanying her on the ruanxian, east wall of front
chamber, Xigoucun M7, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng wenwu
kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” pl. 1.

Fig. 3.57 Woman stoking fire to cook, east wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M7, painting on
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 84.
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Fig. 3.58 Young male with bow herding goats, east wall of front chamber, Xigoucun
M7, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu
yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig. 82.

Fig. 3.59 Servants bearing water on a wooden frame, east wall of front chamber,
Xigoucun M7, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng wenwu
kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig. 77.
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Fig. 3.60 Men playing the guqin and ruanxian, east wall of front chamber, Xigoucun
M7, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan
wenwu jinghua, 82.

Fig. 3.61 Man in white hat paying respects to tomb occupant, seated on a ta; east
wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M7, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317),
from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 83.
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Fig. 3.62 Man preparing to kill an ox with a mace, east wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M7,
painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo,
“Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig. 80.

Fig. 3.63 Servant urging goat, north wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M7, painting on
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 76.
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Fig. 3.64 Distilling vinegar, north wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M7, painting on brick, WeiJin period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 80.

Fig. 3.65 Man on horse racing past woman walking and carrying an urn on her
back, east wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M7, painting on brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 74-75.
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Fig. 3.66 Man approaching a citadel, west wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M7, painting on
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 83.

Fig. 3.67 Male peasant holding a sickle and riding in ox-drawn cart, stopping to chat with a
female peasant holding a pitchfork, west wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M7, painting on brick,
Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 151.
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Fig. 3.68 Male tomb occupant riding a grey horse and holding a zhuwei, female tomb occupant
follows on spotted horse; west wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M7, painting on brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 71.

Fig. 3.69 Two mounted riders with spear and drum, west wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M7,
painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu
jinghua, 81.
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Fig. 3.70 Woman in front of a yurt, south wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M7,
painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Annette Juliano and Judith Lerner,
Monks and Merchants, 70, fig. A.

Fig. 3.71 Barefoot peasant standing on plow being dragged by ox, west wall of front
chamber, Xigoucun M7, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi
bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 84.
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Fig. 3.72 Plan of Xigoucun M6, brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng wenwu
kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig. 16.2.

Fig. 3.73 Cross section of Xigoucun M6, north wall, brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from
Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue
baogao,” fig. 16.1.
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Fig. 3.74 Overhead view of Mawangdui M1, Western Han period (second
century BCE), from Wu Hung, “Rethinking Mawangdui,” fig. 13.
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Fig. 3.75 Ranges, Xigoucun M5 (left) and M3 (right), buff ware, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from
Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue
baogao,” fig. 31.1 and 2.

Fig. 3.76 Fuzeng, Xigoucun M5, bronze, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from
Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun
Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig. 43.
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Fig. 3.77 Groom and heavenly horse, Xigoucun M5, bronze, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from
Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 100.

Fig. 3.78 Heavenly horse, Wuwei
Leitai, bronze, Eastern Han period
(second century CE), from Annette
Juliano and Judith Lerner, Monks
and Merchants, 39, no. 3.
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Fig. 3.79 Flying horse,
Dingjiazha M5 north ceiling
slope of front chamber, wall
painting, Later Liang to
Northern Liang dynasty (386441), from Jiuquanshi
bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu
jinghua, 105.

Fig. 3.80 Plan of Foyemiaowan M133, brick, Western Jin period (265-317), from
Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin huaxiang
zhuanmu, fig. 20.
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Fig. 3.81 Cross section of side chamber showing organization of burial goods, Foyemiaowan
M133, brick, Western Jin period (265-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo,
Dunhuang Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin huaxiang zhuanmu, figs. 24 and 25.

Fig. 3.82 Cross section, Foyemiaowan M37, brick, Western Jin period (265-317), from
Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin huaxiang zhuanmu, fig. 6.
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Fig. 3.83 Detail of west wall, Foyemiaowan M39, painted brick, Western Jin period
(265-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Foyemiaowan: Xi
Jin huaxiang zhuanmu, pl. 8.

Fig. 3.84 Detail of west
wall, Foyemiaowan M133,
brick, Western Jin period
(265-317), from
Gansusheng wenwu kaogu
yanjiusuo, Dunhuang
Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin
huaxiang zhuanmu, pl. 13.
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Fig. 3.85 Plan of Xincheng M1, brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from
Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan
bihua mu fajue baogao, fig. 11.
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Fig. 3.86 East wall of front chamber, Xincheng M1, carved and painted brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 18.

Fig. 3.87 Man watering livestock, north wall of front chamber, Xincheng M1, painted brick,
Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 51.1.
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Fig. 3.88 Servants and child accompanying female occupant (in carriage), west wall of front
chamber, Xincheng M1, painted brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan,
Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl .72.2.

Fig. 3.89 Male tomb occupant entertaining guests, west wall of front chamber, Xincheng M1,
painted brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui,
and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 59.1.
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Fig. 3.90 Two women and a baby (left); vermilion bird above pushou (right),
niche doors in east wall of front chamber, Xincheng M1, carved and painted
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 59.2.
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Fig. 3.91 Pushou door ornament, l: 3.8 centimeters, Xincheng M7, bronze, Wei-Jin period (220317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua
mu fajue baogao, pl. 7.2.

Fig. 3.92 Niche door with pushou, west wall of front chamber,
Xincheng M5, carved and painted brick, Wei-Jin period (220317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 15.1.
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Fig. 3.93 Partially open door with lattice above and figures riding dragons on the sides, Shaogou
tomb, carved and painted brick, Western Han period (48-7 BCE), from Li Jinghua, "Luoyang Xi
Han bihua mu fajue baogao,” pl. 4.3.

Fig. 3.94 Sarcophagus carving of a woman at partially open door, Sichuan province,
stone, Eastern Han period (second century CE, from Wu Hung, Monumentality, pl. 4.59.
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Fig. 3.95 Plan and cross section (showing east wall) of Xincheng M3, brick, Wei-Jin period (220317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu
fajue baogao, figs. 12 and 13.
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Fig. 3.96 Soldier hunting wild goat with a spear, east wall of front chamber, Xincheng M3,
painted brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui,
and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 77.1.

Fig. 3.97 East wall of front chamber, Xincheng M3, carved and painted brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 24.
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Fig. 3.98 Writing on niches and side chambers of Xincheng M3, painted
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan,
Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue
baogao, pl.12.
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Fig. 3.99 Zhong he miniature door (to right of arched passageway leading to the
middle chamber), south wall of front chamber, Xincheng M3, carved and painted
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl .23.1.

Fig. 3.100 Serving woman with cooking utensils, south wall of front chamber,
Xincheng M3, painted brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng
bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue
baogao, pl. 70.1.
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Fig. 3.101 Military tenant-farmers and a rider, farmers plowing below, south wall of front
chamber, Xincheng M3, painted brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Han Tang bihua, pl. 52.
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Fig. 3.102 Military encampment, south wall of front chamber, Xincheng M3, painted brick,
Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Han Tang bihua, pl. 51.
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Fig. 3.103 Military campaign, east wall of front chamber, Xincheng M3, painted brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, color pls. 2.2 and 2.3.

Fig. 3.104 North wall of front chamber, Xincheng M3, carved and painted brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 23.2.
378

Fig. 3.105 Military campaign, north wall of front chamber, Xincheng M3, painted brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, color pl. 2.1.

Fig. 3.106 Playing musical instruments, west wall, front chamber, Xincheng M3, painted brick,
Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pls. 62.1 and 62.2.
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Fig. 3.107 Cross section of Holingol M1, brick, Eastern Han period (145-220 CE), from Nei
Menggu wenwu gongzuodui and Nei Menggu bowuguan, “Helin'ge'er faxian yi zuo zhongyao di
Dong Han bihua mu,” fig. 3.

Fig. 3.108 Plan of Holingol
M1, brick, Eastern Han
period (145-220 CE), from
Ge Shanli, Helin’ge’er Han
mu bihua, 190.
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Fig. 3.109 Tomb occupant touring
land holdings, front chamber in
Holingol M1, reproduction of wall
painting from Eastern Han period
(145-220 CE), from Han Tang
bihua, pl. 33.

Fig. 3.110 Servants cooking in
kitchen, north side chamber off front
chamber in Holingol M1,
reproduction of wall painting from
Eastern Han period (145-220 CE),
from Han Tang bihua, pl. 26.
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Fig. 3.111 Sleeping
quarters, rear wall of
rear chamber in
Holingol M1, wall
painting, Eastern Han
period (145-220 CE),
from Ge Shanli,
Helin’ge’er Han mu
bihua, 160.

Fig. 3.112 East wall of front chamber, Xincheng M5, carved and painted brick,
Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 28.
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Fig. 3.113 Picking mulberry
leaves, east wall of front chamber,
Xincheng M5, carved and painted
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317),
from Gansusheng bowuguan,
Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu
fajue baogao, pl. 48.3.

Fig. 3.114 West wall of front chamber, Xincheng M6, carved and painted
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 32.1.
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Fig. 3.115 Anonymous, Hawk and Ducks, Tang
.
dynasty (eighth century), painting on a plectrum
guard of a biwa, from Wen Fong, Images of the
Mind, fig. 18.

Fig. 3.116 Diagram of Hawk and Ducks, Tang dynasty (eighth century), showing additive
mountain motifs, from Wen Fong, Images of the Mind, figs. 13a and 13b.
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Fig. 4.1 Procession (top), south wall of middle chamber, Xincheng M6, painting on brick, WeiJin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 33.

Fig. 4.2 Mounted soldiers in a procession with inscriptions: Bing Hu Da Nian and
Bing Sun Jing, west wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M7, painting on brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 72.
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Fig. 4.3 Procession (details), south and west walls of middle chamber, Xincheng M6,
painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pls. 80.1 and 80.2.
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Fig. 4.4 Duche with tomb occupant, south wall of middle chamber, Xincheng M6, painting on
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 81.2.

Fig. 4.5 Two officials holding hu and one bearing a wooden sword, south wall of middle
chamber, Xincheng M6, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng
bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 82.1.
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Fig. 4.6 ‘Funerary ritual in the ancestral temple,’ south wall of front chamber, Yi’nan tomb,
rubbing of relief carving, Eastern Han period (late second century-early third century CE), from
Wu Hung, The Art of Yellow Springs, fig. 189.

Fig. 4.7 West wall of front chamber, Xincheng M7, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan
bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 36.
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Fig. 4.8 Tomb occupant riding horse, west wall of front chamber, Xincheng M7, painting on
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 83.2.

Fig. 4.9 Mounted soldiers, west wall of front chamber, Xincheng M7, painting on brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 85.2.
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Fig. 4.10 Horse trampling a
Xiongnu warrior, funerary
park of General Huo Qubing,
pegmatite, Western Han
period (second century BCE),
from Luo Zhewen, China's
Imperial Tombs and
Mausoleums, 56.
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Fig. 4.11 Official hearing testimony of witnesses, front chamber, tomb at Gaozhagou, Jiuquan,
painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu
jinghua, 56.

Fig. 4.12 Two officials submitting to corporeal punishment, front chamber, tomb at Gaozhagou,
Jiuquan, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan
wenwu jinghua, 58.
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Fig. 4.13 Woman in yurt, front chamber, Xigoucun M5, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 92.

Fig. 4.14 Qiang (?) woman, south wall of front chamber, Xincheng M7, painting on brick,
Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Annette Juliano and Judith A. Lerner, 70, fig. A.
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Fig. 4.15 Two yurts with Xiufa Xianbei (?) in front of a citadel, north wall of front chamber,
Xincheng M3, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan,
Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 74.2.

Fig. 4.16 Qiuci (?) riding an ox-drawn harrow, east wall of front chamber, Xincheng M6,
painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, color pl. 3.2.
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Fig. 4.17 Qiuci (?) picking mulberries, east wall of front chamber, Xincheng
M6, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan,
Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao,
color pl. 3.3.

Fig. 4.18 Di (?) picking mulberries, east wall of front chamber, Xincheng M5,
painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan,
Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 46.3.
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Fig. 4.19 Sogdian (?) horse herder, north wall of front chamber, Xincheng M6,
painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Han Tang bihua, pl. 50.

Fig. 4.20 Man leading camel, north wall of front chamber, Xincheng M6, painting on
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Han Tang bihua, pl. 54.
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Fig. 4.21 Herding cattle, east wall of front chamber, Xincheng M5, painting on brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 53.2.

Fig. 4.22 Falcon hunting on horseback, north wall of front chamber, Xincheng M5, painting on
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 77.2.
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Fig. 4.23 Female (?) hunter on horseback, north wall of front chamber, Xincheng M5,
painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Han Tang bihua, pl. 53.

Fig. 4.24 Citadel with guard and dog, east wall of front chamber, Xincheng M5, painting on
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 54.2.
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Fig. 4.25 Covered ox cart, maid, and children approaching citadel, south wall of front chamber,
Xincheng M1, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan,
Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 72.2.

Fig. 4.26 Servants preparing food in kitchen, east wall of front chamber, Xincheng M1,
painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 70.2.
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Fig. 4. 27 Butchering a sheep, east wall of front chamber, Xincheng M6, painting on
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 68.2.

Fig. 4.28 Servant bringing in food, south wall of front chamber, Xincheng M5, painting on
brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and
Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 58.3.
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Fig. 4.29 Two servants washing chickens in a basin, east wall of front chamber, Xigoucun M7,
painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu
jinghua, 73.

Fig. 4.30 Two servants washing chickens in a basin, west wall of front chamber, Xincheng
M5, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 68.3.
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Fig. 4.31 Banquet chef preparing fish, painted grey earthenware, Eastern
Han period (206 BCE -220 CE), from Donald Jenkins, Mysterious Spirits,
Strange Beasts, Earthly Delights, 130.
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Fig. 4.32 Female tomb occupant and companion in conversation, east wall of front
chamber, Xigoucun M7, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Jiuquanshi
bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 77.

Fig. 4.33 Series of paintings showing female tomb occupant, east wall of
middle chamber, Xincheng M6, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317),
from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 32.2.
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Fig. 4.34 Female tomb occupant as a young lady, east wall of middle chamber, Xincheng M6,
painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Han Tang bihua, pl. 48.

Fig. 4.35 Female tomb occupant in middle age, east wall of middle chamber of Xincheng M6,
painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 60.2.
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Fig. 4.36 Procession celebrating a promotion, ceiling of front chamber, Holingol, schematic
based on a wall painting on plaster, Eastern Han period (late second century CE), from Wu Hung,
The Art of Yellow Springs, fig. 165.

Fig. 4.37 Scholars, north wall of middle chamber, Holingol, painting on plaster, Eastern Han
period (late second century CE), from Ge Shanli, Helin’ge’er Han mu bihua, pl. 67.
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Fig. 4.38 Messenger on a horse, north wall of front chamber of Xincheng M6,
painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Han Tang bihua, pl. 45.

Fig. 4.39 Rooster leading four hens, west wall of front chamber, Xincheng
M3, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan,
Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao,
pl. 54.3.
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Fig. 4.40 Soldier and archer, tomb at Bahe, Jiuquan, painting on brick, Eastern Han period (206
BCE -220 CE), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 44.

Fig. 4.41 Herder with horses, tomb at Luotuocheng, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317),
from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu
fajue baogao, pl. 54.3. from Annette L. Juliano and Judith A. Lerner, 69.
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Fig. 4.42 Two pheasants, west wall of Foyemiaowan M39,
painting on brick, Western Jin period (265-317), from Gansusheng
wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Foyemiaowan: Xi Jin
huaxiang zhuanmu, pl. 60.1.

Fig. 4.43 Sale of alcoholic drinks, ceramic brick with design in relief, Eastern
Han period (206 BCE -220 CE), from Jessica Rawson , Mysteries of Ancient
China, pl. 104.
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Fig. 4.44 Hawk hunting rabbit, north wall of front chamber, Xincheng M7, painting
on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 78.2.
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Fig. 5.1 North wall of rear chamber, Xigoucun M5, brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo,
“Gansusheng Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig. 13.

Fig. 5.2 North wall of rear chamber, Xigoucun M7, painted brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng
Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig. 92.
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Fig. 5.3 South wall of rear chamber, Xincheng M5, painted brick, WeiJin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 30.
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Fig. 5.4 Zhuwei and bianmian, south wall of rear chamber, Xincheng M5, painted brick, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 56.2.

Fig. 5.5 Silkworm cocoons and silk filament tows, south wall of rear chamber,
Xincheng M5, painted brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan,
Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 49.1.
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Fig. 5.6 Coins and ornaments, Xincheng tombs, bronze
and gold, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng
bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, pl. 7.

Fig. 5.7 Shoats, found in rear chambers, Xigoucun M7
(above) and M5 (below), jade, Wei-Jin period (220-317),
from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng
Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig. 46.
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Fig. 5.8 Shoats, found in rear chambers, Xincheng
M4, jade, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng
bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi,
Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, figs. 33.1 and 33.2.

Fig. 5.9 Shoats, from Xincheng M9, jade, Western Jin period
(265-317), from Wu Rengxiang, "Jiuquan Jiayuguan Jin mu di
fajue," fig. 9.
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Fig. 5.10 Body double, found in rear chamber of Xigoucun M7, bronze, Wei-Jin
period (220-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng
Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig. 42.3.

Fig. 5.11 Douping with inscription, found in front chamber, Xigoucun M6, earthenware with
red ink, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, “Gansusheng
Jiuquan Xigoucun Wei Jin mu fajue baogao,” fig. 32.
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Fig. 5.12 Douping with inscription, from Qijiawan M312, earthenware with red ink, Sixteen
Kingdoms period (420) from Dai Chunyang, Zhang Long, and Gansusheng wenwu kaogu
yanjiusuo, Dunhuang Qijiawan: Xi Jin Shiliuguo muzang fajue baogao, pl. 40.1.

Fig. 5.13 Douping, found in rear chambers of Xincheng M1, earthenware,
Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, fig. 22.3.
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Fig. 5.14 (From top to bottom) red silk with cloud patterns, yellow belt, dark red
silk, and gauze, from Xincheng M2, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng
bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue
baogao, pls. 10.2 and 10.1.
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Fig. 5.15 Eight Trigrams, end of coffin from Xincheng M6,
carved and painted wood, Wei-Jin period (220-317), photo
by author.

Fig. 5.16 Eight Trigrams, end of coffin from Xincheng M13,
carved wood, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gao Fengshan
Song Zihua, Yang Huifu, and Ju Jinhu, "Jiayuguan Xincheng
shi'er, shisan hao huaxiang zhuan mu fajue jianbao,” fig. 6.
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Fig. 5.17 Fuxi holding carpenter’s square, inside lid of coffin from Xincheng M6, carved
incised wood with lacquer painting, Wei-Jin period (220-317), photo by author.

Fig. 5.18 King Father of the East as Fuxi (?), inside lid of coffin from Xincheng M6, carved
incised wood with lacquer painting, Wei-Jin period (220-317), photo by author.
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Fig. 5.19 Fuxi and Nüwa, coffin lid from Xincheng M13, carved incised wood with
lacquer painting, Wei-Jin period (220-317), photo by author.

Fig. 5.20 Coffin lids with Fuxi and Nüwa, from Xincheng M1, incised wood with
lacquer, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng bowuguan, Gansusheng
kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao, fig. 19.1 and 19.2.
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Fig. 5.21 Coffin lids of male (above) and female (below) tomb occupants, from
Xincheng M1 incised wood with lacquer, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng
bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue
baogao, pl. 8.

Fig. 5.22 Coffin lid with Queen Mother of the West and King Father of the East from
Xincheng M6, incised wood with lacquer, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Gansusheng
bowuguan, Gansusheng kaogudui, and Jiayuguanshi, Jiayuguan bihua mu fajue baogao,
fig. 19.3.
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Fig. 5.23 Coffin lid from Dandunzitan, Jiuquan, incised wood with lacquer, Wei-Jin period
(220-317), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 52.

Fig. 5.24 Fuxi and Nüwa approaching a Mani pearl, east slope of Mogao cave 285, Western
Wei dynasty (535-56), from Dunhuang Mogao shiku, vol. 1, pl. 143.
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Fig. 5.25 Queen Mother of the West and King Father of the East separated
by the Milky Way on coffin lid, Guyuan, lacquer, Northern Wei dynasty
(mid-fifth century), from Dien, Six Dynasties Civilization, fig. 6.6.

Fig. 5.26 Juan bo bundles of silk, coffin interior from Xincheng M6, painting on wood,
Wei-Jin period (220-317), photo by author.
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Fig. 6.1 Schematic drawing of Dingjiazha M5, Later Liang to Northern Liang dynasties
(386-441), from Stanley K. Abe, Ordinary Images, fig. 3.7.

Fig. 6.2 King Father of the East, east slope of ceiling, front chamber of Dingjiazha
M5, wall painting, Later Liang to Northern Liang dynasties (386-441), from
Stanley K. Abe, Ordinary Images, fig. 3.9.
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Fig. 6.3 White deer and winged figure, south slope of ceiling, front chamber of Dingjiazha M5,
wall painting, Later Liang to Northern Liang dynasties (386-441), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan,
Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 101.
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Fig. 6.4 Nude woman making offering under a tree with monster, south wall of front chamber,
Dingjiazha M5, wall painting, Later Liang to Northern Liang dynasties (386-441), from
Stanley K. Abe, Ordinary Images, fig. 3.8.
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Fig. 6.5 Sogdian (?) farmers with plow and harrow, front chamber of Dingjiazha M5, wall
painting, Later Liang to Northern Liang dynasties (386-441), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan,
Jiuquan wenwu jinghua, 106.
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Fig. 6.6 Farmer stacking grain, rooster and hens behind, front chamber of Dingjiazha M5,
Later Liang to Northern Liang dynasties (386-441), from Jiuquanshi bowuguan, Jiuquan
wenwu jinghua, 107.

Fig. 6.7 Farmer stacking grain while hungry rooster and hens approach, north wall of
Xigoucun M5, Xigoucun M5, painting on brick, Wei-Jin period (220-317), from Han Tang
bihua, 44.
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Fig. 6.8 Central pagoda pillar and side niches, Mogao cave 254, Northern Wei
dynasty (475-490), from Dunhuang Mogao shiku, vol. 1, pl. 26.

Fig. 6.9 Paintings and niches, Mogao cave 275, Northern Liang dynasty (421-39),
from Dunhuang Mogao shiku, vol. 1, pl. 12.
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